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Uvod
Lični i profesionalni razvoj čine jednu celinu. Pticu sa dva jaka krila, čoveka
sa dve jake noge, ruke, oka, uva... i nema kraja tom razvoju i stalnom učenju,
dok god traje vaš radni vek. Mi, ili napredujemo ili nazadujemo. ako stalno
učimo, mi napredujemo a ako ne učimo mi nazadujemo. Kao veslač uzvodno,
onog momenta kada prestane da vesla, počinje da ide nazad, jer vreme ne
stoji. on nazad a ostali napred.
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- More business can be generated if
the public is given the visual assurance that the operator is proud to
display his food preparation.

- i will not accept any assignment
that i feel would not be fruitful for - To cook the best food in the best
way we know is our mision.
my clients.
- Today the foodservice operations in - The task of a menu planner is to ima hotel are specialty restaurants and prove the organization and implemention of the kitchen. He must decoffee shops.
sign a safe and easy working envi- rehabilitation investment pay for ronment.
themselves in less than two years
and after that continue to add to - Ethnic restaurants represent the most
popular category of specialty restauprofits.
rants.
- The more imaginative the problem
- all restaurants must be special in
solver, the more options he come
order to succeed.
up with.
- Specialty restaurants include every
- innovative solutions and flexibility
restaurant that demonstrates invenare essential to continuing success
tiveness in its surrounding, menu,
in foodservice operation.
preparation and service, equipment,
- Foodservice design contributes to and management.
employee productivity, to the quality
- Ever – increasing popularity in onof product and, above all, to the satpremise baked goods.
isfaction of the customer.
- His ability of picking right people
- in planning, try to evolve a simple and place them in right position was
solution.
legendry.
- What was needed was a simple Public relations advertising:
product that moved from start to
1. recruit employees carefully.
completition in a streamlined path.
The design process will be to follow 2. Give them training.
the raw food product from receiving 3. Pay them well.
4. develop them for promotion.
to service.
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5. Keep them constantly informed - a big part of leadership is the ability
how they and their hotel are doing. to stick with the dream for a long
- The fastest way to success is with a time. Long enough that the critics
realize that you are going to get
new idea.
there one way or another – so they
- There is no substitute for experience follow.
in the foodservice business.
- When you hire amazing people and
- Selling – not order taking.
give them freedom, they do amazing
- Figure out how to get every employee stuff.
to understand that they are the mar- - The most important thing to find
keting department.
out is what he really can do.
- do not hire people with experience - do it publicly and create pathways
unless you are sure they can unlearn for your followers to contribute to
that progress. Transparency really
what they learned there.
is your only options.
- organizations of the future are filled
with smart, fast, flexible people on a - it is hard work to invent a new sysmission. a tribe of smart celebrities tem, service, or process that is remarkable. Nothing new is easy.
and opinion leaders.
- all great leaders are generous – they - Your movement needs to be bigger
than you. Tearing others down is
enable the tribe to thrive.
never as helpful to a movement as
- Great leaders are able to reflect the building your followers up.
light onto their teams, their tribes.
- Be willing to be wrong. realize that
- Great leaders do not want the atten- wrong is not fatal.
tion, but they use it to unite the tribe
- if you hear my idea but do not
and to reinforce its sense of purpose.
believe it, that is not your fault – it is
- Great leders do not try to please mine.
everyone.
- if you are a student in my class and
- Leaders who set out to give are you do not learn what i am teaching,
more productive than leaders who i have let you down.
set out to get.
- Pricing your product is actually sim- The secret of leadership: paint a picture of the future and go there.
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- „Business model innovation is a key
success factor“.

keting that promises and delivers
basic human wants.

- do not grow unless it gives you joy. - Good marketers tell a story.
Small company can disappear with- one disappointed customer is worth
out tears and reappeare at some
as much as ten delighted ones.
other time, in some other place.
- Torchbearers often attract a crowd. - The easiest way to amplify customer
People are fascinated by individuals satisfaction is to underpromise, than
who are willing to carry responsi- increase the positive peak and make
bility. Torchbeareres do not realize sure it happens near the end of the
how unique they are, how powerful experience you provide.
their role is, or how difficult their - it is important to always remember
task is.
that hazard analysis focuses on food
- desire to be 3 steps ahead (not just safety, not food quality.
two).
How the food is prepared?
- First, review everything that already 1. Simple/no-cook recipes,
exists. Use the best avaliable equip- 2. Same – day recipes,
ment.
3. Complex recipes (cook / chill).
- For training we need only teach
what employees must know to do - The international food safety icons
the job. They are expected to be able make it easy to understand, rememto do something, not just to know or ber, ant reinforce these procedure.
understand.
- The key to a revolution in the restau- Marketing begins before the product rant business is simplicity.
is created. Find products for your - The fastest way to success is with a
customers, instead of finding cus- new idea. innovative solutions and
tomers for your produts.
flexibility are essential to continuing
- New marketing does not demand success in foodservice operation.
better marketing, it demands better - There are 2 ways to grow: by stealing
products, better service, and better from the competition, or by growing
organizations.
market. The first is slow and painful,

- People all over the world, and of
every income level, respond to mar-

the second is where the magic of
fast growth kicks in.
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- Leaders have followers, managers - a movement is thrilling. it is work
of many people, all connected, all
have employees.
- To make good decisions, a manager seeking something better. New ways
of doing things, new jobs, new opneeds good information.
portunities become ever more im- Leaders use passion and ideas to portant. The one path that never
lead people, as opposed to using the works is the most common one:
threats and bureucracy to manage doing nothing at all. Someone who
them.
is doing nothing is merely hiding.
- They establish the foundation for - onaj ko pročita veliku knjigu, više
people to make connection, as op- neće biti isti. Um koji jednom proširi
posed to commanding people to fol- nova ideja, nikada se neće vratiti na
low them.
prvobitne dimenzije.
- a tribe is a group of people connected - štedi na svemu, ali nikada nemoj da
to one another, connected to a leader, razmišljaš da li da potrošiš novac na
and connected to an idea. a group dobru knjigu. Ne zaboravite: ako
needs only two things to be a tribe: želite da vodite, stvarno morate da
a shared interes and a way to com- čitate.
municate. The communication can
- Meni su moje knjige neprocenjive, a
be:
možda će, kada umrem, najbolji po1. Leader to tribe
klon mojoj deci biti moja biblioteka,
2. Tribe to leader
videoteka i fonoteka.
3. Tribe member to tribe member
- Guru – čovek koji rasteruje tamu i
4. Tribe memebr to outsider.
donosi razumevanje i svetlost.
- Tribes need leadership. People want - jedina prava vrednost je ostati veran
connection and growth and some- samom sebi.
thing new. They want change. in
- Preduzetnik s vizijom ne meditira,
order to lead a tribe, all you need to
ne moli se Bogu. on samo razmišlja.
do is to motivate people who choose Ponekad analizira poslovne izazove,
to follow you.
ponekad razmišlja o novim tržištima,
- Tribes grow when people recruit a ponekad razmišlja i bavi se smislom
other people. The tribe does not do svog života i razmišlja kakav bi on
it for you. They do it for each other. mogao da bude.
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- često samo mašta kako da se razvija
lično i profesionalno. on često sedi i
ćuti. Miruje. Žmuri. razmišlja.
- Posvećenost, svakodnevno usavršavanje i uloženo vreme daju genijalnost.
- jednostavno se posvetio tome da
postane izvrstan ugostitelj, i bio je.

za rezultate u svetu koji voli da
okrivljuje i odbija odgovornost. Vidite
ono što drugi i ne sanjaju. Postavljate
izazove onome što jeste. da ste u
krdu, da razmišljate kao svi ostali,
onda ne biste bili lider – bili biste
pratilac. a to nije zabavno. Nemojte
zaboraviti, svakom velikom lideru
(ili vizionaru, ili hrabrom misliocu)
isprva su se smejali. a sada ih poštuju.

- U poslu mora da postoji neko ko će
postaviti ciljeve, a zatim uputiti i - Bez entuzijazma, energije i strasti ne
druge da se kreću prema njima. Svi možete biti lider u svojoj oblasti, a
ljudi u vašem timu moraju da znaju vaša organizacija ne može da dostigne
svoju ulogu i da se u toj ulozi pokažu svetski nivo.
kao prave vođe. Možda znači da
- Godine izboraju kožu, ali duša se
ćete biti inovator koji svojim klijentima
izbora kad izgubimo entuzijazam.
donosi ograman novac i lansira
- Ne možete pogoditi metu koju ne
odlične proizvode u svet.
vidite. ovaj svet su izgradili oni koji
- Kad drugima pomažem da žive na
su osetili nezadovoljstvo postojećim
najbolji način, osećam se zanačajno.
stanjem i koji su znali da mogu da
- razvoj zaposlenih je najbitniji da urade nešto više.
biste izgradili kulturu. Kada vam
- radite ono što je ispravno, a ne ono
ljudi budu napredovali, napredovaće
što je popularno. Cena dicipline je
vam i kompanija. Vaš dnevni rasuvek manja od bola kajanja.
pored je najbolji pokazatelj onog što
- Pronađite svoje vežbe i izvodite ih
zaista cenite i što smatrate bitnim.
marljivo, a zatim izađite u ovaj svet
- Stavite porodicu, zajedno sa zdrav- i zasijajte.
ljem, na prvo mesto liste prioriteta.
- Prvi znak zrelosti je sposobnost da
- Na decu ćete najviše uticati ako i ra- se odrekene trenutnog zadovoljstva,
dite ono što govorite.
radi nekog većeg koji će doći kasnije.
- Sama definicija lidera znači da ste Neverovatno je dokle možete da
ispred ostalih – sami i idete negažen- stignete ako se samo dovoljno dugo
im putem. Preuzimate odgovornost nečega držite.
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- i najmanje delo je bolje od najple- - Najvažniji resurs nije više kapital
menitije namere. Kada se borite za nego talenat. Kada ste lider, normalno
nešto više, potrebna je hrabrost da je da ćete biti usamljeni (u poslu,
se ponašate uzvišeno i da budete kod kuće ili u zajednici). Sama definicija lidera znači da ste ispred ostalih
korisni društvu.
– sami.
- da biste se pokazali kao lider, ne
treba svi da vas vole. Treba da radite - Gotovo sigurno se može reći da će
ono što je ispravno i ono što je dobro. bolje proći oni koji nude konkretna
rešenja, a ne oni koji kritikuju. Kri- Ljudi idu tamo gde se osećaju zbritikuju sve odreda, a ne nude alternuto, posebno i dobro. ako vas munative.
šterije vole, postajete član njihove
šire porodice. Postanu vam odani. - što ste vi i vaša organizacija uspešniji,
ispričaće i ostatku porodice o vama utoliko morate da budete ponizniji i
i vodiće računa o vama ako nešto odaniji svojim klijentima.
pođe po zlu.
- dobar život je onda kada stremite
O obrazovanju i
najvišem i najboljem. Svaki stoti uspe,
jer kaže: „a zašto ne ja? i ugrabi pri- drugim stvarima
liku“. Vaš život živite u skladu sa
- Veština je specifična manuelna ili
sobom i svojim snovima.
mentalna sposobnost jedne osobe
- Život vam svakodnevno pruža prave
da obavlja određene radnje, poslove
prilike. Sudbinu će vam na kraju ili aktivnosti koje se pretežno stiču
odrediti način na koji ga prihvatate. praksom i/ili iskustvom.
ono što danas radite zaista stvara
- znanje je neophodan kapital u radu
vašu budućnost.
i pasivna energija uma, a stručnost
- Ne vidimo mi svet onakav kakav je je aktivna kategorija.
on, već kakvi smo mi. Vaše mišljenje
stvara vašu stvarnost. ono u šta - izrael je najveću investiciju napravio
verujete se obistinjuje. ako mislite ulažući u obrazovanje, školstvo i
da u vašem životu nešto ne može stvaranje stručnih kadrova, u takoda se desi, onda nema šanse da ćete zvanu „industriju znanja“.
preduzeti ono što je neophodno da - današnje obrazovanje u Srbiji je
bi vam se snovi ostvarili.
trvrđava „lovaca u mutnom“ koju
12
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je nemoguće osvojiti, a potpuno je - Svi naši instruktori su tu da bi ljubav
besmisleno sticati znanja koja nikome i entuzijazam prema ugostiteljstvu
nisu potrebna.
preneli na učenike i studente. Svaki
- školujemo kadrove za privredu instruktor mora da shvati da je on
koja više ne postoji, a u okviru tu zbog učenika i studenata a ne
onih zanimanja koja su potrebna obratno.
nedostaje praksa. Potreban nam je - Te vrline ne razvijaju se samo učenjem
kadar koji odgovara zahtevima iz udžbenika, već kroz praktičnu
posla po obrazovanju, radnom nastavu u kojima se učenici i studenti
iskustvu, veštinama i sposobno- stavljaju u potpuno realnu situaciju
stima. Nedostaje nam i metoda i tako pripremaju za svoje buduće
učenja, dobri udžbenici, moderna profesije.
nastava i dobro pripremljeni in- Treba da pokrenemo jasne promene
struktori za taj posao.
u cilju prilagođavanja interesima po- ako vam je potrebno stručno znanje jedinca, odnosno mladih.
iz oblasti ugistiteljstva, stičite ga u
Srbiji po Muradinovom programu - Novac ne daje ideje, već ideje stvaraju
novac. a sve veliko i važno nastalo
ili za velike pare u svetu.
na svetu, najpre nastaje u glavi – u
- Nastavni program koji je kreirao
projektu i ideji.
Muradin rebronja, savršeno prepoznaje potrebu savremenog ugo- - Više od polovine gradske i seoske
stiteljstva i turizma zapadnog Balka- omladine u Srbiji razmišlja o odlasku
na. Nema sumnje da će taj program u inostranstvo na duže vreme. Malo
u veoma skoroj budućnosti postati njih pominje želju za usavršavanjem
regionalni lider u osposobljavanju u inostranstvu.
mladih ugostiteljskih profesionalaca - Niti mladi u Srbiji imaju mogućnost
nove generacije.
da zarade radeći privremene
- Moja osnovna misija je da pomognem poslove, niti njhovi roditelji imaju
svakom učeniku i studentu da se novca da ih pošalju u obilazak
razvija, da danas bude bolji nego Evrope i amerike. ipak, mi treba
juče, a sutra da bude bolji nego danas. da ohrabrujemo naše učenike i studa bude bolji za sebe a ne da bude dente da čuju i vide ono što se
bolji od nekog drugog.
dešava u svetu.
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- Samo se putovanjem razbijaju pre- - da, mi ne volimo globalizaciju, ali je
drasude i strahovi koje su rezultat tragičnije što je slabo izučavamo.
neznanja. Putovanje u svet, ne tr- Globalizacija je nekome majka, a
buhom za kruhom, već glavom za nekome maćeha. Ta majka voli
znanjem. Moraš izaći napolje da bi skromne, vredne, diciplinovane i
pokazao koliko si dobar.
obrazovane. za sve ostale globa- Po znanje se ide tamo gde znanja lizacija je poput maćehe koja ne troši
ima, a tako stečeno znanje se onda vreme na vaspitavanje već samo
ignoriše i kažjnava.
prenosi tamo gde znanja nema.
- U ovom trenutku Srbija ima samo - oni koji pomeraju granice stručnosti
jedan „svetski“ proizvod, a to su i uspešnosti – istinske su zvezde.
ljudi. Međutim, svet izvan Srbije se - „Staromodna istočnoevropska
razvija jako brzo, primenjujući nova nametljivost“, tako su nas videli Eniskustva i tehnologiju. izolovani od glezi nakon boravka na Kopaoniku.
Evrope i amerike, više se bavimo
opravdanjem naših stavova, nego - a evo šta jedan francuski šef kuhinje
što se uključujemo u nove globalne misli o srpskoj kuhinji: 1. Mnogo
masti, 2. Previše brašna, 3. Slabo
procese.
serviranje.
- Srbija nema dovoljno diciplinovanu,
niti dovoljno kvalitetnu radnu snagu - zaposlenje u multinacionalnoj komkojom može privući strane investicije. paniji predstavlja nastavak školoobrazovanje sve manje služi potre- vanja, obavezno samousavršavanje
bama privrede i društva, a sve više u struci i veštinama.
postaje unosan biznis akademskih - šta god da radite i koliko god da rapreduzetnika. ovo se sjajno uklapa dite, morate u taj posao udenuti
i sa opsesivnom potrebom roditelja svoje srce i dušu.
da im deca po svaku cenu završe
- radeći za najbolje hotele, tipa ritzfakultet, studirajući bilo šta, bilo gde,
Carlton, Sheraton ili Hilton, vi ćete
pa koliko traje da traje, i koliko košta
proširiti svoje vidike i steći finansijsku
da košta. Bez radikalnog zaokreta u
obrazovanju, bez pomeranja ka nezavisnost, a jedina prava nezavistručnim karijernim školama i fakul- snost je finansijska nezavisnost.
tetima, Srbija će nastavti da stvara - Emigranti bez poznavanja engleskog
jezika ne mogu da nađu dobro
kadar za kafiće, a ne za industriju.
14
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plaćeni posao, bez veće zarade ne - Strateški partner je partner koji
mogu da se adaptiraju, a neadaptirani proizvodnju i tehnologiju podiže na
- ostaju stranci.
najviši nivo.
- Ko nije vičan obavljanju više zadataka - Novi i jeftiniji izvori snabdevanja
istovremeno, i to u toku jednog dana, ekološki zdrave hrane treba da budu
teško da će napredovati.
glavni cilj šefova kuhinja. Pažnju
- Ne postaje se bogat od onoga što se treba obratiti na upotrebu unapred
zaradi, nego od onoga što se uštedi. pripremljenih proizvoda, naročito
konfekcioniranog junećeg mesa za
rib steikove, (gornjih sedam rebara)
i T-bon steikove, (slabina), sa rokom
O marketingu
trajanja od 14 dana. za jagnjeće
pečenje treba koristiti vakuum upako- Prvo pravilo u marketingu: da biste vane komade težine oko 200 g, četiri
uspeli morate da imate ili kvalitetan različita komada po pakovanju, a
proizvod, ili dobru ideju, a još bolje i nakon pasterizacije u hotelskim
jedno i drugo.
kuhinjama, sa rokom trajanja od 21
- Uspeh brenda rezultat je njegove dan, spremne za pečenje po porudžbini (gotove za desetak minuta).
autentičnosti.
- Brend mora da poseduje jednu reč - da uvek u ponudi ima jegnjećeg,
junećeg pečenja i steikova, kao i
u svesti gosta – potrošača.
pilećeg pečenja, kad god treba i
- dobar marketinški stručnjak je uvek
koliko god treba, je san snova svakog
radoznao. on uvek posmatra i pita
šefa kuhinje i/ili vlasnika restorana.
se „zašto?“.
- „čovek koji je predviđao budućnost
- Ne možete biti inovativni, a da ne i to nam saopštavao, a do svojih
pravite greške.
otkrića je dolazio misaonim tokom“
- Kako svet neznalica može da obavlja (rečeno za Petera druckera).
složene funkcije za koje je potrebno - Produktivnost u Srbiji je oko 25%
ogromno znanje?
od evropske. za najbolju moguću
- Kako da se naši poslodavci snađu u
tržišnoj ekonomiji kad su juče izašli
iz socijalizma. Gde su to oni mogli
da nauče?

produktivnost su potrebne tri stvari:
1. Tehnologija (hardware), 2. Sručno
znanje i trening (software), 3. Motivacija (energy).
15
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- „Budite konkurentni ili napustite - jedini način da se podigne životni
biznis“, je mantra za sve one koji standard građana jeste da se kroz
žele da prežive sadašnju recesiju i školovanje poveća produktivnost i
da dugo traju.
konkurentnost srpske privrede.
- Po konkurentnosti Srbija je 2009. - Karijerno školovanje je jedini put za
godine bila na 85. mestu na svetu, a izlazak iz bede, i jedini način da se
ljudi zaposle.
amerika na prvom.
- Globalna studija konkurentnosti za - Traže se rešenja za probleme sa kojima se suočavaju ugostiteljske škole
2009. godinu:
– od zastarele opreme preko preva1. amerika
ziđenih nastavnih programa do mo2. švajcarska
tivacije nastavnika i nedovoljnih
3. danska
mogućnosti za unapređenje njihovih
4. švedska
kvalifikacija.
5. Singapur
- Mora se razvijati inovacioni sektor
6. Finska
u oblasti ugostiteljstva i turizma na
Balkanskom kulinarskom institutu.
7. Nemačka
8. Holandija
- „Naš najveći problem je u tome što
nemamo pravih znalaca. ako ne
9. japan
rešimo ljudski faktor, nećemo naći
10. Kanada........
put iz krize“. (ante Marković)
- Glavni razlozi nekonkurentnosti u
- Na zapadu veći značaj daju na
ugostiteljstvu su:
kvalitet proizvoda i usluga u odnosu
1. zastarela tehnologija
na cenu.
2. Slab kvalite proizvoda i usluga.
- Uz strane ulagače bi stigle i nove
3. Nedostatak has-sap ugostiteljskih
tehnologije i znanja.
standarda
- Savremeno stručno karijerno obra4. Visoke cene
zovanje bi trebalo da bude atraktivno
- Potrebna je:
i svima dostupno, da odgovara na
1. reforma obrazovanja, dualno, plus potrebe tržišta rada, da postavi oskarijerno obrazovanje.
novu za doživotno učenje i neprekid2. osavremenjivanje nastavnih pro- no usavršavanje, da bude fleksibilno
kad je reč o ocenjivanju i vrednovanju.
grama
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- Treba da se fokusiramo na zaista O intelektualcima
uspešne sisteme školovanja, odgonetanje razloga za njihov uspeh i im- - Ukoliko su rezultati rada dugoročni,
plementaciju tih razloga.
veliki i univerzalni, poput stvaranja
- amerika i Evropa su stubovi sveta, nečeg novog ili važnog u vidu neke
a vrednost američkog obrazovnog univerzalne vrednosti koja će
modela i više je nego poznata i priz- mnogim ljudima doneti dobrobit,
onda takav čin čoveku donosi uvenata u celom svetu.
renje da će i nakon njegovog fizičkog
- one (amerika i Evropa) su naša nestanka njegovo ime i njegov duh
budućnost, a mi smo njihova prošlost. kroz takvo stvaralaštvo nastaviti da
- iako Evropa zaostaje za amerikom, žive. jer, mrtvi su samo oni koji su
Kanadom i japanom po konceptu zaboravljeni.
razvoja ekonomije zasnovane na - Kad obavljamo svoj posao na najbolji
znanju, njeno bogatstvo leži u znanju mogući način koji znamo, a naše
i umeću njenih ljudi, što je ključ za ime počinje da stiče slavu, mudrost
nam nalaže da se povučemo u senku,
razvoj i zaposlenost.
sve dok ne završimo ono što smo
- od amerikanaca se može najviše
započeli.
naučiti o funkcionisanju tržišta i o
obrazovanju, a model na poslu je:
„onaj ko više radi više i zarađuje”. O liderima i lideršipu
u ugostiteljstvu
Uzori se ne mogu preslikavati, ali
mogu koristiti.
- Cilj lideršipa je da stvara nove lidere,
ne sledbenike. Ukoliko želite da
budete lider na tržištu, neophodno
je da diktirate promene, da ih
Citati Baraka Obame
definišete.
- „inovacija je bila suštinska za naš
prosperitet u prošlosti i biće suštinska za naš prosperitet u budućnosti. USa treba da imaju najobrazovanije i najobučenije radnike
na svetu.“

Karakteristike neophodne uspešnim
liderima:
1. iskrenost,
2. Vizionarstvo,
3. Kompetencija,
4. inspiracija,
5. inteligencija.
17
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Kako voditi one „ispod“:

3. 10% odsto – nedostatak vašeg
stručnog/tehničkog znanja;
1. zaboravite da je bilo ko „ispod“ i
4. 10% odsto – iQ količina vaše intretirajte svakog kao sebi ravnog;
teligencije;
2. Vodite ličnim primerom, ponašajte
se onako kako očekujete da se drugi 5. 9% odsto – ostalo na koje vi ne
možete da utičete.
ponašaju;
3. Pronađite u svakom ono najbolje, i
pomozite im da i sami vide to u
sebi. dajte im zadatke na kojima O čitanju, studiranju
mogu da zablistaju;
i treningu
4. Posmatrajte i razvijajte svakog zaposlenog kao pojedinca, ne po
- oni ništa nisu naučili, samo su
„kalupu“;
položili ispit, a znanje je neophodan
5. Nagradite postignute rezultate.
kapital u radu. ispit je samo provera
Kako biti dobar kolega na poslu u
ugostiteljstvu:

trenutnih sposobnosti i znanja i dokaz
da je neko samo pohađao određenu
školu. znanje se mora dokazivati
kroz rad.

1. Budite pravi i iskreni prijatelj, i
stalno širite svoj krug poznanika i
- Ne može niko da studira ako nema
prijatelja;
2. Ne upuštajte se u političke igre i knjige. Mora da se suoči sa činjenicom
ogovaranje onih koji nisu prisutni; da to nešto i košta, jer ako ne košta
ništa, onda ništa ni ne vredi.
3. Budite timski igrač i ponudite pomoć
- obrazovanje jeste ogroman biznis i
i kada se to od vas ne očekuje;
to u svetskim razmerama. Najbolji
4. Ne „takmičite“ se sa kolegama,
primer za to su američki i švajcarski
dozvolite da uvek pobedi najbolja
koledži. ali treba stvoriti sopstveni
ideja, bez obzira od koga je potekla.
kadar i izgraditi ozbiljnu nastavnu
Faktori koji mogu da unište ili uspore bazu.
vaše napredovanje u karijeri:
- U Srbiji bi trebao da zavlada princip
1. 45% odsto – vaši loši odnosi sa meritokratije, što znači da selekcija
drugima;
svugde bude isključivo prema znanju
2. 26% odsto – nedostatak vaše samo- i sposobnostima, a ne prema nacionalnoj, verskoj ili političkoj pripadnosti.
kontrole;
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Bolesti koje prate nedovoljnu
ishranu:
1. Neuhranjenost,
2. rahitis,
3. avitaminoze,
- čvrsto verujem da je korisnije nekoga 4. anemije itd.
naučiti kako da zaradi novac nego
Bolesti koje su posledice preobimne
mu ga dati.
ishrane:
- Gotovo je nemoguće da se kreira in1. Gojaznost,
teres bez neposrednog pokazivanja.
Prosečan zaposleni u ugostiteljstvu 2. Povišeni krvni pritisak,
teško prihvata bilo koje instrukcije 3. dijabetes,
koje se daju na način kako se to radi 4. Kardiovaskularna oboljenja itd.
u redovnom školovanju. oni su obi- „Lekari se neprestano trude da nam
čno zainteresovani samo za trening
sačuvaju zdravlje, a kuvari da ga
koji ima stvarnu i neposrednu svrhu.
upropaste; ovi drugi kao da su veštiji
Teorija i apstraktni pojmovi nisu
u svom poslu.“ (deni didro, francuski
mnogo zanimljivi za njih.
filozof i književnik – 1713 – 1784.
god.)

- U americi se ceni šta možete da
uradite, bez obzira na boju vaše kože,
religiju, nacionalnost, starosno doba,
rodnu pripadnost.., a ne da li možete
da pokažete parče papira.

O hrani i ishrani
- Hrana je jedini izvor čoveku potrebnih energetskih, gradivnih i zaštitnih
materija koje unese u oraganizam u
poželjnim, odnosno optimalnim
odnosima, doprinose zdravlju i vitalnosti organizma.

O ugostiteljstvu
- HaCCP ima cilj da štiti, čuva i
unapređuje zdravlje svih građana.
- Stručan kuvar je kičma restorana, a
pekarstvo je precizna forma umetnosti.

- ishrana stanovništva u neposrednoj
vezi je sa ekonomskom moći bilo
koje zemlje.

- Precizne recepture su formule koje
postoje da bi se poštovale.

- Ni jedna druga namirnica nije toliko
velokodušno hranljiva kao krompir.

- od davnina je poznato da se dugotrajnim termičkim tretmanom
19
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(kuvanjem) namirnica, držanjem u - Masnoća je na tanjiru tri sekunde, u
vodi ili drugim isparenjem, uništavaju ustima 30 sekundi, u stomaku 30
vitamini i gube korisne materije.
minuta, a u arterijama 30 godina.
- Kuvati prirodno: kuvati bez vode i Vrsta hrane i njena kalorična vredpeći bez masti. 90° C stepeni je opti- nost:
malna temperatura kuvanja u - 100 g hleba sadrži 60 g ugljenih hizatvorenim posudama, bez vode i drata, 8 g belančevina = ukupno 272
masti.
kalorija;
- Bila bi velika greška kada biste hteli - 250 g mleka sadrži 12 g ugljenih
proces kuvanja skratiti jačim zagre- hidrata, 8 g belančevina, 10 g masti
vanjem vašeg šporeta, odnosno pre- = ukupno 340 kalorija;
visokim temperaturama.
- 1 jaje od 50 g sadrži 7 g belančevina,
5 g masti = ukupno 73 kalorije;
Otrovi u tanjiru:
- 70 g sira sadrži 11 g belančevina, 7 g
1. zaslađena gazirana pića,
2. Puter, mast, salo, ulje od koštica masnoće = ukupno 109 kalorija;
- 100 g mesa sadrži 23 g belančevina,
kokosa i palme, čvrst margarin,
3. čips, krompir pržen u ulju, kokice 17 g masnoće = ukupno 245 kalorija;
- 100 g krompira sadrži 15 g ugljenih
sa puterom,
4. čokolada, slatkiši, krofne, torte, hidrata, 2 g masnoće = ukupno 66
kalorija;
kolači, keksi,
5. Slanina, mesni odresci, mesne - jabuka od 160 g sadrži 20 g ugljenih
prerađevine, viršle, slične kobasice hidrata = ukupno 80 kalorija....
i paštete, iznutrice...
- osnovni problemi ugostiteljstva za6. Meso s visokim postotkom masti, padnog Balkana su needuciranost i
nestručnost.
posebno ako se prži,
7. Neobrano mleko, mastan sir, kajmak, - Nema dobre i loše hrane, već – dobre
slatka i kisela pavlaka, sladoled, i loše ishrane.
milkšejk,
- Budućnost restorana nije konzumi8. Povrće spremljeno na puteru, u ranje jela u formalnoj i sterilnoj atbešamel sosu ili prženo u mnogo mosferi, već u tesnoj i uzajamnoj
masnoće,
povezanosti sa ljudima koji priprema9. Masno pecivo, lisnato testo, pite... ju ta jela.
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- Koncepcija otvorene kuhinje objedi- - Neko ovu krizu doživljava kao smak
njuje savršenu transparentnost, sveta, a neko kao novu priliku.
vrhunski kvalitet i prazničnu atmo- - Najveće svetske kompanije zapravo
sferu. Kada gost posmatra kako se su počele da rade u vreme najvećih
jelo priprema, on vidi koliko se truda kriza.
i brižljivosti ulaže u njega.
- Period ekonomske nestabilnosti uvek
- „Budućnost restorana leži u jedno- otvara prostor za nove ideje. To je
stavnoj i razumljivoj kuhinji. ono pravo vreme za rekonstrukciju starih
što gost želi je da dobije prepoznatljivo hotela i restorana, lansiranje novog
jelo, oslobođeno nepotrebnih sasto- proizvoda ili osnivanje nove komjaka. Samo loša hrana se ukrašava, panije.
jelo se mora pripremati što jedno- aktuelna kriza će iznedriti mnogo
stavnije“.
svežih poslovnih ideja o kojima ćemo
- U poslednje vreme među najtraženi- sigurno pričati u budućnosti, kao na
jim destinacijama u svetu su ruralne primer, rebronjini balkan best
sredine. italijani, Nemci, Francuszi... restorani i trening centri koje će
obezbediti ljudima lestvice moguobožavaju „zeleni turizam“.
ćnosti za ulazak u srednju klasu, po
sistemu „Kome je mnogo dato, mnogo se od njega očekuje“.

Razno

- Najsnažnije i najtrajnije „dobro
osećanje“ vezano je za usavršavanje
- Uspešan konsultant je samo onaj i napredovanje na poslu, razvoj aukoga traže, a ne onaj koji traži da za toriteta i priznavanje za eksperta u
nekog radi.
toj oblasti.
- inovacija je samo ono što ima vred- - Većina ljudi nije zadovoljna sve dok
nost na tržištu, što može da se proda ne počne da radi posao koji voli i
i kupi.
misli da mu odgovara. Svako bi da
radi
posao koji zna i voli. onaj ko
- „Vaše potomke i saradnike treba da
naučite kako da opstanu bez vas. uspe u tome nalazi unutrašnji mir.
ako roditelj voli svoju decu onda - outsorsing znači: „radi samo ono
mora da im život napravi teškim.“ što znaš najbolje, ostalo prepusti
(Sigmund Frojd)
drugima“, ili, ustupanje jednog
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poslovnog procesa – na primer tre- - dva glavna trenda u svetu jesu
ning osoblja – nekom izvan sopstvene ekonomski razvitak i nova socijalna
politika.
organizacije.
- Život je vrlo darežljiv prema hrabrim - U Srbiji trenutno preovladava Politički
kapitalizam u kome gotovo isključivo
ljudima koji preuzimaju rizike.
političke veze obezbeđuju poslovni
- znati i imati za koga da se proizvede
uspeh. U nadolazećem, tržišnom
(neka roba ili usluga).
kapitalizmu, preimućstvo će imati
- činjenica je da u Srbiji oni koji imaju sposobnost delatnika na tržištu, a
napredne ideje i žele da menjaju ne političke veze. osnova tržišnog
društvo nabolje obično nailaze na kapitalizma je: Kako biti bolji, brži,
one koji na tom putu nastoje da ih jeftiniji i profitabilniji od drugih?
zaustave.
- Uzajamno poštovanje dovodi do
- Suština je da ne smemo da odu- partnerstva.
stanemo, bez obzira na broj onih koji - Veliki i bogati ljudi nam pokazuju
smetaju i sapliću. Bitno je da svaki kako da svi budemo takvi.
dan pomerimo makar za centimetar
unapred i ako nas neko obori da - Kredit je investicija u budućnost. ako
to nije, onda to nije dobar kredit.
ustanemo i krenemo dalje.
- Važno je da znamo ciljeve, da - Kad god imam neki jasan cilj pred
sobom, spreman sam na sve da bih
počnemo prvim koracima približaga postigao.
vanja i što je još važnije da trasiramo
- Mi znamo kada smo blizu svojoj
„svoj put“ do realizacije.
istinskoj misiji na zemlji, kada je ono
- Tranzicija je prelazak iz društva
što činimo ispunjeno energijom enzaštićenog radnika u društvo
tuzijazma.
zaštićenog kapitala.
- Učim ono što će mi u životu biti naj- U tržišnoj privredi koja ne zapošljava
važnije: engleski jezik.
na silu, po državnom ili partijskom
diktatu, samo je porast broja zapo- Vrste pitanja:
slenih prava mera uspeha ekonomske 1. opšte pitanje: „šta misliš o tome?“
„zbog čega si to uradio?“
politike. Preduzeće može biti uspešno
i kada broj zaposlenih stagnira ili 2. direktno pitanje: „Ko može da reši
opada – država to ne može.
ovaj problem?“
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3. Sugestivno pitanje: „zar nije tako?“ Evo šta je Len zaključio u vezi ishrane
4. Pitanje radi traženja činjenica: „Gde?“ učenika i studenata u Americi:
„Ko?“ „Kada?“ „šta?“

- The purpose of instituting school
5. Pitanje kojim se traži mišljanje: „zar lunch program is to give growing
children safe, healty, and nutritious
ne?“ „Misliš?“
food they like to eat. Getting more
students to eat that kind of food
should be the name of the game. Let
O restoranima brze usluge us never forget that. You should talk
with students to determine their
od kioska i cafeterija
menu preferences. We need to get
zatvorenog tipa
students to where they feel they have
namenjenih učenicima,
more of a choise of what they are
studentima, zaposlenim u eating rarher than „here is lunch,
državnim institucijama i
eather eat it or go away“.

privredi do komercijalnih
restorana otvorenog tipa, a
po knjizi reformatora Len
Fredricka „Fast Food Gets
an „A“ in School Lunch“.

- Present menu do not reflect the
eating habits of todays students. it
creats waste because the students
are served food they just dont like
and dont want to eat. They want to
choose the food they eat just as they
choose their friends, their classes,
- Plan njegove knjige je izuzetno
and their activities.
metodičan. on je kompletno promenio program na taj način što je elimi- - What was needed was a simple
nisao tradiconalni način ishrane product that moved from start to
učenika i studenata i zamenio ga sa completition in a streamlined path.
hranom koju učenici i studenti vole, For that purpose, he worked up rea koja je istovremeno bezbedna za cipies and menus that met federal
jelo po has-sap američkim standar- standards and the taste standards of
dima, nutricijski i kalorijski korektno the students. Now everybody is hapizbalansirana sa ukusom koji pred- py and there are no leftovers.
stavlja umetnost kulinarstva u formi - our first objective is to provide food
hrane brze usluge.
that our students like and will eat.
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Than this food must be made to
meet the government recomended
dietary allowance (rda) of nutrition
for teenagers.

time they are born, and stay on it
exclusively for six months – for every
breakfast, every lunch, every dinner,
and for that midnighte snack, too.

- Making a properly balanced meal - The foodservice for young people
fun to eat is the biggest contribution can play an important part in their
that one can make to any school nutrition education and should accept
food program. No food is so popular the chalenge of helping develop good
with young people as a hamburger, attitudes toward food.
pizza, hot and cold sandwiches, sal- - School feeding is big business, pure
ads, breaded fried chicken, home and simple, and must be recognized
rost potatoes, apple pie and milk as such.
shake. They like „finger foods“ and
- When you try new ideas you must
usually do not care for other foods.
make a path where no path has been
- Nutrition is the study of how food before. There are bound to be a few
is used by the body.
brunches acros the way; somethimes
- The six major nutritient group are: even a big tree. But you are innovator,
1. Protein, 2. Carbohydrates, 3. Fat, and innovators seldom find the going
smooth or easy. Yet, the satisfaction
4. Vitamins, 5. Minerals, 6. Water.
of accomplishment makes it all worth- The ingredients and preparation wile.
methods that a foodservice uses will
- That is the power of ideas – they are
have a vast effect on the foods nutrient
alive, they grow, they influence and
content.
help others. it is no wonder, then,
- it is desirable to maximize the amount that a man of ideas is notable among
of vitamins, minerals, and fibers and man.
to minimize calories, fat, cholesterol,
sodium, and suger.
O restoranima brze usluge ili
- Human milk is about 48% sugar
calories, 46% fat calories, and only
6% protein calories.
- The helthiest babies – the breast fed
ones – are on fast food diet from the
24

takozvane finger food – hrane
koja se jede prstima

- it all started when Mcdonald s brothers brought assembly line production
to the fast food industry.
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- Quick – service operations: Eating - insofar as possible, foods are pretrough necessity or convenience portioned, prewrapped and ready
rather than for an experience in for immediate pickup.
dining out.
- Hot foods are commonly plated to
order by an employee at a hot food
Quick – service etablishments:
counter.
1. School foodservice,
- Four parts of a cafeteria: 1. Seating,
2. College and university foodservice,
2. Serving, 3. Preparation, 4. dish3. Coffee shop,
washing.
4. Fast service,
- Specialized service is hard to provide
5. office employee foodservice,
6. Hospitals,
7. day care centers,
8. Foodservice for the elderly,
9. Public cafeteria.
School foodservice types of
facilities:
1. Self – contained kitchen,
2. Central kitchen with satellites,
3. Commissary operations,
4. Vending operations,
5. a la carte cafeterias,
6. Food courts.

without the on-premice talents of a
chef. He is also visibly on serving
time, adding to the customers image
of a caring, quality service.
- The overriding concern should always be for the convenience and
speed of service of the customer.
- Salad preparation should be directly
behind serving.
- The number of meals served is the
important consideration, not the
number of seats.
- in cafeteria use 75 X 120 cm tables
and 35 X 45 cm trays.

- Workers must learn to do tasks
- aluminium foil pack for the hot
quickly and accurately and be able
food. Molded plastic pack for the to keep up with the often fast pace.
cold food. Styrofoam pack retain the
Two types of institutions to house
original heat of hot food.
elderly:
- You must establish your menu, lim- 1. For the older person who is in good
ited in concept and target to the au- health; such a facility is essentially a
dience you hope to reach.
hotel,
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2. Hospitals.

haven, because his kitchen is a temple,
in which his oven are the altar“.

- all foodservice production areas
should have color on floors and walls - To cook the best food in the best
to break up any traditional institu- way we know is our mission.
tional apparance.
- Chef is one who makes the very
- Cook-to-order is popular among best of avaliable ingredients.
cafeteria customers and this changes - anyone can cook, not everyone can
the method and style of equipment be a chef.
puting a greater need for more equipment with smaller capacities. The - The tall chef s hat is the traditional
days of having large kettles in the mark of the executive shef.
- Cooking in a professional kitchen is
kitchen are pretty much gone.
a business.
- The product should be avaliable in
the shortest possible time needed - Every good chef is a change agent
for service. Modern technological who wants to put his own signature
advances are making this possible. on all facilities.
- Preparation procedures should be - all great chefs are teachers. Students
simple and easily understood by any are learning knife skills and building
speed.
employee.
- The manager of a fast food operation - There is a brotherhood among chefs.
or a school cafeteria is the key person, - My well-prepared staff is poetry in
and must be thoroughly and com- motion.
pletely trained.
- a cook is basically a creature of
- Time is scheduled each week for habit and is therefore expected to be
complete cleaning of all equipment. able to work in an organized fashion.
one of them might do all the starch
items and the other all the protein
O profesionalnim šefovima
items.
kuhinja i kuvarstvu
- „a cook, when i dine, seems to me a - Hunger is the best sauce.
divine being, who rules the human - For easie peeling of eggs, crack hard
race from the debths of his kitchen. – cooked eggs when hot, put in cold
one conciders him a minister of water to cool, then peel. Peel hard –
26
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cooked eggs by slipping a spoon - Formula for cooking pasta: 10/
under the cracked shell at the large 100/1000 - 10 grams solt, 100 grams
end.
pasta and 1000 grams water.
- it is about uncompromising freshness There are three cooking methods:
and quality – and about value.
- Conduction cooking: - with metallic,
- Cooking is to apply heat to edible liquid, water/or fat contacts,
substances to make them palatable - Convection cooking: - by means of
and tasty. Cook low-calorie food for air that can only be heated (as in the
the diet conscious and nutrition food case of old static ovens) or which
for the health conscious.
can also be circulated,
- Cooking temperature varies from - Radiation: - by infrared or radiant
65o C to 95o C (at sea level). Temper- rays from below or from above.
ature fluctuations during cooking - our basic responsibility is to nourish
should never exceed 2o C.
our patrons, so we need to have a
- The three C s to handle beef safely: prudent understanding of nutrient
and how they affect the body.
1. Keep it cold
2. Keep it clean
3. Keep it covered
Storing fresh beef:
- Meat cooler - 2 to 0° C,

- Milk should always be regarded as
a food and not as a drink, and should
be sipped and swallowed slowly.

- daily intake of fat ought not to exeed
50 g for a sedentary adult and 65 g
- General cooler 1 to 2° C,
for a labourer or very active indi- Beef roasts/steaks – open packages
viduals.
2 – 4 days,
- Unopened vacuum packages 7 – 14 - Try to make lunch the largest meal
of the day.
days,
- Ground beef – opened packages 1 – - a chef unskilled in human relations
can destroy a food business. He can3 days,
- Unopened vacuum packages maxi- not be a good chef without the rest
of the kitchen brigade.
mum 10 days,
- Unopened cooked vacuum packages - it is usually the creativity of the chef
that makes a dish special.
food maximum 21 days.
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- For all chefs and other managers, is part of setting the attitude of the
the rule of thumb is to never work workforce.
until everyone around you is work- - For a good chef, life outside the job
ing.
is critical to survival inside the job.
- a mentor is a person who helps - Stability is the key to success of
someone, usually a subordinate, every great leader. You must be
grow professionally. Mentors serve proud of who you are on your time
as role model and teach, guide, and off. Take advantage of traveling and
counsel their mentrees.
visiting new places. You have earned
- Your biggest asset is your ability to them.
gain respect through performance, - How lucky am i to come to work
not intimidation.
every day, eat what i want, make
- You, as chef, will be the chief protector what i like, and do what i love.
of your employees, not only ensuring - as the chef, i must have my nose in
that they are in safe surrounding, all the staff s business, ensuring that
but that their training is thorough their work expresses my style and
enough to protect them.
my philosophy. all the food they
- The knowledge you gain in this at- make must meet my standards of
mosphere in a single year is priceless excellence.
and can only be learned on the job. - The very top chefs, the big names in
- You must be comfortable and confi- the country who are making money,
dent taking others opinions into con- they distinguish themselves by comcideration while intelligently voicing ing up with original ideas and, by
and large, everybody else copies
your own thoughts.
them.
- You must be the same talented professional whether you are tired, mad, - Head chefs direct the preparation of
sad, or stressed; after all, you are the meals and coordinate the work of
coach, the general, the leader of the the kitchen staff, while sous-chefs
many cooks, dishwashers, stewards, are directly in charge of production
and F&B staff who notice your every and are second-in-command.
move and action.
- Essentially, a recipe is task analisis.
- realize that everything you do is - Cooks and waiters must be more
watched and evaluated. Your image informed than their clientele.
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- i was a hard worker and left no one - The culinary field is the only profesto faill. When i finished my tasks, i sion in which you have to use and
helped others finish.
develop all your senses. You have
- a career is not simply a series of to educate all your senses. This is a
jobs but rather a series of progressive hands-on profession where you also
use academic ability.
achievements.
Who is who in the kitchen:
Cordons blue = master chefs
Chef
= manager
Sous chef
= principal assistant
Saucier
= sause cook
Garde manger = cold cook
Poissonier
= seafood cook
rotisseur
= roasting cook
Entremetier = vegetable cook
Boucher
= butcher
Potager
= soup cook
- Understand what each of these individuals performs, and do not plan
a menu that will overwork any one
station.
- You must be good cook and to be
that, you must be one part artist,
one part scientist, and one part magician.

- You need not have a subservient
nature.
- Culianary career that does not involve
much cooking:
1. research and development chef
(r&d),
2. Culinary educator chef.
- The research and development chef
needs strong culinary knowledge
and skills and extensive restaurant
experience. That profession is very
exciting and revarding. He need to
try things to see if they work. He
acts as a resource. He is responsible
for finding out what products the
customer will want tomorrow and
he develops specific recipes for many
products. Than he goes into the
kitchen, develop the food, takes pictures, writes up the recipes, works
on training materials with his training
department, and moves forward on
a promotion.

- Stocks are among the most basic
preparations found in any professional kitchen.
- also, r&d chef serves three masters
who are expecting from him:
Four criteria to evaluate the stock:
1. Flavor, 2. Color, 3. aroma, 4. Clari- 1. Marketing wants the next WoW!
product;
ty.
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2. Purchasing wants it to be cost-efective;

- if you want to be executive chef one
day, you will have to study hard
3. operations want it to be very, very and work hard.
simple to prepare and cook.
- i am going to become the master in
- Chef educator assesses the learners my own kitchen.
educational needs, but they need to - i did not just mindlessly do the job.
understand that the chef-educator i was trying to think about how i
is there to guide and inform them as could do this better and faster.
they learn and progress, but respon- Culinary skills: baked, boiled, braised,
sibility for the result is ultimately
broiled, cooked, cooled, cut, deeptheir own. Chef educators are acfried, dressed, filleted, garnished,
taually building and developing peogriddled, grilled, measured, miple for tomorrow.
crowaved, pan-broiled, pan-fried,
- Find great chefs to work with, learn poached, prepared, roasted, sauted,
our craft, take time to learn how to scaled, seasoned, set up, simmered,
become businessman, and all the thickened, used.
while try to progress to that next
- apprentices rotate through the restulevel.
rant and kitchen which gives them
- Your career path is your own unique a well rounded experience.
creation. it is a real climb that needs
- in the typical apprentice program at
a five-to ten- year game plan of
large kichen, you start in stewarding.
where you want to get there. it is
You go trough every aspect of sanitime and effort that are well spent.
tation, cleaning, and equipment main- The more diverse your skills are, tenance needed to run a kitchen.
the more successful you will be in The next step is to become a breakfast
whatever endevor you take on.
cook and go trough that entire segment,
rotating trough all the necessary
- This is not the industry where students can go because they do not station. This continue trough all other
want to study or learn a lot of facts stations until you have complited
and details. You need a great edu- your 2.000 hours.
cation and love for food to become - as chefs in a professional kitchen,
successful.
we are predominantly theachers,
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mentors, and daily role models for - There are three ways that we learn:
our staff.
1. Formal education, 2. Get as many
- Training employees is part of every experience as you can, and 3. Trachef s job. in my teaching, i prefere vel.
to show them how to find answers Three principles od success:
than to tell them everything.
1. principle: Find your natural talent
and focus on nothing but it;
- No food is unusual as long as it
tastes good. in food we trust!
- Sauce is liquid seasoning for food.

2. principle: it is your job to develop
and express your natural talent;

3. principle: You should practice every
- From culinary perspective restauday whatever your talent is.
rant can be grouped by how much
cooking is done from scratch and - The discovery of a new dish does
how much cooking utilizes con- more for the happiness of mankind
venience or premade products such than the discovery of a star.
as soup base or frozen prepared - rimember! Chefs never sleep; they
foods.
merely rest.

- an event (catering) is a three-part - How you present yourself, both
process: 1. preparation & cooking, phisically and verbally, is very im2. transport, 3. regenerating and serv- portant.
ing.
- it is really important to associate
- Self motivation comes when you yourself with top people in the field,
love what you are doing and truly in operations where you think you
enjoy creating and making changes. are going to have the opportunity to
- Critiquing your own work keeps learn the most from a qulity, operational and business.
your job fresh and challenging.
- Learning from those who have blazed - No matter how hard i try, i still
the trail before us still proves to be have not figured out how to be in
one of the best educational approach- two places at the same time.
es besides formal instruction.
- Large companys are more depart- Learning is life long cource – em- mentalized.
brace it!

- Lead by example.
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- Preaching philosophy and instilling
passion in my staff is a full – time
job.

tions. They are based on well-prepared foods, fairly priced, with a
new focus on presentation.

- a team player supports and encourages coworkers.

- it is the dificult time that make you
stronger.

- Tell me what you eat, and i shall tell - The more that i learn, the more i
you what you are. Those who give know that there is more to learn.
themselves indigestion or get drunk, Never stop learning, and never think
do not know how to eat or drink. that you know it all.
digestive upset frequently occurs
- You must recognize the different
when raw fruit is eaten in conjuction
learning styles of the students. Some
with a meat diet.
are visual learners; others are hands- Cooking is one of the oldest arts, on learners or verbal learners.
and one which has rendered us the
- in talking to students use simple
most important service in civil life.
everyday words, discuse your own
- The sciens which feeds men is worth experience, stay focused and make
at least as much as the one which it fun and interactive. always talk
teaches how to kill them.
about things you are passionate
- „The culinary art follows diplomacy, about; use personal examples; and
and every prime minister or diplomat always prepare your own material.
should pay it tribute. Political issues - Short (5 - 10 min.) pre-shift meeting
are decided at table.“ (Careme s ad- are good opportunity to dayly train,
vice to ministers and diplomats).
motivate and connect with your
- Cooking methodas: 1. Grilling and team. discuss about product knowlbroiling, 2. roasting and baking, 3. edge, dayly specials and promotion.
Sauteing, pan frying and deep frying,
- Enjoy yourself. remember to let
4. Steaming and submersion cooking,
your enthusiasm for the restaurant
5. Braising and stewing.
business industry shine through in
- Work in the restaurant business your words and expression.
befor you go to culinary school.
- once you have been in the food and
- The customer demands a percieved beverage business, you can do anyvalue that is not based on huge por- thing. The challenges in the food
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and beverage area are tougher than server, Fry/saute cook, Server, Soup
any other area of the hospitality busi- and sauce cook, Host (ess), Busperson.
ness.
- a skilful host is as rare as a good
- Technical knowledge is the ticket cook.
that opens the first door to entry - director of food innovation and deinto a career.
velopment.
- Most people can make their own - Chefs create recipies and cooks preluck with hard work, planning, and pare meals, while food prepararation
thinking.
workers peel and cut vegetables,
- Ground meat can be cheated on trim meat, prepare poultry and permore than any other food product form other duties such as keeping
you have to buy. once meat is work areas clean.

ground, it is next to impossible to Rating chef knowledge:
tell what cuts of meat or what prod- 1. Forcasting,
ucts have gone into it.
2. Menu constraction and planning,
- in buying any prepared foods, a 3. Nutrition,
company with an impeccable repu- 4. Pricing,
tation is your best guarantee of getting
5. Cost control,
top quality consistently. The character
of the owner of a company is reflected 6. Employee scheduling,
7. Cooking process,
in all of his products.
- Food costs and labor costs are now 8. Use of leftovers,
the purview of chef, not an admin- 9. Clientel relations,
10. Company policy.
istrator.
- The backbone of any successful - When a kitchen or resturant manager
restaurant is an efficient and orderly gives direction, the employee should
kitchen and a manager who can mo- also be told why that particular task
is important and how it fits into the
tivate people.
scheme of things so the employee
- restauraters are very special people can see a purpose in the task.
who are running very special placess.
- Self satisfaction is gained from doing
- Who is who at restaurants: Baker, the best possible job in the shortest
Bartender, Broiler cook, Counter period of time.
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- For those who find pride of accom- our customers needs and we know
plishment in their work, life is never that they vote with their feet.
bored or meaningless.
- Proper training is going to bring a
- Culinology – the blending of culinary greater respect to everybody working
arts and food technology to make in foodservice; they are no longe
superior quality food avaliable to servants. Now they can become promore people worldwide.
fessionals in good profession.
- Consumers want more information - Each day i ask myself if i am serving
about what is going on with the as an example of honesty to those
food they eat.
aroud me.
- Keeping up with the publics ever – - For a master, there is only one way
changing tastes and adjusting to the and that is to teach other people,
latest trend affects how everyone in especially young people.
the industry makes decision – and
profits.

Kako aplicirati i izboriti se za

- a minor temperature error in roasted prvi nivo zaposlenja
meat of only 1 C will lead to a weight
- Golden rul of business is: „The one
loss of 2%.
with the gold makes the rul“.
- at rebronjas Balkan Best, we have
designed a special training and de- - apply to the company you like,
velopment program so that you will even if no position is advertised.
learn how to work in every kitchen, Many times someone was hired by
customer service and managament a company on pure enthusiasm when
no position was advertised.
position in the restaurant.
- Training by its definition: instructing - The resume is one of the most critical
an individual at something to make steps in securing a job. in today job
market, a resume is useless unless it
him or her proficient at it.
is written expressly for a specific
- No training, no gaining.
employment opportunity.
- a better – trained workforce will - one of the most effective ways of
provide better food and service.
finding out about jobs is by getting
- We must continually improve because we always want to respond to
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- Networking contacts are much more - Negotation is a nonadversarial type
likely than others sources to connect of communication in which two parties work together to come to an acyou with future employer.
ceptable agreement.
- You have skills that employers want,
but those skills will not get you a job - a genuine interest in the company
and desire to work there will always
if no one knows you have them.
leave a positive first impression.
- an interview is a business meeting
and must be approached as such - an up-or-out philosophy: retain
the top 20% of emloyees and improve
from the candidates point of view.
the middle 60% and get rid of 20%.
- interviewing is a highly important
and specialized skill which should - We do try to develop people to
move up, but if they are incapable
not be taken lightly.
or unwilling to improve their perYou should find out:
formance, we then would terminate
1. What abilities does the candidate people in the bottom group.
possess?
- The best candidates are the ones
2. What are his wants, needs and
who ensure they are applying for a
goals?
job at their company of choice, with
3. How does he achieve what he a clear and concise one page resume.
wants?
Eye – catching resumes, and follow
- an interviewer is also always looking up emails are a great way.
for candidates who talk about what - The more you can target specific
they can do for the employer, not company to work for, the better.
what employer can do for them.
- Bear in mind that the website is a
- Human resources interviewers cannot marketing tool for the company and
offer you the job you want but they shows it in the best light it can.
can reject your application.
reality is that every company and
- if you get a phone call extending an every candidate has pluses and mioffer for a job, do not immediately nuses.
accept, even if this is your dream - Find out: What traits make a person
job. it is prerfectly acceptable to ask successful at the particular hotel?
for one day to consider the offer.
What training is provided to prepare
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you for your first assignment? do - ritz-Carlton is partnering to create
you have a mentor program and a world-class culture that promotes
how does it work?
knowledge and sustainable chance,
- Though i understand the responsi- outperform the competition and inbilty to perform in whatever position crease employee loyalty.
you might offer, what is tipical career - Exellent performers need the natural
path someone like me would folow? drive and ability to establish and
- Based on performance, where can i maintain relationships with other
expect to be in five years? in ten people, solve problems and take a
positive approach to work and life.
years?
- is the hotel leader in industry? High- - Every ritz-Carlton Hotel carries out
growth company? Medical benefits?... its own recruitment and selection of
talented individuals.
- ritz-Carlton benefits include: 1. Competetive wages (hourly positions); 2. - it has a la carte dining, providing
Promotion/transfers; 3. Career de- choices for diners and gourment cuvelopment program; 4. Two-day ori- sine, utilizing the genius and cooking
entation; 5. on-the-job training; 6. methods of auguste Escoffier.
- Today the foodservice operations in
Well – tailored uniforms.
- at ritz-Carlton, our ladies and gen- a hotel are coffee shop and one or
more specialty restaurants. The fortlmen are the most important resource
mal dining room has been out; the
commitment to our guests.
specialty room is in.
- By applying the principles of trust,
- in the Waldorf – astoria kitchen,
honesty, respect, integrity and comthe waiter enters the kitchen and
mitment, we nurture and maximize
drops off his order at each station
talent to the benefit of each individual
returning later to pick up the preand the company.
pared food.
- The ritz-Carlton fosters a work en- The ritz-Carlton Hotel is a place
vironment where diversity is valued
where the genuine care and comfort
and quality of life is enhansed, indiof our guests is our highest mission.
vidual aspirations are fulfilled, and
the ritz-Carlton mystique is strenght- - We pledge to provide the finest personal service and facilities for our
en.
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guests who will always enjoy a warm, 7. Each employee will continuously
relaxed, yet refined ambience.
identify defects throughout the hotel.
- The ritz-Carlton experience enlivens
the senses, instills well-being, and 8. it is the responsibility of each employee to create a work environment
fulfils even the unexpressed wishes
of teamwork and lateral service so
and needs of our guests.
that the needs of our guests and
- Three steps of service at Ritz-Carleach other are met.
ton:
9. Each employee is empowered, for
- The Ritz-Carlton basics:
example, when a guest has a problem
1. The CrEdo is the principal belief
or needs something special, you
of our company. it must be known,
should break away from your regular dutyes, address and resolve
owned and energized by all.
the issue.
2. our MoTTo is „ We are ladies
and gentlmen serving ladies and 10. Uncompromising leveles of cleanliness are the responsibility of every
gentlmen“. as service professionals,
employee.
we treat our guests and each other
with respect and dignity.
11. To provide the finest personal
service for our guests, each em3. The employee promise is the basic
ployee is responsible for identifying
for our ritz-Carlton work environand recording individual guest
ment. it will be honored by all empreferences.
ployees.
4. all employees will successfuly com- 12. Never lose a guest. instant guest
pacification is the responsibility of
plete anual training certification for
each employee. Whoever receives
their position.
a complaint will own it, resolve it
5. Company objectives are commuto the guests satisfaction and record
nicated to all employees. it is everyit.
ones responsibility to suport them.
13. „Smile – we are on stage“. always
6. To create pride and joy in the workmaintine positive eye contact. Use
place, all employees have the right
the proper vocabulary with our
to be involved in planning of the
guests. (Use words like –„Good
work that affects them.
morning“, „Certainly“, „i will be
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hapy to“ and „My pleasure, sir or
madam“.
14. Be ambassador of your hotel in
and outside of the work place. always talk positively. Communicate
any concerns to the appropriate
person.

of every employees. Conserve energy, properly maintain our hotels
and protect the environment.

Napomena: Ovo je primer pravila (policy)
Ritz-Carlton hotela za svoje zaposlene.
Svaki hotel ima svoja pravila; upoznajte
se sa njima, naučite ih i stiktno ih se
pridržavajte ako želite da zadržite vaše
15. Escort guests rather than pointing
radno mesto.
out directions to another area of
- Continuing on-the-job training are
the hotel.
now widely seen as „must“.
16. Use ritz-Carlton telephone etiquette. ansver within three rings - Grading an interview: First impresand with a „smile“. Use guests sion 25%, Chronological interview
name when possible. When nec- 15%, Topical interview 35%, Exit
essary, ask the caller „May i place 25%.
you on hold?“. do not screen calls. - The chronological interview is a reEliminate call transfers whenever view of your job history from your
possible.
most recent position, education and
17. Take pride in and care of your so on – your resume.

personal appirance. Everyone is - The topical interview is about finding
responsible for conveying a pro- out what is expected of you. You
fessional image by adhering to must ask „what else“ questions
ritz-Carlton clothing and grooming throughout the topical interview.
standards.
- The topical interview is the most
18. Think safety first. Each employee strategic aspect of the entire process.
is responsible for creating a safe, Mastery of this main element is critsecure and accident free environ- ical.
ment for all guests and each other. - a look into the other persons eyes, a
Be aware of all fire and safety emer- firm handshake, an enthusiastic helgency procedures and report se- low followed by „i am (yuor name)“
curity risks immedietely.
is appropriate.
19. Protecting the assets of a ritz- - dress is not just about receiving reCarlton Hotel is the responsibility spect but also about conveying it.
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- remember that the very first contact - You must be positively persistent in
reaching your goal to get the job ofyou have with people is visual.
fer.
- „Tell me a little about yourself“ is
- Keep smiling and be friendly.
the usual apetizer in an interview.
- You must convince the intervier that - do not discuss your personal probyou eather have all the skills required lems. Focus on job responsibilities
or are highly capable of learning and your abilities to contribute to
the company.
skills you currently lack.
- Be honest. do not even try to be dis- - Sharing success with others is a key
honest. Many contracts include a personality traits employers seek.
clause that says dishonesty in the This indicates you understand all
team members are responsible for
hiring process can result in job tercontributing.
mination later.
- ask for the job offer. This is the
- The people you look to hire should
closing part of the topical interview.
be people who recognize their weakif a you do not come out and ask for
nesses – perhaps even more than
the position at this point, you will
their strenght - and truly express the
simply be regarded as nonassertive.
desire to rise above them.
- What will my first assignment be at
- job seekers need to be realistic about this hotel? do you think i am qualified
what they are capable of doing.
for the position?
- as a job seeker, one of the worst - according to the urban institute,
things you can do is submit you CV learning English is the single most
for a position you are obviously not critical factor in workforce advancequalified. For examle, fresh graduates ment! Language challenges can lead
applying for management positions. to frustration and low productivity
- The primary purpose of the job you for our employees.
have got is to prepare yourself for - Some statistics:
the next one; a better, bigger, more - 42% of todays 18 – 34 year-olds have
important job.
worked in restaurants.
- Being considered by other companies - 27% of all american adults got their
first job experince in a restaurant.
is healthy for everyone involved.
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- Nine out of ten salaried employees - Only the most knowledgeable and
well informed will reach the pinstarted as hourly.
- More than half of all restaurant em- nacle of success. once knowledge
has been imparted, the key is to get
ployees are femail.
the staff to put it into action for the
- according to a recent Gallup poll, benefits of guests as well as sales
americans respect the restaurant in- and profits.
dustry more than any other industry. - if you provide great food and great
- Career security is the ability to stay service, people will beat a path to
employed in jobs of your choosing, your door. if you do not, people will
regardless of economic situation in go elsewhere.
any country or the financial condition - Customers are truly your only assets
of any one employer.
as a bussiness owner.
- Career security is something we
create for ourselves, so we control
what happens to us in the work
place. We become master of our career, rather than its victim.

Kako biti uspešan restorater

- Type of customers:
1. occasional users;
2. Frequent users;
3. Missionary customers.
- The quickest way to build a successful
business is not merely to meet your
customer s expectations, but to exceed
them.

- „i will pay any price in order to
own my own business and to develop - Make sure your product and service
my own destiny“. (ray Kroc – „The are strong. You should play to your
strenght.
hamburger king“)
- Emloyees are part of you product.
- if you do not serve food, you do not
have a restaurant. The opening of a - Good servers must have:
restaurant is like the birth of a child. 1. Menu knowledge;
- Money does not solve problems; 2. Wine knowledge;
ideas solve problems. ideas are just 3. Must know and follow service
points.
the beginning – it is how you execute
them that makes all the difference - The waitstaff must be able to pronounce the menu items correctly
in the world.
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and also must have a thorough - Business meals make business deals.
knowledge of how food items are
- We know without a shadow of
prepared.
doubt that the way to build volume
- Good meals is always better with is to become famous for your own
great service.
pizza, hamburgers, steaks, soups,
- Good service is always best when it salads, sandwiches... No restaurant
man has succeded with re-heating
is the speciality of the house.
television dinners.
- Favorite place to eat are those where
the house rules are courtesy and - The secret to the specialty house is
timeliness, and of cours, good food. in development of special equipment, techniques, recipes and mer- Servers create a memorable event
chandising methods.
for guests.
- Minimum requirements for restau- if you want friendly service, hire
rant success:
friendly employees.
1. Good food,
- Good service comes from the heart.
2. reasonable prices,
- The first step in good service is to
3. Equipment for best sellers. Pick out
figure out who the guests are and
five best sellers and equip for fast
why they are visiting.
preparation and service of these
- For guests, a basic strategy for getting
specialities,
good service in a restaurant is to be- 4. Know your best sellers from a to
have like a civilized person, not like
z, not only in buying, but also in
a celebrity.
preparation, refrigeration, seasoning,
- a single cycle begins with a customer
portioning, cooking, serving and
need and ends with delivery of a
merchadising.
standardized plate presentation.
- Diferentiation is a jorny toward
- Those working closely with the cus- uniqeness. You should give the pubtomers are actually the greatest ex- lic something to make them want
perts on the direction needed to be to return to show off the place to
taken.
their friends. and remember that
- Quality is not expensive, it is price- much of the growth of fast food units
will be in the drive-trough niche.
less.
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- Profit is the applause you get for - Hospitality industry is one of the
taking care of your customers and bright spots in the economy. it can
creating a motivating environment be defined as giving guests a generous and cordial reception, and then
for your people.
offering them a pleasant and sus- a restaurant - type facility includes
taining environment.
public eating establishments such
- No business offers such diversity,
as:
complex business challenges or sat1. restaurants,
isfaction for a job well done, as hos2. Coffee shops,
pitality industry.
3. Fast food outlets,
- We are concetrating on developing
4. Public cafeterias,
our employees for advansment opportunities – not just for better jobs,
5. dining rooms.
but for career.
- The fast food industry has a large
marketplace than any other type of - We are an industry filled with individuals who started in the dish room
restaurant facility.
and ended up in the board room.
- Key areas of restaurant business are:
- We build our business and treasure
1. Food quality;
our customers.
2. Service;
- We seek greater challenges for our3. Values; and
selves and our business each day.
4.Cleanliness.
- We are positive role models for our
- Exept at the basic level of a cafeteria, family and friends.
customers want an experience when - We openly rejoice in the successes
they go out to eat.
of others.
- The best resturant in town for me is - We value education and will educate
the one that knows my name.
ourselves and our children.
- Making people feel special is an im- - We live in housing which provides
portant part of the restaurater s busi- our families with security and a clean
ness.
environtment.
- a simple greeting and a smile are - We eat nutritious food, and provide
a healthy lifestyle for our families.
quite sufficient.
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- We balance our lives with work, education, and play.

- it is better to automate than educate.

- Continuously improve your business - The basic for consistency is a simple,
and believe in your people.
clearly written procedure.
- You can grow by being better, not - The most critical aspect of any busijust bigger.
ness plan is knowing your goal.
- Challenges makes us better and - The wise can learn from a fool, but a
stronger.
fool learns from nobody. You can
- You cannot lead others if you cannot
lead yourself.

learn by studying loosers but you
will do better to study the winners.

- To build trust in an unegal relation- - Financing rule: when you have monship, the more powerful party must ey you can borrow money. When
treat the less powerful party fairly you have no money everyone turns
you down for a loan.
and with respect.
- Hamburgers are americas best – - Banks never loan money to business
selling menu item.
that need to borrow.
- 98% of hamburgers are inferior.

- The most important rule of business
- an outstanding hamburger and a is to always have cash in the bank
fair price are still a hard combination and to never, ever run out of monay.
to beat.
- Businesses are less likely to be healthy
- Speed constitute the essence of ham- in an unhealthy society.
burger science.
- restaurant industry is the cornerstone
- Pizza is one of the worlds most exciting, popular, and interesting foods.

of the economy, career and employment oportunities, and local communities.

- For maximum fresh tomato flavor
for your pizza sauce, the best ap- - The current trend is for two – thirds
proach is to blend ground tomatoes of all fast food purchases to be
with puree.
eaten off – premises.
- as for the cheese, testing many - restaurater is a profession which cobrands is the key to finding the best mands a fortune for all who purse it
one for a particular pizza.
with good faith, orderliness and skill.
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- restaurants can be categorized by - Pies are excellent impulse items. Pies
level of service, such as limited service bring people to the restaurant. Who
could leave your restaurant without
or full service.
- Limited – service eating places such pie?
as fast food restaurants and cafeterias.
- Midscale or family restaurants.

- if customers cannot see the store,
how will they become aware of the
store?

- Upscale or cutting-edge or fine dining - if they are not aware of the store,
how can we expect them to try our
places.
products?
- Ethnic restaurants represent the most
popular category of specialty restau- - Everyone likes to hear about something new.
rants.
- The most sophisticated form of up- - our expansion was painfully slow
selling is called consultative selling. in the early years.
Consultative selling comes from - United States now has the potential
knowing a lot about good food and to become the global leader in the
food service industry because of the
wines the restaurant has to offer.
- All resturants must be special in rapid expansion of fast food companies abroad.
order to succeed.
- in addition to the ethnic or theme - Throug out the world people hunger
restaurants, specialty restaurants in- for american food.
clude every restaurant that demon- - The aim is to have fast food avaliable
strates inventiveness in its surround- wherever hungry people gather.
ing, menu, preparation and service, - Success is in the hand of the manager
equipment, and management.
and staff, but restaurant managers
- The „success stories“ of all restaurants are the most important people in
consistently depends on the exellence any restaurant. They are the key to
satisfying customers.
of management.
- More business can be generated if - The service – based leader is always
the public is given the visual assur- in service to others within the orance that the operator is praud to ganization making sure others have
the tools to get the job done.
displey his food preparation.
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- ask yourself every day „How can i to have a passion for it, and make
help my servers do a better job“? the commitment to make it happen.
That is the hallmark of a service - No one in business is interested in
based leader.
anything as much as he is in making
- New products and new ideas are money. You, and all other working
the bloodline and future of our in- people, work for money.
dustry.
- in essence servers take ownership
- Good restaurant philosophy: Give for their stations, becoming entrecustomers the freshest, highest quality preneours driving their sales to the
foods you can buy and provide them maximum.
with friendly service in a sparcling
- New operations succeed by basically
clean environment.
squizing out poor performers, thus
- if you have time to lean, it is time to grabbing away guests. But, sooner
clean.
or later, and very soon if you are no- Multibranding is the key to the fu- ticeable successful, other businesses
ture of the QSR business. research will copy you.
shows that consumers prefere mul- New ideas, new products, new anti-brand restaurants six to one over
gels. Only those who test and who
single brand.
present new idea/products into the
- Yours should be growth oriented market have a chance to survive in
restaurant company.
the future. Unless you present new
- The food should be prepared up products to the market, you are going to stey behind the time.
front, near the counter.
- The heart of the fast food operation - as you build your business, always
make it a point to continuously imis quick pickup.
prove it.
- Get better or get beat is secrets to
winning in business.
- The first step is to establish the con- if you cannot make it being yourself, cept. The second is to determine the
you cannot make it being an imitation communitys need for such restuof anyone else. The same is true for rant.
any bisiness. You have to believe in - The customer is the most important
yourself and your dream. You have element of a foodservice operation.
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it is important to establish a particular - Easy – to – read menu boards effectype of customer. The more you tively communicate the three deypart
know about the customer, the greate message.
the chance will be that he will expe- Hotelmen are seldom outstanding
rience a satisfying dining experience.
restauraters; that is why the best lo- different circumstances require dif- cations for a restaurant is directly
ferent operations.
accross the street from a major ho- The location and the type of restau- tel.
rant should complemente each oth- - The key to bringing back hotel dining
er.
is that restaurants be unique. When
- The location and the nature of the the hotels run them is when we mess
neighborhood usually define the them up.
clientele.
- The more accurately you can predict
- in addition to location, you must what will happen, the better chance
choose the right products, identify you will have to surpass your comyour market, and assess you com- petition.
petition.
- Moving forward means staying alive!
- Set your goals, set your targets, and
make a plan for what you have got - in order to get the most value out of
to do to get where you want to be the meats purchased, it is important
because nobody is going to give it to to understand how to select the right
cut for a particular cooking method.
you.
- You need to know who will buy
your products and services, at what
price and in what city.

O frančizingu

- There is no better way to learn about
your potential customers than to
carefully study existing competitors.

- Franchising will become the primary
method of doing bisiness worldwide.

- do not strive to be merely equal to
your competition; rather, strive to
be much better than anyone currently
in the marketplace.

- There are about 230.000 franchised
restaurants outlets in the USa, doing
almost $170 billion in business each
year.
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- a franchise is a privilege granted to
an individual. if properly executed
it is a win-win sitauation.

vations – inovations that can help
capture more of your hotel guests
and attract local customers, turning
them into loyal pattrons.

- a continuous process of training,
assistance, and guidance is provided. - There is no business without risk
a two – way channnels of commu- and franchising does not guarantee
you success, but it does provide tools
nication is maintaned at all times.
for success.
- Conversion franchising
- When you buy a franchise, you
- in conversion franchising, an owner buy identity. You are allowed to
of an existing business decide to be- imitate the inventors brilliance.
come a franchisee by associating - Many franchisors maintain permawith franchisor. it can prove finan- nent research and development decially beneficial for both parties.
partments. The fruits of these efforts
- Conversion strategy – rebronjas are shared with the franchisees.
Balkan Best strategy.
- Franchisee selection and recrutment
- rebronjas Balkan Best concept is can become a difficult task and franunique and has a potential for success. chisors have to be extremely careful
While the concept is a fantastic op- in their selection.

portunity for many, it may not be - The most important characteristics
for everyone. You must have com- is active „hands-on“ involment of a
mitment, capital and capability, and franchisee in the business.
it is „hands - on“ business that you - Without a franchise no business can
must do.
hope to succeed.

- offering more than one best selling - Franchise is a proprietary way of
product allows you to „eliminate doing the business that differentithe veto vote“ and give your con- ates your business from everyone
elses or, simply, your unique way
sumers a „wow“ experience.
of doing business.
- rebronjas Balkan Best is a leader in
the „Breakfast, Lunch and dinner“ - The simplest way to get started fransegment, and can help make your chising is to find a franchisee.
restaurant more profitable. We are - Consumers truly prefer to buy the
employing the latest restaurant ino- brands they like. Every business
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need to know to create a valuable - The franchise prototype is a place
brand.
to concieve and perfect the system
- if you build a business that consumers to find out what works because
like and trust, your reputation mekes you have worked it.
it easier for them to emotionally con- - The franchise prototype is a balnect with your brand.
anced model that will satisfy the
- Get busy now and build a brand
name.

entrepreneur, the manager and the
technician all at once.

- realize the power of branding and - all work in the model will be docufocus on building your brand, even mented in operation manuals. docif yours is just a neighborhood busi- umentation says, „This is how we
ness.
do it here“!
- Goals are good, but building a brand
- What will you do in your model is
is better. The brand takes away the
not nearly as important as doing
customers risk. They know what to
what you do the same way, each
expect.
and every time.
- developing a good name, a good
reputation, and a good brand will
add value to your business and profit
to your bottom line.
O ljudskim resursima

- The memories of past experiences,
the confidence in the product, the
knowledge of what to expect, all become favorable impressions locked
in the consumers minds.
- a concept need testing and retesting
before it is suitable for franchising.
- Many people elect to purchase a
franchise from a company that is established already.
- The franchisee learned not only how
to make products but how to run
the system that makes the products.
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- american employer is becoming
leaner and determined to stay that
way. Gone are the days of offering a
postion to a qualified applicant. Today and for many tomorrows to
come, only the best qualified candidate for each opening will get
the job.
- in today s knowledge – based economy, only masters survive. So, our
new strategy must be to act as „masters – in – progress“. We must never
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stop moving toward a better, more - americans, – more than any other
capable, more effective version of people on the planet – know how to
our best selves.
rise above a storm.
- Restaurant business needs someone - The single greatest cause for a new
who is honest, bright, straitforward, hire is not their inability to do the
and willing to learn and work hard. job but their inability to fit in.
- Human resources function is making - Put the right qualified person in the
effort to attract, motivate, reward right job at the right time.
and retain the best associates – from - determine the best qualified person
servers to senior executives – in the based on the stated requirements
for a job.
restaurant industry.
- The labor supply is high in quantity - only the fittest will survive these
but low in quality. a great need difficult days.
exists for the selection and develop- - job security is something an employer
ment of outstanding food service controls and depends entirely on its
workers.
financial health. Career security is
something you control.
- Emloyment opportunities:
- First fix your career, than find the
1. Locally,
job you deserve.
2. regionally,
- Spending money on your career is
3. Nationally,
actually an investment in you and
4. internationally,
your future.
5. intercontinentally.
- Paying for a service that advances
- We develop world class employees your career is unlike any other kind
and we are to be the sources of of investment you can make.
success for our students and for the - if you do not invest in your career,
organizations that seek to recruit you are likely to fall into career bankand hire them.
ruptcy or what is called unemploy- one of the key strategies for building ment.
a healthy career is to work with winners, both individuals and organizations.

- You should practice a skill that you
already have. Make sure that your
skills are updated all the time.
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- a fit career is the key to survival in - We are looking for people for whom
the current recession and the secret cooperation, rather than competition,
to success in recovery that will fol- is a key indicator of an organizations
integrity.
low.
- Being short workers really demor- - it is the passive prospect we most
alizes the crew and affects customer want to attract and recruit. There
are only two things that will attract
service.
- during the rush, manager is busy and hold the interest of passive
observing the positions functioning. prospects: credible information on
what it is like to work in your or- Human relations is an approach ganization and interaction with their
which places a premium on the need peers.
of workers.
- This is what the best employees are
- Chief people officer position is at looking for:
the same level as the chief financial
1. The reputation of the organization,
officer.
its products or services or even its
- We are not in the food business
leaders.
serving people, we are in people 2. The kinds of people who will be a
business serving food.
new hires coworkers or the caliber
of their boss.
- i am born with work ethics, pride,
dedication, and preservance. i am 3. The location of the facility and the
born to lead, born to teach, born to
quality of life avaliable in that area.
mentor, and most important, born 4. The opportunity the organization
to create.
presents to do interesting and/or
important work.
- Fundametals of learning: Listen. remember. Write down. ask question. 5. The prospects of professional growth
Practice. Learn the basics. develop a
and/or advancement that would
style. Stay humble. Keep listening.
come from employment.
Continue your education, and most
- The best employees, called „alpha
important: Give back to others.
career athlete“, recognizes their innate
- The greatest asset a company has is ability to act as individual and to set
its people. as the people grow, every- their own unique course in the world
thing around them will grow.
of work. They work on themselves
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for themselves. They are interested - Training is different than education.
in learning just how good they can in training everyone must get the
be in their profession. They accept a highest mark. Everage is okey in
job because it challenges them to be education but not in training.
better than they have been and they - Work to put people into jobs that
devote all of their talent to passing are well suited for them. Then train
the test. „in search of excellence“, them and allow them to work toward
that is what drives the „alpha career important objecitives without too
athlete“.
much interference.
- We cooperate with one another,
- You can hire people to work for
with our clients, with our suppliyou, but you must win their hearts
ers...
by believing in them in order to have
- Personal responsibility creates per- them work with you.
sonal freedom.
- Servers who exhibit exellent personal
- our motto: creating future for our qualities such as a neat clean apperstudents and profits for hotels and ance, a well – spoken manner, an
restaurants.
ability to work as a member of team,
- You must hire the best people for and a pleasant way with patrons,
your jobs, and then train and retain will be highly sought after.
them. and remember that motivation
- Teach your waiters how to be a
is the key to successful training.
sales person, not an order taker.
- Each job must be properly structured
to suit the needs of your company. - Training is the nail; incentives are
the hammer.

O treningu na poslu

- Waiters who are tired simply should
not be working.
- They cannot delever great service
bacause they have no idea what it
looks and sounds alike.

- For employees to be successful:
1. They must want to do the job;
2. They must be capable of doing the - if you think training is expensive,
try ignorance.
job, and
3. Tey must be shown how to do the - on-the-job training is as good as the
job.
trainer is.
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- Every smart career professional today - The goal is to identify candidates
knows that education is a constant that have the natural talents to do
process, a life – long venture toward the job with exelence and ease.
becoming the best one can be.
- Select candidates that learn quickly,
- The personality of an individual is collaborate eagerly, welcome change
extremely important within the hos- and stay focused on results.
pitality industry and in my opinion - do not expect your people to be
more so than the actual skills and something they are not.
experience of a candidate.
- You need people who want to play
- The personality is one thing that your game, not people who believe
you will never be able to change be- they have a better one.
cause that is the „being“ of a person, - Employees must take ownership in
whereby you can always train some- self-development and skill upgrading.
one in how to silver serve or make a For individual career development
we encourage students to take recocktails, for example.
sponsibility for planning there own
- When we express our true nature
career path. We provide them with
we are human beings. When we do
knowledge, information, guidance,
not, we do not know what we are.
support and access to opportunity.
- Keen competition is expected for - You will always get a job and be
bartenders, waiters and waitressess promoted more rapidly if you have
in popular restaurants and fine dining some fast food experience.
establishments, where potential earn- Many cooks and waiters are trained
ings from tips are greatest.
on the job, receiving real work ex- Employers are more likely to hire perience and training from instructors
and promote based on people skills mentors in the restaurants where
and personal qualities rather than they work.
education.
- Fast food restaurant managers are
- Employment of combined food capable people who can manage
preparation and serving workers is employees, equipment, and money.
expected to increase faster than the - Employers usually prefere training
everage. Those will be 21st Century given by training centers and professional associations.
workers.
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- We want to make sure our training - What is to be tought is determined
is necessary and effective. Training by what the students need and what
design is instructional design aimed they wish to learn.
at teaching a person to do a specific - Unlike education, everyone being
job.
trained must meet the objective.
- a task is one step in a duty. a duty - Learning is easier when information
is one specific task an employee does is presented in several different ways.
that is part of the total job.
- The principles of adult learning:
- Work simplification is the study of
duties and tasks to determine the 1. Trainees prefer an informal atmosphere for training sessions where
most efficient methods of performtrainees are treated as professional
ance.
rather than students;
- in Serbia, there is disconnect between
the skills that hospitality schools, 2. Trainees need encouragement and
positive feedback as to their progress;
college or university graduates possess and the demands of the labor 3. Trainees should not compete with
market.
each other, but with themselves;
- our job as instructional designers is 4. Trainees learn at different speeds
and may need individual attention
to design effective training program
and training;
that assures mastery for every employees, and no detail is too small 5. Trainees must want to learn and
for an instructional designer.
understand why the material is neccessary;
- Unlike children, adults have to want
to learn something. if they see no 6. Trainees must be told what they
point to it, they will not bother.
are to do and then be shown the sequential steps to do it;
- Training differs from education in
that for training we need only teach 7. The training should be related to
what employees must know to do
trainees life experiences;
the job, and all trainees must master
the material. We are training people 8. Trainees need real and tangible examples;
to do things – not to understand or
know.
9. Trainees learn better by doing;
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10. Trainees should learn to do activity
correctly, then build up speed;
11. Training should be conducted in
numerous shorter sessions;

having them do the thing themselves.
if they do it right, they can go on the
job; if not, more training is needed.
after training, workers are coached
and counseled on the job.

12. repetition and practice result in
- Training methods:
better retention;
1. The demonstration method
13. Keep lag time short between time
2. Lectures
of training and the job;
3. Self-instructional activities
14. Use a combination of training
4. Prepered training materials
methods;
5. on-the-job training.
15. Make the training interesting and
- We must re-train a group of emrelevant;
ployees if something changes in the
16. The trainer should be well pre- business.
pared;
- The five training topics for the cook
17. The trainer must create a positive position:
learning enviroment;
1. Cooking;
18. The trainer must exibit enthusiasm. 2. Seting up cooking lines and breakfast
buffet;
- of utmost importance is that trainees
master the training. Before we design 3. Cleaning;
any training program, we need to 4. Storage and inventory;
make sure that it is what we really
5. Sanitation.
need.
- Make sure that everyone in the
- It is believed that about one in ten group can see, hear, practice, and
employees is of the creative or think- understand.
ing type.
- The trainer is not actually doing
- Getting the best talent is the first the job. He is teaching someone
step in out – performing the compe- else how to do the job. Teaching
tition.
the job and doing the job are not
- Performance is possible only in real the same. They require totally difwork. We test for competency by ferent skills.
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- We assure that the trainee does it - We watch what our employees are
right the first time, and every time, doing. We praise them when they
by showing new employees how to do their jobs well, and we correct
them when they are veering away
do it right.
- The only person who can put the from standards.
best practices to work effectively is - The human machine must rest, must
the best of you.
be inspired, must have goals, must
think
highly of itself to be creative,
- Corporate training programs are
very strong in providing the techical must rest periodically, and can be
knowledge. Students need to learn: thrown out of aligment easily.
1. How to deal with human rela- - „Take time to organize“ is a key
tionships, 2. How to work with other concept in motion economy and in
employees, 3. How to deal with cus- increasing productivity.
tomers, especially dificult customers.
- it must be made clear that the em- Managers in the hospitality industry ployee will have to meet certain stanmanage people. To successfully man- dards or leave.
age people, we must know and un- Conversational ability is key in the
derstand our people.
hospitality industry no metter what
- responsibilities of a manager include your position is.
the recruitment, tranining, and mo- No restaurant is obliged to serve
tivation of staff, establishment of
anyone if they have a good reason
goals, service quality assurance, and
not to.
budget management. He must be
creative and original and be able to - You give up something and you
gain something.
anticipate or plan ahead.
- Trust is good; control is better! But
you must accept that the business
will only run efficently when you
- People who are talented want hope.
are there in person.
Not a chance to work at some job,
but a chance to fulfill their dreams. - We will have to run our organizations
- anytime we want people to change with man as they are.
- With management comes the responsibility of self-regulation.

something, we must consider if they - To make many decisions fast means
to make the wrong decisions.
have the ability to do so.
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- People are time-consumers and most - Hire only those who want to be
people are time-wasters. Time- neat, clean and orderly. insist on a
wasters often results from over- neat appearance, a smile, polished
staffing.
shoes...
- Employee theft, absenteesm, sub- - They should have eather work backstance abuse, lower productivity and ground or academic background.
fewer profits are just a few problems They are not expected to become
that can occur when you hire or pro- highly skilled in all the jobs that that
mote someone who is not best can- position requires, but they are exdidate for a managers job.
pected to know how each job is
- Managers do not control the quality done.
of the product when the product is - Success in the hospitality industry
a service. The quality of the service is all about teamwork. Team is a
is in the hand of the service workers group of people prepared to work
who deliver it.
together to meet guests needs. Mem- Survival needs: 1. air, 2. Water, 3. bers of teams have assigned position
with specific roles and responsibiliFood, 4. Clothing, 5. Shelter.
ties.
- Emotional needs: 1. To be loved, 2.
To be needed, 3. To be accepted in a
selected group.
- Man s fears are: 1. Sickness, 2. Pain,
3. death.
- He avoides: 1. Criticism, 2. Failure,
3. Humilation, 4. rejection.
- He hungers for: 1. order, 2. Law 3.
Security and protection.
- Use public praise to stamp good behavior in.
- Use negative reinforcement to stamp
bad behavior out. Criticism in private
makes a good manager and a loyal
employee.
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Start small finish big

- Small business is the backbone of
the american economy and it will
continue to be the future of this
country and many others.
- it is an enterpreneurs world. Starting
small is better than never starting at
all. Begin with an idea. Think like a
visionary. Be persistent. do not give
up. opportunity waits for no one.
Earn your reputation. attract new
customers every day.
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- Unfortunately, few take the first you quit, you fail. if you give up,
bold step to actaully start business. you are out. if you stop playing, you
Few can master the energy and com- cannot play anymore.
mitment to begin.
- i choose to see every challenge as an
- Formal education is of no signifi- opportunity to learn more.
cance for business. Basically, you
- He simply refused to stay down. By
need an idea, a little bit of monay,
choosing hope over despair, he never
and most importantly the desire to
yielded to failure, even though he
get started.
had to pick himself up and start all
- How to creat systems that will ulti- over many times.
matly produce a streamlined highly
- Hope is foundational quality of all
organized and profitable company.
change.
- When you can define a category,
- Whoever said it takes money to
you insulate your business from the
make money was dead wrong.
competition.
- Start-up money:
- remember, customers want everything better, faster, and cheaper at 1. inheritance,
all times. innovation must always 2. Savings,
take place to meet the customer s 3. Bank loan,
changing demands.
4. Small business administration.
- Give your customers a sence that - all it takes to start a business is a
your business is a special place, cre- need and a desire. You do not need
ated by special people, doing what a lot of money. But you better believe
you do in the best possible way.
in whatever you are going to do.
- Keep the faith. Believe in yourself Than be willing to do it, and work
and your business, even when others at it every day.
do not.
- To be successful you must think
- Persistance is probably the most im- positively. if you want positive outportant attribute leading to success. put, you must have to have a positive
- Never give up because you never input.
fail until you quit. You can never - He has simply learned how to sucsucceed at anything if you quit. if ceed by being positive.
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- if you want a positive attitude, then - There are only two ways to make
you will have to choose to feed money: increase sales and decrease
your mind with optimistic, hope – costs.
filled, motivational, enthusitic in- - increasing sales is only half of the
formation.
profit equation.
- You maintain or you acquire the - Ways to increase sales: Effective adright attitude by deliberately reading vertising campagns, better customers
inspirational material, such as this service, quality products...
book you are reading right now.
- decreasing costs – all the costs – is
- all of us who made it learned how the equally important other half.
to make money before we were
- Ways to decrease costs: Better buying,
teenagers. The world owed us nothgreate labor productivity, lower eming. Therefore, if we saw an opporployee turnover...
tunity, we grabbed it. and we still
- Have monthly financial statement
do.
for better control.
- They are visionaries who benefit by
their ability to see the big picture. it - Have weekly financial statements.
provides an ultimate destination that it would be best to see the details
helps keep you focused. if you cannot the day after the week closes.
see the big picture, you are probably - Every Wednesday every Subway
going to lose your way and end up store calculates its – WiSr- weekly
inventory and sales report -, meassomewhere else.
uring the stores activity from the
- You need to believe that it can be
previous Wednesday trough Tuesdone and that you can get it done.
day.
- if you have to feel absolutely confi- Progress requires that you introduce
dent before doing anything, you will
new product, new ways to get ahead
probably never get started.
of everyone else. This is not a once- Business is a form of war, and there and- done experience. it is continuous.
are casualties.
The only way to stay in business is
to
continuously make improvement.
- The size of the bisiness does not
metter. To stay in business you must - Success will mean financial independence and everything that comes
earn a profit.
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with it, not only for you, but for - Foodservice equipment can be devided into five categories:
many other people around you.
- The leading edge is the bleeding 1. Storage;
edge. That means people who pioneer 2. Preparation;
new business often have to pay a 3. Cooking;
heavy price before they gain a reward. 4. Serving;
- The simpler the idea the better. Make 5. Clean up.
sure it is an idea that arouses your - remember, modern kitchen is a deinterest, and an idea that will make partment which must never show a
you proud.
loss – always a profit.
- if you want an idea, look around, - The cost savings realized by proper
find a problem, and solve it. Most concept and design will many times
businesses are copies of other busi- pay the cost of the professional menu
planner & kitchen designer. Top satnesses.
isfaction and exellent food and service
- on those days when nothing seems are the product of carefully planned
to work and you are thinking about facilities. Being involved as early as
quitting, return to this book and possible in the project can only help
reread the struggles and challenges to achieve a more successful facility.
faced by some of the microentre- - Technology will be the ansver to
preners you met hear.
many business solution in the future.

O kuhinjskim
tehnologijama

- The best solution for kitchen is
cook/chill and vacuum packing,
which are not just proposals but possibly the best survival hope for large
restaurants.

- The modern kitchen designed for - Maximum food thickness for vacuum
large hotel, restaurant and institutions cooking is 5 cm.
may be compared to a factory.
- It is importand to understand that
- There are two kind of kitchens: 1. above all it is a question of new
Manual kitchen, and 2. Central „philosophy“ – a new way to organize work in the kitchen.
kitchen.
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- Commercial kitchens will only be - How can i make things better for
different when they are capable for foodservice as a whole, not just for
a cultural revolution that recognises indipendent groups ensuring that
tradition, but that keeps up with the best equipment, price, and value
modern developments; not to do so reach the end user.
will result in failure.
- Things to consider in the selection
- There is no quicker way to go out of of equipment are simplicity of operbusiness than to serve infected food. ation, ease of cleaning and flexibility
That is why in all modern kitchens in use.
sanitation and clean work habits are - Everyone knows you cannot do a
on the top of the list. Food safety is job properly without the right tools.
non-negotiable and a critically important part of restaurant-and-food - While chefs creativity is the number
one influence on what is on the
service operations.
menu, great equipments can enhance
- The kitchen is a laboratory where those options.
everything is fundamentally impor- The efficiency of your foodservice is
tant and has to be perfectly organized
based on purchasing and using the
to achieve the final objective, profit
correct commercial foodservice equipand client satisfaction. it must inment.
clude:
- develop specifications for food equip1. Maximum exploitation of space;
ment.
2. optimal use of human resources;
3. Minimum risk of food contamina- - Hot air style frier.
tion;
4. adequately sized equipment;
5. Maximum functionality of the kitchen.

- With fried food, digestibility worsens
with cooking.
- Serving equipment also includes insulated carriers for use in transporting
food, rack for roll-in storage...

- in choosing and designing equipment, the very first thing that you - Study the actual movements of an
must decide is what you are going employee before beginning to fill
to serve; the second decision must in equipment and space requirement.
be how you are going to serve.
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- The general principle for the kitchen - Fact – gathering is first stage of the
is „put things on the wheels“. Mobile design. a design problem clearly
equipment is a great aid to flexibility defined is half solved problem.
and may add to efficiency. That is
- Every foodservice operator needs
why kitchen planners are now into purchase equipmnent in order to
creasingly using mobile shelving to
produce the food products on the
move food and utensils to and from
menu. But productivity cannot be
preparation locations.
accomlished without tight equipment
- Technology is an increasingly im- planning.
portant tool to maximaze productivity
- There are many ways to prepare
and efficiency in restaurant operafoods. Careful consideration is nections.
essary because the method selected
- Technology is being adapted for determine the kind of equipment
productivity gains on an unpreci- needed.
dented scale, from tracking inventory
- it is not financially advisable to buy
to order – taking to training staff.
expensive equipment, or large, more
- Basic requirements for kitchen plan- sophisticated equipment than that
ning: 1. Space alocation, 2. Equipment which is essential for an operation.
selection, 3. Work centers arrange- justify the purchase of the equipment.
ments.
if you do not need it, do not buy it!
- Space allocation:
- The dependence on the sales repre1. receiving area, 2. dry storage, paper sentative to establish the type of
storage, linen storage, 3. refrigerator equipment needed is harmful, bestorage, 4. Freezer storage, 5. Main cause he does not have a knowledge
cooking area, 6. Pot washing, 7. Em- of the entire foodservice operation.
ployee dining area, 8. office, 9. Mens always remember that it is his job
washroom, 10. Ladies washroom.
to sell equipment and your job is to
- No foodservice plan can be fully de- know what equipment to purchase.
veloped without concidering one or - Consultants will make their equipmore methods of waste disposal.
ment selections based on the best
- No suppliers are permited to enter
the production area.

balance of performance, and budget.
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- Purchase new equipment if customer - it is not concidered economical to
is going to be viewing the equipment. build walk-in boxes less than 2,4 X 3
New equipment is primarily used meters.
in the front of the foodservice oper- - a walk-in should be used if a large
ation.
amount of bulk, unprepared food is
- Needs of equipment in large kitchen to be stored, whereas the reach-ins
will vary greatly, depending on how should be used in the preparation
the chef decides to purchase, prepare, areas and for storage of prepared
store, produce, and serve food prod- food.
ucts.
- determine where the pick-up station
- also, the amount of money and will be prior to laying out the line.
floor space that the chef has will - a cooking line is the heart of the
greatly influence the type of equip- kitchen
ment to be purchased.
- a cooking station is where a partic- To ensure the quality of equipment, ular type of cooking technique takes
bid shopping must be discoraged.
place, such as broiling, which is done
- The equipment must be demon- at the broiler station.
strated, and employees must be
trained in its use.

- The broiler is the major piece of
equipment that is needed to produce
steaks and other broiled items.

- Goods should be remowed from
the case and cleaned before storage - Cooking is a relationship of temperature and time.
at refregerator.
- reach-in units should be set conveniently in the work centers so the
travel of workers will be reduced.

- Heat lamps and various warmers
are avaliable for holding a variety of
foods at serving temperature. Choosing the right warmers is very critical
to quality control.

- all the equipment will be located
behind the hot food serving count- Basics type of knives:
er.
- Food cools at the rate of 2o C degrees 1. Chefs or French knife,
at a minute. Preferred eating tem- 2. Boning knife,
pereture for most hot foods is 57o C. 3. Paring knife,
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- The office has moved from its site
next to receiving to where it can
overlook food preparation and serv- For french service, you need a
rechaud and a gueridon or a portable ice.
carving cart.
- Wall colors in the kitchen should be
- remember, small kitchen often turn soft peach or yellow.

4. Slicer,
5. Filleting knives.

out to be more efficient than the - Exellent lighting under the hooded
large one. You should group similar areas must be provided so it is easy
and ralated tasks close together.
to watch the progress of food cooking
- The flow of materials through the on the range.
kitchen is the primary consideration.
- Flat-top ranges for cooking and holdMaterials should move as short a
ing; open-top ranges for fast cooking.
distance as possible and flow constantly toward the service area with- - Cook at low temperatures to reduce
shrinkage.
out delay and backtracking.
- Typically, food flows through six - in foodservuce organizations the
steps: 1. receiving, 2. Primary bulk performance of employees is more
storage (walk-in coolers or freezers), important than equipment and raw
3. Preparation (washing, peeling, material.
cutting, chopping..), 4. Production
(cooking the food), and holding the - The more convenience or advance
food for service, 5. Service – serving preparation built into a food, the
the food to the customer, 6. Sanitation, less it costs the operator in terms of
which includes dishwashing, pot- equipment, space, worker skills and
worker numbers.
washing, and disposal.
- A total prefabricated meat system
does away with all the meat cutting
- Grouping storage close to prepara- equipment, the butcher shop and
tion, or grouping preparation close the butcher.
to production eliminates wasted - Six steps in washing the dishes: 1.
steps, motions, and time.
Scrapping of waste, 2. Presoaking,
- The general trend is to move the 3. Washing, 4. Sanitizing, 5. drying,
6. Storage.
food from left to right.
- Secondary storage: rach-in refrigerators or freezers.
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- remember that dishes rinsed at 60 - i can teach just about anyone how
C will not air dry as quickly as those to be cook or waiter. But they will
rinsed at 80 C. if the operators become never succeed until they acquire the
impatient and start to dry the dishes character qualities.
with towels, than the whole sanitizing - You have got to be the right kind of
effort has been negated.
person to do the right thing in order
- Breakfast plate 20 cm, dinner plate to have all that life has to offer.
25 cm, side plate 17 cm.
- rebronjas Balkan Best career schools

O obrazovanju u
ugostiteljstvu

of restaurant business have to provide
today the man who can run restaurants for tomorrow.

- When you hear something, you will
forget it. When you see something,
you will remember it. But not until
- all men by nature desire knowledge.
you do something, will you under(aristotel)
stand it.
- our main objective is to prepare
- We learn best when we understand
students for a successful professional
not only how to do something, but
career.
why we should do it that way.
- The winners in the coming recovery
- There is always another level of perwill be those organizations that both
fection to achieve and another skill
improve the cappabilities of their
to master.
workforce in the present and upgrade
the skills of their recruiters for the - achievement itself is its own reward.
at the start of training, look for the
future.
slightest sign of achievement and
- our students work as part of a team
revard it.
that provides exellent service, and
high – quality food in a clean, friendly - Nothing substitutes for experience,
however. The key element to the
and fun atmosphere.
delivery of good service is profes- We make great tasting food you can
sionaly trained people.
feel good about. We have a way of
combining ingredients that make - We help people get through school.
it is demand – led – program rather
our food explode with flavor.
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than being tailored to suit some col- workers. it was also considered to
lege and its staff. our qualifications be the most helpful source of training.
are organized so that they remain - Begining as a crew person, workers
relevant to up – to date demands for can advance to the position of shift
workplace skills.
leader, than to assistant manager,
- From those who know – for those and finaly to manager.
who want to know better.
- The major chains all have well-de- Know-how is more than knowledge. veloped training programs for manit puts knowledge to work in the agers.
real work in the real world.
- Courses for managers are often held
- Exemplary teaching and research on corporate campuses that have
very elaborate training facilities.
standards.
- Effective hospitality industry training - No experience necessary, just an
programs are the result of blending open mind and a willingness to learn.
- You must determine the gap between
two separate technologies:
where you are now and where you
1. The technology of teaching, and
need to be in the future in order to
2. The technology of industry.
make your dream a reality. That gap
- Hospitality managers are not doing will tell you exactly what needs to
line jobs. They are hiring, training, be done and learn to create the busiand supervising employees who do ness of your dreams.
these line jobs.
- The american dream is actually a
- in gathering information, you must state of mind. What american dream
be able to analyze and evaluate care- promises is not a right to happiness,
fully to sift out important materials but a right to achieve it on our own.
from useless data.
- Flexible online and computer – based
- international exposure and experience training program are widelly avagained through the multicultural libale now.
work on the job is very important - The manager s job is to understand
for your career.
what he knows and what he does
- The study shows that on-the-job experience was the number one source
of training for the majority of the

not, which opens the door to the
process of innovation, and orchestration.
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- What do i truly know?, is the question - Segment = a smaller division of the
every intelligent manager needs to market consisting of people with
ask to let go of the past, to engage similar needs based on commonalities
fully in the present, and to invent such as age, interests, or lifestyle.
the future.
- Target market = a specific group of
- Every person in your organization individuals at which a business aims
should agree to become a master at: its marketing.
1. Understanding the system, 2. Sus- - Team = a group working together
taining the system, 3. Practicing the toward a common goal.
system, 4. improving the system, 5.
- Training = the process used for the
Transforming the system.
development of knowledge and skills
necessary to perform the jobs, duties,
and tasks found in an organization.

Još o marketingu u
ugostiteljstvu

- Work simplification = the study of
duties and tasks to determine the
most efficient methods of perform- Marketing is the identification of ance.
customers and the development of - Standards = a clear, consice descripproducts, pricing, and distribution tion of the way something is to be or
aimed at satisfying their needs and is to be done.
wants.
- The commodity is the thing your
- The heart of a marketing plan is the customer actaually walks out with
analysis and selection of target mar- in his hand.
kets.
- The product is what your customer
- You should concider unique, creative feels as he walks out of your business.
ideas as much as possible.
- First, take a look at what you need - restaurant product is not food. it is
to accomplish. Then, go ahead and experience. People buy feelings.
develop a tactical plan to accomplish - To deliver the promise no one else
your objectives. Finally, cost out the in your industry dares to make.
plan.
- The idea is to promise what you can
- Niche = a potential market.
do and do what you promise.
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- anything well advertised is half
sold.

how to do the technical work of the
business, he knows how to build a
business that works.

- decor is your merchandising tool.
Good decor with good food and - The entreprenour is the visionary in
service builds customer satisfaction. us. He lives in the future. The manager lives in the present and past,
- When people go out to eat and
using his past experience all the time.
drink, they prefer being with people
The technician is the doer, he lives
like themselves.
in the present.
- The kay marketing question is: „What
- if they were equally balanced, we
must our business be in the mind of
would be describing an incredibly
our customers to choose us over
competent individual. Unfortunately,
everyone else“?
few people who go into business
- There is no one, absolutely no one are blessed with such a balance.
else like you.
- The work of an entrepreneur is to
wander, to imagine and to dream
not in the past but in the future.

O top menadžerima
i vlasnicima u
ugostiteljstvu

- I wonder is the true work of the
entrepreneurial personality.
- You must have a vision for yourself.
it should encompass who you wish
to become – not who you are now.

- The basic difference between an ordinary man and warrior is that a - There are no small people, only
warrior takes everything as a chal- small visions. Tension around the
lenge while an ordinary man takes little things in our lives is a sure sign
it eather as a blessing or a curse.
of our lack of a bigger vision.
- Everybody who goes into business - An entrepreneur is single handedly
is actually three-people-in-one: 1. accountable for creatin a vision for
The techician, 2. The manager, and his company, and he is obsessed
3. The entrepreneour.
with his vision.
- The technician makes the fatal as- - He knows what he wants and he
sumption that because he knows will not give up till he gets it.
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- The entrepreneurs vision takes in - Those who take risks can expect a
an entire enterprise, while the man- greater revard than those who choose
agers vision includes only fragments security.
of one.
- Those who expect little, get just that.
- Instead of living for the now, or in Sky is the limit for those who dare
the past, entrepreneurs are devel- to dream.
oping concerns for anticipating tomorrow and avoiding disasters in - Tactical work is the work all techincian do.
the future.
- Also, they develop habits of getting - Strategic work is the work their
managers do.
expert help.
- once you know what you want, - Top manager s list is a list of goals
rather than specific tasks that need
only you can get it.
- You have achieved nothing until to be done.
you can actually show that idea - The true work of business owner is
works – and that can take time.
the strategic work rather than the
- The more clearly you know where tactical work.
you are going, the more effective - The purpose of going into business
will be your thinking.
is to get free of a job so you can
- remember that it is much more dif- create jobs for other people.
ficult to achieve several objectives at
- So that you can invent something
the same time.
that satisfies a need in the market- Nothing will ever get done unless place that has never been satisfied
there is motivation to do it.
before.
- Leaders must be dreamers. Hospi- - Focus on developing business that
tality is rich with dreamers in spite works.
of the fact that the hospitality business
is not an easy business. But as the - Part of the challenge is to differentiate
saying goes, nothing worthwhile your company from the competitors.
ever comes easy.
- We do something not because they - The three phases of a business
are easy, but rather because they are growth: 1. infancy, 2. adolescence,
and 3. Maturity.
difficult and challenging.
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- The person who launches his business
as a mature company must also go
through infancy and adolescence.

of a business is not what it sells but
how it sells it.

- The true product of a business is the
- The tragedy is that the condition of business itself.
infancy and adolescence dominates
- How can I get my business to work,
Serbian small business.
but without me?
- Businesses that „get small again“
- How much money do you need in
die.
order to be independent of work, to
- Every day was a day devoted to be free?
business development, not doing
- Creativity thinks up new things.
business.
Innovation does new things.
- We did not do business, we built
- Great inventors often end up leading
one.
enterprises.
- Very best businesses are fashioned
after a model of a business that - The inventor has the ability and the
desire to see opportunities where
works.
none seem to exist.
- How will my business look to the
customers? How will my business - What is needed is a revolution in
the idea of management.
stand out from all the rest?

- if your idea is a positive one, your - Management system is the solution
business will reflect that optimism. and the commitment to thinking of
- We must provide our inner entre- his organization as a small business.
preneur with a model of a business - it is the ability to treat the organization
that works, a model that is so exiting as a small business – and manager
that it stimulates our entrepreneurial as a small business owner – that
personality – our innovative side – produces results.
to break free of the technicians bonds
- There are two major routes up the
once and for all.
management ladders in this industry.
- The manager and the technician one is to begin as an hourly worker.
need their own models too.
The other is to have some training
- The business format franchise is after high school which allows an
built on the belief that the true product employee to enter the field as salaried
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worker in a supervisory position - What is monotonous to one person
such as assistant manager of a fast is chalenging to another.
food resturant.
- Three kinds of money an organization
- Even recent graduate of the Harvard creates are:
Business School must begin their 1. income,
White Castle careers as hourly work- 2. Profit, and
ers.
3. Equity.
- job tasks at fast food:
- income is the money that everyone
1. Bus or clear tables,

2. Sweep/mop floors,

is paid.

3. Clean restrooms,

- Profit is what is earned after everyone
is paid.

4. Unload trucks,

- Equity is what the business is worth.

5. Clean parking lot,

- if the manager owned his business,
equity would be the most important,
profit would be second most important, and incom would be the third
most important.

6. Cook food,
7. Prepare food,
8. assemble or pack orders,
9. Take orders,
10. Take money,
11. Host or hostess in dining room,
12. Suggestive selling,
13. relieve manager,
14. Train workers,
15. Supervise workers,

- Profit is the money the organization
makes to finance its growth.
Profit for growth sake.
- Managers do not manage people;
managers manage the system by
which your business achieves its objectives.

- Without a management system nothing can truly be managed. The first
- To be succesful manager, you have part of a management system is ingot to think like an owner and teach novation.
your people to do the same.
- innovation is the ability to create
- You have got to become a personal what could be.
16. order food and supplies.

profit center and to analize the cost - attempting to be innovative without
a picture in mind of the result you
of doing business every day.
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are there to produce is a waste on 1. Know what you want,
energy and time.
2. Know you have the power to get it,
- You must know for whom and why 3. There can be no causes other than
your own,
you are innovating.
- The role of the innovative manager 4. if you cannot manage yourself, you
cannot manage anything,
is to engage with the present in a
fully enlightened manner while in- 5. There are no simple answers, only
complex questions,
venting the future, with the realization
6. Before it gets better, it is going to
that no „best solution“ exists..
get worse,
- Manager of tomorrow will be more
an entrepreneur; a creator of things; 7. These rules must become the defining principles of your life.
a conductor of an orchestra; an inventor; a leader.

- a vision is not something a manager
- Good manager knows that you do is expected to think about; it is somenot organize people – you organize thing to be executed.
- Four hierarchy of system compowork.
nents:
- and you do not create the position
first, you create the organizations 1. How we do it here,
system first, and then the positions 2. How we recruit, hire, and train people to do it here,
will identify themselves.
- in order to get your people to do 3. How we manage it here and,
what you want, you will first have 4. How we change it here.
to create an environment that will - It is the system, not only the people,
make it possible.
that will differentiate your business
from everyone elses.
- For the manager, the focus is:
- Three kinds of system:
- Second, the organization of which 1. Hard systems,
i am a part.
2. Soft systems and,
- Third, the people aroud me.
3. information systems.
- First, me.

- The seven rules of management independence:

- The purpose of a system is to free
you to do the things you want to do.
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- A selling system is a soft system.

- For a rich man, the best role in the
- The power point selling system is world is that of host.
composed of two parts:
- The three divisions in the organization
of work:
1. Structure, and
1. The enterprise = The entrepreneur,
2. Substance.
- Sructure is what you do. Substance 2. The business = The manager,
is how you do it.
3. The practice = The technician.

- The whole thing was put together - This is absolutely essential – without
in a way the owner believed would the authority, there can be no acmake a positive impression on guests. countability. accountability without
- The work we do is a reflection of authority feels safer – that is why
who we are. How we do our work we agree to it.
becomes a mirror of how we are inside.

- in order to transform your work as
a manager, you must secure the au- The business is a place where every- thority necessary to fulfill your acthting we know how to do is tested countability.
by what we do not know how to do, - if you cannot get the authority you
and that the conflict between the need, get out of here!
two is what creates growth, what
- authority comes in several forms:
creats meaning.
– the authority of the entrepreneur;
- in a people-dependent business, the
assets go home every night.

– the authority of the manager,
and

- in a system- dependent business,
– the authority of the techician.
the assets are there with you no matter who is minding the store.
- The entrepreneur has the authority
- respect for all people in all depart- to decide the direction of the enterments is essential to great leader- prise.
ship.
- The manager has the authority to
- To entertain a guest is to make yourself responsible for his happiness so
long as he is beneath your roof.
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- The technician has the authority to - The wrong time for decision making
exercise his capability, capacity, and is when you are tired, frustrated or
resources to impliment the managers upset emotionally.
processes and systems to fulfil the
- Some people have the drive in large
entrepreneurs vision.
amounts, others have very little.
- The technician is either an apprentice, Those who have it focus on problem
a craftsman, or a master.
solving and future; those who lack
- There is a system of practice; a it are concerned with today and the
process through which results are past.
produced.
- The leaders who are most successful
- a decision is no better than the information on which is based.
- Everyone makes wrong decisions,
even the most successful of people.
- a decision which is the result of
group thinking may not be as good
as one formed in a superior mind.

(personally and professionally) are
those who take time for themself.
They re-energize away from work
and seek opportunities that help
them grow mentally, spiritually and
phisically. in short, they have a life
and they are thankful for it.

- i have learned from experience that - The achievment drive may concetrate
one must never be absolutely certain on betterment and improvement of
that the decision he takes or the ideas yourself. The key is to recognize not
who you wish you were or who
he has are always correct.
others would like you to be, but
- often one can have a point of view
rather who you truly are.
which leaves out certain consideration
or factors. and there is nothing more - No one rises further than their
useful or positive or practical when dreams. You have to set for yourself
a decision is going to be made on an only those goals that are attainable
important issue than hearing evry- at a given moment. often men show
what they are really capable of only
body else s opinion.
- one must have a proper appreciation when circumstances place a task beof the things he has accomplished, fore them
but he should never consider himself - an idea requires a leader of extraordeserving of the recognition that be- dinary abilities; someone who has
longs to the many.
within his personality spark which
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exites man. Which gives flesh to the - To become a brand, you have got
to develop a way of doing what
idea from day to day.
- It is progress toward a goal that you do that dramatically differensparks an operation. Goals that have tiates your enterprise, your organization, your business, from every
been reached do not motivate people
other one.
any more.
- any organization that is not a brand
- Three natural business evolution:
is not intelligent.
1. innovation,
- it is not your business you have to
2. Quantification, and
fear losing, it is something much
3. orchestration.
bigger than that. it is your self.
- Innovation is the heart of every ex- - Great people are those who know
eptional business. An innovator is how they got where they are, and
a man with planty of ideas and a what they need to do to get where
courage to run with them - to build they are going.
and improve.
- Great people have a vision of their
- if it is not innovation, than it is com- lives that they practice emulating
plication.
each and every day.
- What is the best way to do this?
- innovation is the „best way“ skill.

- Executives are the individuals who
develop a mission or a plan for a
company or organization.

- In an innovative company everyone
- The effective executive fills positions
grows.
and promotes on the basis of what
- orchestration is the elimination of a man can do.
choice at operating level of your
- No one is strong in many areas.
business. it is the enemy of order,
standardization, and quality. or- - The most important thing to find
chestration becomes „The way we out is what he really can do.
do it here“, rather than „Who does - all one can measure is performance.
it here“.
and all one should measure is per- To become a truly intelligent or- formance.
ganization, it has got to become a - To get strenght, one has to put up
brand.
with weaknesses.
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- They never talk of a „good man“ - Planning is the thinking that precedes
but always about a man who is the actual performance of work.
„good“ for some one tasks.
Every decision is like surgery.
- Effective executives do first things - The service – based leader is always
first and they do one thing at a time. in service to others within the or- Nothing ever goes right. The unex- ganization making sure others have
pected always happen and nothing the tools to get the job done.
new is easy.
- orders from the manager should
- The most time consuming part of proceed trough the assistant manany task is the conversion of decision agers, department heads, and supervisors.
into action.
- Timing is a most important element - The supervisor has to please manin the success of any effort.
agement, employees and the guests.
- The most important thing about pri- He is expected to be not only a ledaer
orities is not intelligent analisis but but a follower.
courage. To do so you should:
- Good listening is an art which if
properly applied becomes a general
1. Pick the future as again the past.
2. Focus on opportunity rather than attitude.
on problems.
- Understanding others is a difficult
3. Choose your own direction – rather art which can be learned best under
practiced supervision.
than climb on the bandwagon.
4. aim high, aim for something that - The listener wants to help the other
will make a difference rather than person make a decision, but he does
for something that is „safe“ and not want to make the decision for
easy to do.
him.
- one can organize the future to compete with the present.

- asking people s opinions is a subtle
form of a compliment which all
enjoy.
- People experienced in an area should
be expected to have an opinion about - avoid humor which may be at some
that.
individual s expense.
- Unless one has considered alternatives, one has a closed mind.

- one of the secrets of the success of
several fast food restaurant chains is
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that there are no executives, only - Without your primary aim, your
working managers.
life will drift aimlessly, without pur- in several ways a manager is a rare pose, without meaning.
bird. He need not be intellectual; in - it is better to look for the opportunities
fact, the intellectual is not likely to as opposed to panicking over the
make a good manager.
problems.

- different kind of manager s personalities:
1. activity – on the go,
2. Vigor – high energy level,
3. impulsiveness – dominance,
4. Stability – calm during crisis,
5. Sociability – likes people,
6. reflectivenes – mediative,
theoretical,
7. Sycophant – ingratiating himself
with those in power,
8. Bulldozer,
9. Manipulator,
10. Leading,
11. Playing the long shots,
12. Hard work.

- Every opportunity comes with pros
and cons, and as a business owner,
your job is to evaluate them.
- a man of knowledge chooses a path
with heart and follows it.
- To choose, one must have standards.
To have standards, one must have a
vision. To have a vision, one must
rise above the whole organization
to see its place in the world.
- The game of every organization always start at the top, not somewhere
in the middle.
- Look at the entrepreneur. is he the
kind of man you admire and respect?

- in a large operation the general man- a calm leader tends to calm the
ager may be more of a coordinator
group. a confident leader lends conand public relations figure.
fidence to others.
- The opportunity is only for improvement rather than for real change and - Entrepreneurship starts with a drive
for action.
innovation.
- The two yardsticks that measure - drive for action derives from the
economic results are:
knowledge that success is possible.
1. The increase in productivity and,
- Knowing what to do is significantly
2. The increase in profitability.
more important to the entrepreneural
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organization than knowing how to - Conscious organization are those
do it. Once you know what to do, that possess a clear vision.
the how will quickly follow.
- We work to completely change not
- a managers strategic objective must only how we do things, but what
marry his primary aim with the things we do, so as to more effectively
strategic objective of the company respond to the world we live in.
he work for.
- opportunity waits for no one, and
- You must consciously choose the the opportunities you miss can haunt
right organization, one whose aim you forever.
serves your aim, your passion.
- Having a personal philosophy is the
- Noise is a tension produser. all cus- best leadership tool of all.
tomers want the ability to hold a - I now know that I serve my people
conversation without raising their and not that they serve me.
voices.
- organize around functions and ac- Every group effort requires a leader. contabilities rather than around per- Someone leads, the rest follow. Many sonalities.
people avoid leading, especially when - Business as a corporation, not as a
partnership.
some new behavior is called for.
- The subordinate acts the way his - Shareholders, not partners. Sharesupervisor acts, not the way his su- holders is the role outside of the
business. inside of the business they
pervisor tells him how to act.
are the employees.
- The man trained for tody is out of
- There is nothing more disastrous
date tomorrow.
than a partnership gone bad, unless
- it is often necessary to give up your
it is a family business, that is. Family
will to another so you can grow into
businesses are even worse than partthe selfawareness of conscious choice.
nership.
- organizations are composed of im- - opportunities are where the operaperfect people.
tion is less than what it should be.
- There are two kinds of organizations: - Evalution of ideas on production
- conscious and
organization of the commercial
restaurants:
- unconscious.
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else he is nothing. The most effective
- 1960 - Efficiency
consultant depends on people within
- 1980 - Efficiency + quality +
the client organization to get anything
flexibility
- 1990 - Global costs + total quality done.
- It takes knowledge and energy to
+ just on time.
improve your, or somebody else s
- „just on time“ means a product is
business.
ready just at the right moment.
- The important thing for that is that
- Leadership is that ability to take you have the necessary experience,
people and bring them to places qualifications, and skills that an
that they would never have been individual – or company wants perwithout your influence, your assis- formed.
tance, and your help.
- it is good business to find a need
- one eather meets or one works. one someone has and than fill it. The
cannot do both at the same time.
need for fresh ideas. The need for
- an organization in which everybody maximum efficiency. if you know
meets all the time is an organization how to increase the efficiency of an
in which no one gets anythin done. organization, you have something
important to sell as a consultant.
- if you fail to plan, you plan to fail.
Consultants bring with them fresh
- if you do not know where you are ideas. They are emissaries of new
going, any road will take you there. information.
- if you do not have a competetive - Also, the need to diagnose problems
and find solutions. The need to
advantage, do not compite.
train employees. The need for a
- in the restaurant business, you are complete turnaround. Turnaround
only as good as your last meal.
specialist, or troubleshooters, command heavy-duty fees, as much as
$2.000 a day or more.

O konsaltingu

- Types of needs in hospitality industry:
- a consultant, who by definition has 1. organizational needs;
no authority other than that of knowl- 2. Position needs, and
edge, must himself be effective – or 3. individual needs.
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- The needs assessment process be- - What can I and no one else do
gins with reviewing everything that which, if done really well, would
make a real difference to your comalready exists.
pany.
- in consulting, the purpose of an
contact is to make an appointment. - It is important to remember that
clients will not automatically come
- Second stage is the need analysis
to you. You must market your conpresentation.
sulting service.
- Third stage is the solution presen- The first impression you make with
tation.
your client should be the very best.
- Present realities and future possi- dress as neatly as possible, and try
bilities.
to look as much as possible like your
- i doubt that we americans are the client.
only ones seeking improvements.
- You must learn to be a good marketer and a good salesperson.

- it goes without saying that you had
better be what you advertise.

- always remember that a verbal contract is still a contract. Not recom- define a particular opportunity. one
mended with new clients and for a
of them might be rehabilitation of
large prospects.
existing foodsevice installations which
- Never tell anyone how you outopens up a brand new market.
smarted someone in negotiations.
- all of foodservice instalations in
schools and universitys, hospitals, - Defining the central problem is
and restaurants, in addition to hotels, the single most dificult, and most
over ten years old require some plan- important task in consulting problem solving. You should handle
ning and equipment evaluation.
each problem separately.
- The emphasis in design for the
new kitchen is on more modern -The steps of scientific problem solvequipment and more efficient serv- ing:
1. desiding on objective,
ice.
- I will not accept any assignments 2. analizing problems,
that I feel would not be fruitful for 3. Gathering data (preparation),
my clients.
4. organizing data,
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5. inducting (preparation),
6. Planning,
7. Prichecking,
8. activating plans,
9. Evaluating (verification).

time about what you are going to
say.
- do not memorize, and do not read
anything. You can use eather 7,5 X
15 cm file cards or visual aids to
help you discuss each point.

- Many famous and successful people
use subconscious mind to solve im- - do not under any circumstances exportant problems and help in their tent your presentation unless redecision making.
quested to do so. To do so is disaster.

- When you are performing as a con- - Always prepare for any live demonsultant, you are in a leadership role. strations by actually doing them
You are helping, coaching and in- ahead of time.
fluencing someone else to reach a
- The trick is in mental rehearsal of
better state. You are a leader, therefore, ethics, closely aligned with in- your presentation – sort of a delibtegrity, must be a primary consider- erate daydreaming. You should do
it in the night before making presation.
entation, just before you go to sleep.
- Performing your work with high
This creative visualization technique
ethical standards is tough. But it is
will amaze you.
worth it. When you respect yourself,
others will respect you as well. Not - The split focus technique is when
only are high ethical standards and you visualize the presentation while
integrity the right principles to main- you phisically do something else,
tain, but you will find that their such as working in the garden or
maintenance is good business.
taking a shower.
- Enthusiasm is absolutely crucial. - i try never to get into an argument
If you do nothing else, be enthusi- with a client.
astic. Enthusiasm is the most important secret of making a good - You should view members of the
audience as friends, not adversaries.
presentation.
- You cannot just stand up and speak - Make your answers short and to the
without having thought ahead of point.
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Iz autobiografije
Ray Kroc-a, osnivača
McDonalds-a

- We also have made energy consumption in our stores more efficient
than in the average home for preparing equivalent meals.

- i have always believed that each
man makes his own happiness and
is responsible for his own problems.
it follows, obviously, that a man
must take advantage of any opportunity that comes along.

- i have always dealt fairly in business,
even when i believed someone was
trying to take advantage of me. i always take a man at his word unless
he has given me a reason not to, and
i have worked out many a satisfactory
deal on the strenght of a handshake.

- For me, work is play. it is the meat
- The first thing you have to sell is
in the hamburger of life.
yourself. Than, you must perfect
- as long as you are green you are every fundamental of your business
growing, as soon as you are ripe, if you expect it to perform well.
you start to rot.
- When i have my mind made up
- i was fascinated by the simplicity about a business deal, that is it. i
and effectiveness of the system they was going to move ahead regard(braća Mcdonalds) described that less.
night to me.
- I knew exactly where I wanted to
- Because helping others is such an go, and how to get there.
important part of life, my philosophy - I always say exactly what I think; it
is one of helping my customers. i is a trait that has gotten me in trouble
made sertain they did not lose by plenty of times, but i never have
dealing with me insted of a com- problems getting to sleep at night
petitor.
with a guilty conscience.
- We were doing well despite the de- - That is why i could never be a politipression. When times are bad is the cian. Not that i think a politician has
best time when you want to build to be dishonest – but he has to combusiness. But, business is not like promise some things he believes in
painting a picture. You cannot put a strongly for the sake of political exfinal brush stroke on it and than pediency. i could never do that, no
hang it on the wall and admire it.
sir.
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- i believe that if you think small, you and value, and competition will
will stay small. There is almost noth- wear itself out trying to keep up.
ing you cannot accomplish if you
- There will be just one great motivator
set your mind to it. But, you are not
in developing franchisee loyalty in
going to get it free, and you have to
this operation. That is if i have got a
take risks.
fair, square deal, and the guy makes
- The basic decision was that the cor- money. If he does not make money,
poration was not going to get in- I am in trouble. But I will be right
volved in being a supplier for its op- out there helping him and doing
erators. it started our evolution as a all I can to make sure he makes
company whose business was de- money.
veloping restaurants and selling fran- Training and development of emchises to operate them.
ployees remains a major emphasis
- Our aim was to insure repeat busifor Mcdonald s.
ness based on the system s reputa- The professional chef we have is
tion.
concetrating all his talent on our
- The basic philosophy is that we are
simple menu, and the results are
an organization of small businessculinary art in fast – food form.
man.
- He worked his way up from the
- Since a Mcdonald s restaurant is a
prime example of american small lowest crew position to manager of
business in action, the husband – the store. Now, i am trying to find
wife team is basic for us, because it out what other potential he might
takes guts and staying power to have within the corporation.
make it with one of our restaurants. - it has always been my belief that
- i gave a lot of man the opportunity authority should be placed at the
to become millionaries using our lowest possible level, otherwise, the
standard formula for success: „In best one go elsewhere.
business for yourself, but not by - a drive – in kiosk is a restaurant
yourself“.
that is the symbol of „society on
- Do not be afraid of competitions.
Just stress your own strenghts, emphasize quality, service, clenliness,
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- Our colleges are crowded with - Achievement must be made against
young people who are learning a possibility of failure, against the
lot about liberal arts and little about risk of defeat.
earning a living.
- Where there is no risk, there can be
- Career education, that is what this no pride in achievement and, concountry needs. They should train sequently, no happiness.
for career, learn how to support
- The only way we can advance is
themselves and how to enjoy work
by going forward, individually and
first.
collectively, in the spirit of the pio- Than, if they have a thirst for ad- neer.
vanced learning, they can go to
- We must take risks involved in our
night school, take on-line learning
free enterprise system. This is the
program, o buy books and learn by
only way in the world to economic
themselves.
freedom. There is no other way.
- The key element in these individual
success stories is not education, it is - and now, i am content to sit back
and listen, giving my opinion when
determination.
it is asked.
- Nothing in the world can take the
- Kad je ray Croc umro za njega je na
place of persistance sahrani rečeno:
Talent will not; nothing is more
„Ray gave us an example. He gave
common than unsuccessful man
us an examle to be generous, to
with talent.
be toughtful to others, to be fair –
Genius will not; unrevarded genius
minded, to have balance, to do
is almost a proverb.
nothing in excess.
Education will not; the world is
He was positive, not negative.
full of educated derelicts.
He was giver, not a taker.“
Persistance and determination alone
are omnipotent.
- Happiness is not a tangible thing,
it is a byproduct – a byproduct of
achievement.
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Iz knjige WORK
STRONG
Your Personal Career
Fitness System
by Peter Weddle

must work to preserve that health
every single day.
- accept it – commit to engage in Career Fitness – and you will increase
not only the paycheck, but the satisfaction – the fulfillment – you bring
home from work.

- This book introduces you to and explains the principles of successful - No matter how hectic things become,
career self – management environ- no matter what the demands we
ment that will be especially turbulent face at home and work, most of us
and challenging in the 21st Century realize that life is best enjoyed when
we stay healthy.
world of work.
- The resulting vitality you acheive in - Good health enable us to live a
your career empowers you to stand good life.
up to employers that act like bullies
- The good old days of going to work
– that is not all employers, of course,
for a single employer, of spending
but far too many in today s world of
most, if not all of a career with the
work – and to stand out with emsame company, are gone forever.
ployers that enable you to do your
- in the 21st Century world of work,
best work.
- Who is „Career activist“? „Career job change is part of every job you
activist“ is a person who is deter- take. Change is the one thing that
mined to find a career path that we humans most hate to experience,
will liberate him to experience the yet change is being forced on us at a
epitome of his work persona. To be breathless rate. it is a dizzing new
a first class citizen in the social norm that unsettles our career and
archicture of the United States of destabilizers our lives.
america.
- Employers can harm us, but they
- What is Career Fitness? Fundamentally, Career Fitness is the recognition
that, as with our phisical health, we
are personally responsible for the
vitality of our own career, and we
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- Employers are simply ensuring their as tough but fair, strong willed but
own survival by responding to the responsible, deciseve but open to
pressures of competitors and expec- the views and concerns for others.
tations of consumers and stockhold- - They are committed to their own
ers.
success and to the success of those
- in economist s terms, these companies who worked for them.
are behiving rationally.
- Criminal behavor among corporate
- There is a difference, however, be- leaders has now become a regular
tween what an employer does and feature of daily news.
how he does it.
- Most executives are not crooks, of
- While it may be rational behavior to course, but too many are.
eliminate jobs and shed workers, es- - They misunderstand the difference
pecially those who are weaker than between management and leaderthey, bullies engage in repeated and ship.
intentional acts designed to humilate
- They worry more about doing things
another by causing them physical,
right than about doing the right
emotional and/or psychological
things.
harm.
- They are so engrossed in achieving
- They are indifferent to the impact
their own success that they cannot
their behaivor has on others; they
see or appreciate the contribution
care only about what it does for their
of those who made their achieveown power and status.
ment possible.
- Bullies pick on people and torment
- They are the Narcissuses of modern
them because they see doing so as a
american capitalism, and sadly, they
way of enhancing their own standare often celebrated for what they
ing.
do.
- Human bullies are abusive, and
- This condition do not produce
sadly, that is exactly the way many better products or services. Quite
employers are now behaving.
the contrary; they lead to more ac- Contrary to bullies, the titans (old
fashioned businessmen) were respected because they were viewed

cidents on-the-job, more absenteeism due to chronic illness and
pain, and an escalating incidence
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of workplace rage, intolerance and - Bullies pray on those they perseive
other anti-social behavor.
to be weak.
- Bad employers are now squeezing - Our only resourse, therefore, is to
strenghten our position in the workworkers untill they are used up.
place.
- Most of us are not employed by
the so-called „best company to work - organizations may employ us, but
we hold the talent they need to surfor“.
vive and prosper.
- as difficult as it may be to beleive,
we can change the way our employ- - in the past, there were more of us
ers behave. We have the power to than emloyers needed so they could
correct what they do to us. We may (and did) push around.
be individuals and our employers - Today, however, the situation is remay be organizations that tower versed. Now, there are more emover us in size, but we can force ployers than there are workers with
them to treat us better.
critical skills and experience.
- We can make them stop deceiving, - All of the sudden, talent has become
manipulating and hurting us for the sinew of career security. if that
their own glorification and aggran- sinew is well developed – if our cadizement.
pacity to contribute on-the-job is
- We must confront the bully in our strong – it will protect us. and, if
the sinew is flexed, it will give us
careers.
the power to force employers to re- We must decide that we will no spect our interests as well as their
longer accept the mistreatment of own.
bad emloyers.
- Where should we choose to invest
- We must find the courage to stand our talent, to work in the 21st Cenup for ourselves, our careers and tury?
our stake in the american dream.
- Good employers are led by execu- Bullies do not change their ways tives who model the behaviors, set
simply because we tell them to. Bul- the policies and take the actions
lies have to be forced to act differently. necessary to create an environment
in which we can do our best work.
and, we can do that too.
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In essence, they see themselves as - Career Fitness is unlike anything
our partners in success – their success you have ever been tought in the
past about how to achieve a successful
and ours, as well.
and rewarding career.
- Career Fitness takes you back to
your roots and enables you and, - Career Fitness is not about your
hopefully, inspires you to believe ability to attain a certain position in
company s hierarchy.
that:
1. Happiness can and, indeed, should - it is not a way to work yourself up
to be a manager or the director of
be achieved on-the-job;
2. The pursuit of that happiness is the your department or the supervisor
of your work group.
definition of healthy career;
3. There are specific career self-man- - in the 21st Century workplace, management activities which, if impli- aging your career is much more like
mented correctly, will give you the climbing on a career jungle gym
stamina and strenght necessary to than it is like scaling a corporate ladder.
execute your pursuit successfuly;
4. and that the key to survival and - on a jungle gym, moving forward
prosperity in the 21st Century world does not necessarily mean moving
of work is continuous self-invest- up. insted, the jungle gym forces
you to find your way forward by
ment.
moving in many different directions
- How will selecting any academic – sometimes up, sometimes sideways
subject help me figure out what i and, sometimes, even backwards or
want to do with my life?
down.
- How will it relate to what i want to - The pursuit of your goal is not debe – to the kind of career i will have, terred by these couse corrections,
to the work i will focus on? i guess it however, if you keep your eye on
will come to me; it does for everyone your objective, if you remember your
eventually, right?
goal and keep working toward it.
- Once again, what is career fitness? - rudimentary as that metaphor may
How do you achieve it? And, why seem, it provides an accurate image
bother? What is it going to do for of how career will unfold in the
constantly shifting tableau of a
you?
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technology-rich, increasingly global, - We were being forced to see our
highly interconnected and tightly personal success as a victory over
interdependent world of work.
others, not as a victory of our own,
- For the first time ever in the world and that malformed prism deflected
us from the pride and sense of acof work:
complishment we seek in our work,
1. You get to plot the direction your and deserve from it.
career will take, and
- Career Fitness, in essence, is a system
2. You are the one who makes it hapfor centering your career on the
pen.
workplace activity which will bring
you true and lasting self – fulfillment.
The Old Definition of Success it provides the means with which
you can actually work at your pursuit
- Historically, employers have defined
of Happiness.
career success for their employees,
and their definition was expressed - Career Fitness is a system because it
with the career ladder. it was the encompasses two distinct, but intemeasuring stick of advancement. grated components. They are:
rising up the corporate ladder meant 1. a philosophy that defines the purthat you had made progress in your
pose of your work and
career.
2. a regiment of activities for implementing that philosophy in your
- if you define success as moving up
career.
the ladder – as we were forced to do
by employers – everyone else not - a healthy career is note mesured by
on that rung was, by definition, a what employers can give you –
failure.
wealth or status or power – but
- Getting promoted is now the most rather, by what you can give yourself
stressful experience in someone s – personal satisfaction, self-respect
life. The psychological and emotional and fulfillment. The purpose of your
trauma of moving up in the corporate work, therefore, is to be your perhierarchy has become more difficult sonal best at an endeavor that has
to deal with than even the anxiety meaning and importance for you.
of a divorce or the despair of a death
in the family.
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with which you were born. It is to employed at what we most like to
give expression to the self-defined do and have the natural talent to do
and self-created exellence that re- well.
sides within you and each and all - 88% of american workers daydream
of us. It is to enjoy your Natural, about quitting their job „to become
your unique occupational talent – a success at something totally difthe workplace activity at which you ferent“. in other words, no matter
excel and in which you feel the how much money they were making,
most challenged, purposeful, happy no matter how high up the corporate
and complete. This endeavor is your ladder they had climbed, no matter
calling, and it is the only work that how many country club memberis not onerous, dissatisfying and, ships and exotic vacations and inviultimately, harmful to the health tations to limited access events they
of your career.
had accumulated, they had yet to
achieve
anything that felt like genuine
- You take home the feeling of pride
that comes from doing your work success at work.
completely. You are motivated, - Working with our Natural is the
therefore, to achieve a level of ca- sure way to reach for the career
pability that will enable you to con- champion within each and all of us,
tinue your effective performance and that stretch to our best self is the
only way to defeat the bullies that
on-the-job.
employ us.
- our Natural involves work that is
magnetically engaging, and deeply - The fact is that there is the capacity
meaningful to us. our Natural is for superior work within all of us.
our occupational passion because it We are born with it and hold it
uniquely challenges and completes within us forever. Every single person
us. We are driven, therefore, to be has the inherent ability to discover
the best we can be in our work and and live with the unique talen that
that peak performance produces a is their special gift.
double reward: (1) we earn a mone- - Starting out in the world of work
tary and (2) a spiritual paycheck. takes personal courage and resolve.
We are paid an income and an ex- it is a commitment to oneself, a detraordinary outcome – the profound termination to stay true to what is
happiness that arises when we are an integral part of who we are as an
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individual being. it means we do no other choice will take on an ocnot seek employment in those fields cupation that is generally considered
and jobs that pay the most or are the to be undesirable.
most convinient or others think are
- Such social evaluations, however,
best for us. instead, we center our
have absolutely nothing to do with
work on that to which we feel natuwhat makes an individual happy.
rally and perfectly connected. and
The way someone feels about work
our Natural is as integral part of us
is personal, profound and should,
as our personality.
therefore, be unaffected by social
- Having expertise, in and of itself, norms and popular values. in fact,
does not mean that you are working work is inherently neutral. outsiders
with your Natural. To put it another may (and probably will) have their
way, „know how“ does not equate view, but only those on the inside –
to „know you“. on the other hand, those who are actually employed in
if you first get to „know you“ and an occupation - know what it is
than develop „know how“, you are really like. only they are in a position
on your way to a meaningful and to judge its value. and, the measure
satisfying career. You are building of that value depends primarily on
competency in what is an integral their personal experience, on the
and natural part of who you are sence of purpose and the feeling of
rather than in a set of tasks defined self-worth they derive from doing
and directed by your employers. in the work.
essence, you work at becoming good
- We can work in a field about which
at you, not being good at some job.
we are passionate if we remember
- We all know that some careers and that our Natural is both that which
jobs are perceived to be more worth- we enjoy doing and that which we
while than others. That is why well- do well. When we work both at
meaning parents, spouses, and what we most enjoy doing and at
friends urge us in one direction and what we are most capable of doing,
away from another. in their view, we position ourselves to reach a spethere is no redeeming value in doing cial zone of perfomance. it is an arc
work that lacks prestige or is onerous of excellence that lift us up to a level
or dirty. They beleive there is a hier- of self-realization that cannot be
archy of work, and only those with reached in any other way. at the
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nexus of those two cardinal directions, 2. Those individuals who are particwe are empowered and enabled to
ularly competent in their field – the
be our personal best. and, only that
experts in their profession, craft or
high bar of behavor produces genuine
trade. Employers consider these
and lasting happiness at work.
workers to be „the best talent“ because they are a- level performers;
- Today, however, anyone and everythey deliver consistently superior
one with a connection to the internet
results on-the-job.
can transform themselves into well
informed and highly skilled man- - Those who have rare skills and those
agers of their own careers. They can who are performers now have their
do so right from their own homes choise of employers. They do not
and desktops. directing your careers have to work for bullies. They can
so that it achieves goals that are (and should) select organizations
meaningful and rewarding for you that respect their talent and apply it
requires genuine skill and in-depth in the workplace to their benefit as
knowledge, and now the internet well as the organization s. They have
has made both available to everyone. the power to pick good employers.
as a consequence, the internet has
- No less important, the shortage of
democritized career self-managethe Best Talent has also changed the
ment; it has brought the skills and
dynamic of the workplace. People
knowledge required for the pursuit
of Happiness – in the workplace at who have hard-to-find skills and /or
large and on-the-job for a specific are super-star performers can:
employer – within the reach of every- 1. Expect the best assignment – the
most important and most interesting
one.
work – from their employers;
- What is „the best talent“ from employer s perspective? it is workers 2. require that those employers pay
them at the top of the scale for their
with the specific expertise that a spefield;
cific organization needs to succeed.
Today, the Best Talent encompasses 3. oblige their employer to provide
for their ongoing education and protwo cohorts of the workforce:
fessional development;
1. Those individuals who possess certain critical, but hard – to – find 4. demand that their employers continuously introduce better tools,
skills, and
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techniques and technology on-the- 3. Stretching yourself to achieve a
job in order to aid and sustain their
healthy career does not hurt, but
superior performance;
instead empowers you to feel happy.
5. Even influence the assignment and
advancement of supervisors and 4. Your best work never ends nor
does your responsibility for permanagers.
forming it.
- as you can see, the balance of power
in american capitalism has shifted. - Whatever your title, seniority or
We the People now have the capacity profession might be, you will also
to determine both where we will and always have to serve as the capwork and under what terms and tain of your own career. Not a coach,
conditions. Clearly, Career Fitness but the captain. The one who sets
is the way we nurture our Natural the pace and the tone and, ultimately,
so that we achieve career health and, steels the conviction to success. Being
your own career captain is actually
ultimately, happiness.
your „first job“. it is your primary
responsibility, your first priority.
Learning the Principle of
Why? Because it serves you and
Healthy Career
your family, not some organization
and its stockholders. it refocuses
Career Fitness Principle # 1
your career on being the best you
- as long as you are managing, you
can be for the people who matter
have to always be thinking of getting
most to you, not on being the human
better. as long as you are doing
resource of some employers or,
what you are supposed to be doing,
worse, pawn for some corporation
you have got to think about getting
bully.
better.
- a successful career in the 21st Century
- There are four principles that support
will not happen because you do
Career Fitness:
good work for your employer. rather,
1. You are the captain of your career you can only achieve a successful
and the keeper of its health.
career by doing work that is good
2. You must exrecise your freedom to for you. if your work engages and
experience the best of what is inside challenges you, it will stimulate your
optimal performance, and it is the
you.
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satisfaction you earn from your own
peak performance that promotes a
vibrant and rewarding career.

Sure, your labor should serve your
employers – that is what you get
paid for – but it is equally as important that it serve you, as well. To be
an appropriate and responsible user
of your talent, the work you do must
benefit you – not only in your paycheck, but in the satisfaction and
sense of accomplishment you bring
home from the workplace each day.

- only you can make the decision
about which jobs you will accept
and which course your career will
take as a concequence. Why? Because
the priorities and responsibilities of
employers are different – very different – from yours. Most U.S. employers are for-profit companies, and - achieving this binocular view of
according to contemporary business the value of your work is your pripractice, they have a single, all con- mary responsibility as the captain
suming responsibility: to deliver a of your career. it is the essence of
financial return on the investment the job. and happily, all of us have
of their shareholders. if that means the inherent capacity to do it and do
adding new technology to eliminate it well. You can be the captain of
jobs or making workforce cuts to re- your career because you (and everyduce headcount or sending jobs to one else) are born with a „career
another state or overseas to slash genome“. as with our human
expenses, then that is exactly what genome, it is composed of dNa, the
dNa of a successful career:
they will do.
- D = our innate desire for develop- You, of course, bring a more personal ment. Every human being wants
perspective to the workplace. You purpose, challenge and meaning in
see yourslef as a contributor, as some- their work because they are building
one who provides the genuine ca- blocks of personal growth and exelpability and dependable commitment lence.
necessary for the organization to - N = our innate need for nurturing.
succeed.
Every person wants to work in an
- The value you deliver to an employer, environment where they will feel
however, is only half of the picture. comfortable, engaged and supported
The other half is often overlooked, in their quest to do their best work.
but is just as important. it is the - A = our innate drive for advacement.
value your work delivers to you. Every individual wants opportunities
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to expand their contribution at work - Career Fitness is a regiment that exand to extend their accomplishments ercise your Natural so that the work
and their success in their field.
of you career remains meaningful
- Career security is the safety net of and rewarding for you, regardless
the 21st Century. it represents the of the job you hold or the organization
ability to be employed without which employs you. it provides a
lenghty or disruptive interruption. way for you to overcome the four
it is the capacity to keep working risk factors that weaken and can
and to do so with employers and at even mortally wound your career:
jobs you select. Unlike job security, 1. Lethargy – being indifferent to what
however, career security is not
happens in your career or too lazy
something an employer provides;
to do anything about it;
it is a state of being in the work2. Habit – being so comfortable with
place that you create. it requires
the routine and the familiar in your
that you transform yourself from a
career that you refuse to move becareer pacifist to a career activist.
yond where you are;
Career security is a commitment to
youself to build occupational 3. Fear – being so obsessed with the
difficulties and the challenges of
strenght, agility, endurance, and
change that you avoid it; and
reach for youself. How? With Career
Fitness.

4. Self-satisfaction – being so enamored with what you have already
- Career Fitness provides the skills
accomplished that you stop striving
and knowledge you need and practo do more.
tical steps you must take to direct
your career toward employment ex- - These four factors put your career
perience that work for you. it is fine at risk because they make you imif they also work for your employer, mobile. They cause you to stand
but they must always and without still, to hold back, to remain where
exeption work for you first.
you are. And, when you do that –
when you accept inaction – you reCareer Fitness Principle # 2
main unfinished, incomplete. When
- You must exercise your freedom to you stop moving forward, your career
experience the best of what is inside grows flabby and your reach falls
short of the best that is inside you.
you.
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- job security is a 20th Century idea – a paycheck – to what you control –
that has been overtaken by events the satisfaction and pride you derive
in the 21st Century. Today, employers from your work. That is your personal
face such intence competition in both act of emancipation. it is the liberation
their domestic and global martkets of your occupational persona.
that they can no longer create secure - Centering your career on your Natjobs for any employee, wether they ural is the foundation of career seare Chief Executive officer or the curity. The corse you select may or
mailroom clerk. This new reality may not involve a change in emcannot be changed by an employ- ployment. it may or may not shift
ment contract, a collective bargaining you from one assignment to another
agreement, the loyalty that is shown in your current job or move you
to an employer, or even the highest from your current job to another
level of on-the-job performance. In with your current employer or take
effect, companies no longer have you from working for that employer
the power to promise, let alone to work for another. What is critical
guarantee, that you will have a job is that you make the claim and you
make the claim happen. You act.
from one day to the next.
You take the steps that produse
- a commitment to career securuty is
change, a change in and for you.
the defining attribute of the rational
You initiate and perpetute your own
and responsible working man and
personal growth.
women in the 21st Century. it is
based on quentessential american - a healthy career, then, is a jorny,
values: individualism, a can-do work not a rest stop. it is not defined by
ethic, and a profound belief in one s going to work for as long as possible
in a single job or for a single employer.
right to Life, Liberty and the pursuit
in most cases, that is static. it is the
of Happiness. So, building a career
career equivalent of standing still.
that protects and serves your best
and in today s ever – changing
interests is now the realistic goal of
workplace, motionless is a form of
every worker.
desperation and, ultimately, self-de- Career security accomplishes that feating. Career vitality is built with
goal by changing the central focus aspiration. it is a commitment to
of your work. it transfers your at- continuous self-improvement. it is
tention from what employers control non-stop personal progress.
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- Momentum in career is the personal then Career Fitness is a form of preadvantage that occurs when your ventive action. one wards of physical
work achieves a rhythm of peak per- ailments and disease; the other wards
formance that produces superior re- of career cardiac arrest or the painful,
sults and creates meaningful oppor- debilitating and potentially fatal trautunities for you at work. When it is ma of unemployment.
achieved with an extraordinary development – an act beyond what is Career Fitness Priciple #3
expected of you on-the-job? and - Streching yourself to achieve a healwhat is that act?
thy career does not hurt, but instead,
empowers you to feel happy.
- it can be any one of the following:
1. improving your capabilites for performing your current job;

- Forsing yourself to endure acute
physical discomfort does not enhance
2. acquiring new capabilities in order your physical power; it actually
weakens and eventually destroys it.
to secure a new job;

3. reaching for a more challenging - Career Fitness, on the other hand,
position that will enable you to ex- encourages you to see your work in
press all of the capabilities you have a very different way. any job that
seems dull and unpleasant to you
improved and acquired.
should be done by someone else
- These self-development actions exwho finds it interesting and exiting
pose you to new ideas, alternative
or, at the very least, satisfying. The
perspectives, additional knowledge,
employment experience should be
and greater opportunities. They, in
a chance to „play“ at something you
turn, enable you to draw on more of
enjoy and get paid to do so. a healthy
your Natural and express it more
career unfolds like an adult game; it
fully in your work. in short, these
is a series of challenges – the jobs at
momentum-building actions set you
which you are employed – that emup to be the best you can be, not the
power you to dream bigger, reach
„best“ your employer expects or bulfurther, and achieve more than you
lies you into providing.
ever have befor. Your work, in
- Career Fitness prepares you for such essence, becomes the way you disproactive behavior. if physical fitness cover more about the champion who
is a form of preventive medicine, lives inside you and, as you come to
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know that person, to raise the level
of your performance on-the-job. That
achievement of your personal best,
in turn, unleashes a chemical reaction
in the brain that humans are hardwired to seek. it produces a cognitive
state that every person crives. We
call it happiness.

us would prefer to do and, absent
outside influences, is the way most
of us will naturally go to work. Because, on the job, people feel skillful
and challenged, and therefore feel
more happy, strong, creative, and
satisfied. Work, in other words, provides that rare opportunity for selfexploration which brings us to a
new realization of who we are and
what we can be. it, alone, gives us a
way to search and express the full
dimensions of our natural talent, to
see and experience the best we can
be. That expression of our own magic
leaves us profoundly fulfilled. it is
the source of true happiness.

- Pushing yourself to develop a healthy
career, therefore, does not hurt; it
enables you to feel happy. it is the
way you transform the single largest
segment of you life – the time you
spend at work – from painful passage
into a jorny of self-exploration and
self-fulfilling expression. You are not
competing with others on a race up
some corporate career ladder, nor
- No one pretends that work is all
are you competing with yourself to
fun. Quite the contrary. The most
see how much unhappiness and disfulfilling work confronts you with
satisfaction you can endure on-thedificult, even demanding challenges.
job. instead, Career Fitness is based
The goals may be set by an employer,
on two simple, but powerful ideas:
but they can – indeed, they must –
1. First, work can and should be good also have purpose and meaning for
for you on the inside as well as on
you. That kind of work enters you
the outside, and
in a race, not with others, but with
2. Second, achieving the full measure yourself; not up career ladder, but
of such goodness is an exercise in across a career jungle gym, not for a
developing and using your Natural, job defined by some employer, but
the special talent that is an integral to a finish line that demarks a victory
part of your being.
for you. it comes not from the position
- There is ample proof that centering you hold in an organization, but
one s career on a mental and spiritual rather from the work you do in the
paycheck is actually what most of position.
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ments of career satisfaction (i.g., self- What is behind disconnect between
respect, self-knowledge, self-expresjob satisfaction and career satisfaction?
sion and, ultimately, happiness) are
There are several root causes:
determined by you. They are created
1. a job is transistory and so too are
by you at your discretion and based
its benefits. in the 21st Century
on your capacity and expertise at
workplace, you will work in multiple
work.
jobs for multiple employers. Your
career, on the other hand, may not - research reveals that work – not
be forever, but it is certainly a long your job – is the one best way to disterm endeavor. Hence the benefits cover your personal best. For that to
it provides – at least when it is happen, however, you must focus
healthy – are stable, dependable and your work on your Natural and its
enduring.
application to the challenges that
2. a job is controlled by an employer, hold meaning for you. Because, the
and, as many of us know all too best moments usually occur when a
well, it can be eliminated by that person s body or mind is stretched
employer without warning or re- to its limits in a voluntary effort to
course. The employer ensures its accomplish difficult and worthwile.
success by managing jobs and, as That stretching does not hurt, but
an organization, does not care how rather empowers you. it enables you
its decisions about those jobs affect to go beyond external expectations
you. Your career, on the other hand, or requirements and reach for inner
is a central part of your life, and possibilities. in essence, the optimal
your success depends upon how experience – the time when you feel
well you manage it. Your career is most satisfied and happy – is somecontrolled by you, and, as an indi- thing that you make happen inside
vidual, you determine its course, its yourself at work. in other words,
outcome and, ultimately, its impact work provides that rare opportunity
for self-exploration which brings us
on you.
3. The elements of job satisfaction to a new realization of who we are
(e.g., pay, benefits, work schedule...) and what we can be.
are determined by employer. They - There are two kinds of fulfillmet,
are provided by emloyers at their and both are essential to living a
discretion and based on their finan- rich and rewarding life: Happiness
cial capacity and expertise. The ele- and joy. Happiness is a cognitive
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state. it is an experience of the mind
that is achieved when the mind is
fully engaged, meaningfully challenged and completely realized,
which is most likely to occur at
work. Joy, on the other hand, is an
emotial state. It is an experience of
the heart that is only possible when
we are surrounded by those whom
we love and who love us. as we all
know, joy occurs in our relationships
– in the bonds we build with others
– and through the lives we lead in
the world at large.
Career Fitness Principle #4
- Your best work never ends, nor
does your responsibility for performing it.

work is the single best place to realize your optimal experience or
happiness, then the quality employment is the activity which provides that experience. it is the collection of tasks and responsibilities
that make you happy on-the-job.
and, that activity – work where your
„body or mind is stretched to its
limits in a voluntary effort to accomplish something difficult and
worthwhile“ – only occurs when
you are seeking an ever – increasing
level of mastery in your profession,
craft or trade. Quality time at work
moves you through successive stage
of self-improvement, enabling you
to redefine yourself continuously as
an ever more complete expression
of your Natural – the achievement
of the best you can be.

- Career Fitness is based on your determination to seek a real and lasting
benefit from the whole of your life – - The old way of looking at career
your time on-the-job as well as your events was to see them as a series of
time off. To do that, you must know endings. Graduation was the end of
how to define quality time. While your education. Finding a job was
employers have always measured the end of your job search. reaching
the quality of your work time – they your goal on the climb up an emcall the process „performance ap- ployer s career ladder was the end
praisal“ – most of us have never de- of your growth and advancement.
termined what quality time on-the- - Career Fitness, in contrast, enables
job means for us.
you to see career change as a continiuum.
Each event is connected to
- The first step in achieving our own
quality time at work, therefore, is to the one that proceded it and to the
understand how it is achieved. Since one that follows it and those that
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will follow it, as well. They are all at least in the new world of work in
stepping stones along the journey the 21st Century. Graduation is not
you are taking in your pursuit of the end of your professional develHappiness. What sets them in place opment, but rather the beginning of
and holds them together is the ex- your quest for professional expertise.
ploration and expression of your Landing a new job does not mean
the hard work is over in your career,
Natural.
- To put it another way, the changes but rather, that it is just beginning.
in your employment experience and, earning a promotion or taking
should all have the same purpose: a better job is not your reward for
to advance your development and what you have already done, but
use of the unique and special talent insted your single, best oppotrunity
within you. When you ensure that to do even more.
happens, you are the best you can - Each event, but especially each job,
be for:
is a platform for both performance
1. Your employer – which maximizes and preparation. it is a cruciable in
your performance, your perceived which the challenge of your work
contribution and your paycheck, draws out the dimensions of your
and
best self, and that expanded capacity,
in
turn, positions you to advance to
2. Yourself – which maximizes your
self-esteem, your sense of fulfillment yet another and greater employment
experience which then draws out
and, ultimately, your happiness.
more of the best within you and
- This perspective transforms career
prepares you for still challenging
events from endings into beginnings.
opportunity. These serial accomWhile the outcome is clearly imporplishments are the only career victant, it is the ongoing experience of
tories that matter because they, alone,
moving forward – the taking of the
maximize the What Is In For You
next step, rather than where the step
aspect of your work.
lands – that is your penultimate reward.
- Graduation, a successful job search
and the advancement of your career
through promotion or job change
can be seen for what they truly are,
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- Beginnings, by their very nature,
are not easy. developing your Natural and expressing it on-the-job will
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push you to your limits and beyond You must accept nothing less than
every day. There is no free lunch in the contentment that comes from
the workplace, and there is no free having completely lived.
happiness in your work. Pursuing - That is Happiness – happiness with
it, therefore, can sometimes feel oner- a capital H. It is the essence of the
ous, overwhelming or simply more American Dream. And, it can only
than you want to do. Your life is be approached one way. With work.
likely already complicated with webs Work that engages and challenges
of obligations and challenges; the you, work that enables you to exlast thing you need is a career that press the very best of yourself, work
calls for you to work harder and that represents your ceaseless drive
better than you have before and to to become who you are and where
do so each and every day are in the meant to be. That is the sole source
workplace. The excuses for such be- of Happiness, and it is the foundahavor are legion:
tional duty of your „first“ job –
your employment in a career that
1. My job is boring,
2. My emloyer does not deserve any serves you with the boundless opportunity of beginnings.
better,
3. My supervisor is holding me back, - Do not listen those external voices
that urges you to:
4. They are not paying me enogh,
1. Chase after whatever will pay you
5. and on and on and on.
the most money, give you the most
- But, if you want a healthy career,
power or shower you with the most
you cannot be satisfied with the mofame;
mentary enjoyment of leisurely pur- 2. Commit your career to whatever
suit and pastimes. You must seek
work you happen to stumble into
more than the pinprick of pleasure
as you leave school;
provided by recreation and enter3. Listen to whatever others believe
tainment. You must reach higher
you should be doing based on their
than the minimum requirements to
experiences an beliefs.
earn more than an unsatisfying paycheck. To achieve Career Fitness, - You can choose to listen to your
you must strive to find and experience calling or you can ignore that voice
that which gives you deep self-knowl- and listen, instead, to whatever
edge and genuine self-fulfillment. screams at you in the workplace.
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- Traditionally, we have been condi- ones that have served all of us so
tioned to believe that the workday well in the past – and replace them
belonged to our employer, and the with a fundamentally different view
rest of the day belonged to us. Career of work and your career. There is
Fitness, in contrast, is based on the nothing easy or inconsequential about
radical notion that the entire day – that. Stepping up to the philosophy
all twenty-four hours of it – is yours. and regiment of a healthy career is a
Your job, therefore, is not to spend stupendous personal undertaking.
eight or more hours per day satisfying doing so, therefore, represents an
your emloyer, but instead, to invest extraordinary act, a bold declaration
that time in working at your own of your own potential and indehappiness. The irony, of course, is pendence.
that doing so is the most effective
way to serve the interests of your Finding Your Natural
employer. Being the best you can be
assures the organization that you - Most of us beleive that we are very
are providing a full and sufficient familiar with the side of ourselves
we bring to work each day. We
return on its investment in you.
spend a lot of time in this role, and
- Career activists are the champions that longevity, we assume, produces
of the 21st Century talent market. an intimate knowledge of our interThey exercise self – loyalty by ac- ests and capabilities in the workplace.
cepting responsibility for their own Some of that insight comes from
work and career. They strive for per- others – the evaluations of our susonal fulfillment by being the best pervisors and peers – and some of it
they can be in their profession, craft, comes from our own, private obseror trade and by guiding their career vations of what we do and how we
toward employment experiences that do it in the workplace. Yet, we cannot
engage and challenge them.
truly know how well we are doing
- Making Career Fitness an integral in our work, if we first do not know
part of your life requires great ourselves well.
courage. You must put aside the familiar methods for achieving career
success – the ones on which you
and others have always relied, the
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pathway to a fulfilling and rewarding
career. it may provide a modicum
of comfort – a familiarity that enables
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us to perform at an acceptable or
even superior level – but it does not
reliably lead us to satisfaction and a
sense of accomplishment in our work.
it does not make us feel fulfilled. To
achieve that state of being – to be
happy – we have to probe inside
ourselves. We have to listen to the
inner voice calling out to us what
we were ment to be.

made their careers after those of
iconic figures in american business
whose sole measure of success is
american culture s fascination with
welth and the lifestyle it affords. in
eather case, they are not living the
lives they were meant to live, but
rather someone else s rendition (or
perversion) of it. For most of these
individuals, achieving happiness onthe-job is unfulfilled wish or an accident. They are not following their
own inner light, but the shadowy illumination of external sources.

- Some people never even make the
effort to know inner voice. They
beleive that work and happiness are
incompatable. They ignore their calling to excuse themselves from having - Still others are too impatient to pay
to acquire the skills and expertise attention to their calling. They rush
necessary to work at it. as a result, headlong into a career because it
they spend most of their waking life caught their eye or piqued their ingoing off to some job each day with- terest when they were a teenager or
out any expectation or any hope of a young college student. Years later,
being happy in their work. Not however, they are likely to have
suprisingly, they the are not. For learned a lot more about themselves
them, the experience of work is the and find they are stuck in an occusame as it is for beasts of burden; it pational field that neather challenges
has no redeeming value other than nor excites them. Their early infatuas a way of securing food, shelter ation, based as it was on an impulse,
and occasional rest.
turns out to be less than an enduring
- others do not have the self-confidence passion. While they may be competo accept what their calling is telling tent or more in their work, it does
them. instead, they labor away in a not fulfill them or make them happy.
dissatisfying field because that is - Some people simply put up with
what their parents, family, spouse, career. For them, there is no hope or
colleagues or friends tell them they expectation that they will be the best
should be doing. alternatively, they they can be at work. They convince
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themselves that they cannot be suc- else – even better than you. if you
cessful or happy at their work because listen to and hear its wisdom, therethey just are not good enouhg. They fore, you will come to know the
do not have what it takes to be a uniquely talented human being you
winner at work. as a consequence, truly are. You will know your Natthey accept employment with no ural.
goal other than to endure the expe- - a healthy career, then, is one in
rience.
which you align your work with
your
Natural by listening to and
- others are puzzled as to what they
can do in the workplace. They are hearing your calling. Each and every
often book smart, but not career job that you take in a healthy career
smart. They go off to school and echoes your calling by enabling you
get educated, but do not learn how to work at the development and exto nurture their own talent and thus pression of your unique talent. When
you do that, you position yourself
grow in the world of work.
to do your best work. That is the
- The final group and tragically the
first accomplishment of a career acsmallest cohort of the population
tivist: to empower yourself to excel.
is book smart, career smart and selfTo put yourself where you can be
smart. They know what they must
the champion who lives inside you.
be in the workplace because they
have determined what they most - The list of occupations at Wikipedia
enjoy doing and do best. They pick (www.wikipedia.org), the free, online
careers about which they are pas- enciclopedia, provides exhaustive
sionate because they listen to and descriptions that include the history
heard their calling. They recognize of the occupation; its responsibilities;
their Natural and devote their work its educational, training and certifito developing and expressing it. cation requirements and notable figThese men and women are the ca- ures who have worked in the field.
reer activists of the 21st Century. - if what you are doing in the workThey are the champions of the mod- place brings love and need together,
ern workplace.
then you are fulfilling your commit- in short, your calling is a private,
personal sage. it knows you and
your capability better than anyone
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ment to yourself. if, on the other
hand, love and need are not one – if
those two essential but individually
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insufficient elements of happiness that will enable you to advance your
have diverged in your career – then work-in-progress.
your intention Commitment will - The key to building Career Fitness,
help you to redirect your work and
then, is to achieve these career vicrealing them. That continuous calitories on a regular, continuous basis.
bration is the essence of effective caThey are the goals you establish for
reer self- management. it is the first
your best work and the outcomes
job of a career activist. it is the way
you achieve with your best performyou ensure progress in your pursuit
ance in the workplace. They forge
of Happiness.
the link between your Natural and
- Your career plans are goals, however, your day-to-day employment. difare not a group sport. They are yours ferent jobs and employers provide
and yours alone. and, the very best different pathways with which to
guide to what is best for you is your reach that link, and your progress
own voice inside you. it is the counsel depends upon your evaluation and
you hear in quiet moments when selecting the optimal course for you.
you are alone. it is sage who knows
- The concept of focusing your career
you best. it is the guide who calls
on the achievement of personal vicyou to your Natural. and, it is the
voice that always and forever says, tories at work changes the dynamic
of your workday. it replaces the in„Yes, you can!“.
equality of the emloyer-centric work- Listen to that voice, and use the in- place in the 20th Century with the
sight it provides to guide your ex- equality and individual freedom of
perience in the world of work. Make the talent-centric workplace of the
it the foundation on which you build 21st Century. in the 20th Century,
your career. one that is based on employers held workers back by
what you can do, not on what you forcing them to compete with one
cannot.
another; in the 21st Century, you
- The key to progress is to move from can move ahead by simply opting
thinking to doing, from contempla- out of the game. The purpose of
tion to action, from understanding reaching for each rung on the career
to undertaking a mission. and, to jungle gym is no longer to get ahead
identify and select rungs as employ- of someone else, but, instead, to
ment goals for yourself – objectives win race with yourself – to take a
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step forward that has meaning and - Second, you conduct a personal,
purpose for you. That achievement private and unflinching evaluation
is a victory because it enables you of your performance on a regular
to develop your talent, to excel at basis. This evaluation ensures that
your work, to better your own per- you stick with your plan, that you
sonal best. It is the way you build make progress in your work, and
up yourself, rather than beat out that you acknowledge and reward
the other person. it is the way you yourself for your achievements.
live the career you want, not the career some employer bullies you into Setting Goals
taking.
First cycle focuses on Achievement
- When you run a race with yourself,
there are only winners. There are - By acknowledging the importance
no losers. That is why a career voctory of what is happening in your current
is a genuine „optimal experience“. work, Career Fitness delivers two
More than any other kind of achieve- important results. First, it ensures
ment, it conveys a profound sense that you deliver the best level of perof personal satisfaction and fulfill- formance that you can on-the-jobment. it is a chance to recreate yourself that is the 21st Century definition of
– to improve who you are and what loyalty to your employer. it is not
you can do – and to enjoy that success life-long service or showing up for
work until your employer shows
at no one else s expense.
you the door. it is doing your best
- There are two steps involved in de- work to help an organization acveloping a Career Fitness plan that complish its goal.
produces such career victories:
- Second, it gives you a chance to be
- First, you set specific, finite, achiev- successful. it provides a way for you
able goals for yourself and always to optimize the application of your
work at them. The effort required skills in the phase of your career
for you to achieve those goals forces that you are experiencing right now
you to stretch your limits and develop – that is loyalty to yourself. it is not
a greater capability in your Natural. sublimating your career to the needs
it is the way you advance to being of an organization, but instead, aligning your intention with the mission
your personal best.
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of your employer. doing so enables but a continuous quest. Therefore,
you to provide a fair return on your even as you are working in your
employer s investment in you and current job – even as you are stretchachieve a work goal that is mean- ing to be your personal best in the
ingful to you. The resulting sense of present – you must be aware of what
accomplishment is, quite literally, a you should do in the future in order
„career victory“, a recognizable and to continue to advance yourself. it is
important step forward in your quest the „career victory“ that you aspire
to be your personal best. it is a mile- to, but cannot yet reach.
stone along the pathway to the penul- - an advancement goal should be
timate expression of your Natural, carefully set. it is a stretch to be sure,
and reaching it stimulates both a but one that pushes you forward,
justifiable pride in your own work not down. it must represent a clear
and a continuing commitment to and genuine challenge – a significant
your Career Fitness regimen.
new expression of your Natural –
but not so great a leap forward as to
A second cycle focuses on
be unachievable within the mid-toAdvancement
longer term. Why set three-to-five
- it is a goal you can accomlish in the years as the horizon for this goal?
mid-to-longer term, say in the next Because in a growing number of the
three-to-five years. This cycle iden- fields today, that is the half-life of
tifies the next job you want to hold your expertise. it is the peak of your
or the next level of work you want current excellence. You cannot sustain
to be able to perform. it may involve your maximum contribution in the
your current employer or it may re- workplace beyond that limit. To adquire that you move to another work vance, therefore, you must force yoursituation, but it will always represent self to move forward to a new level
a major leap forward in your effort of performance. You must strive to
to develop and express your Natu- do more than you are already doing.
ral.
The third cycle focuses on
- The advancemenet cycle recognizes
Development
that building Career Fitness is a never-ending process. a healthy and - The development goal might involve
rewarding career is not an end state, your acquiring a new skill through
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training or a formal educational program; it might require that you
achieve greater stature in your field
through participation in your professional society or association; or, it
might mean that you gain more insight and understanding about certain
aspects of your work through discussions with a mentor.

you to experience your Natural.
These sitautions are contests that
stretch your special talent and push
you to ever higher level of performance. They are passage of personal
growth and accomplishment that
strenghten your muscles of self-understanding and self-respect. They
are challenges that, time and time
again, give you the satisfaction and
sense of fulfillment that come from
doing what you do best and most
like to do. in short, when you are in
the „Yes, i can“ zone, you are lining
the american dream... you are not
just the pursuit of Happines, you
are achieving it.

- Whatever the activity, your development cycle transforms you from
a resting to an active state, from a
worker-in-place to a worker-inprogress. it propels your career from
the finish line you have already
crossed to the successive starting
lines you have yet to reach. it primes
you to be constantly developing and - „Spectacular achievements are always
growing so that your personal best preceded by unspectacular preparation“
is always getting better.
- as a consequence, each and every - The work – in is a structured, inteday, your work is one of your „best grated set of occupational exercises
times“. it is transformed from what that ensures:
employers require you to do into 1. The most important activities are
what you want and are destined to
recognized. There are hundreds of
do. it offers you the kind of experience
different ways to develop your cathat you could have only after work
reer. The work-in has been designed
and in your leisure time. Work beto include the right activities – those
comes an activity that is engaging,
that will have the most lasting effect
meaningful, and profoundly rewardon your career in the 21st Century
ing - for you.
workplace.
- Each task at work, each assignment, 2. The most important activities are
proiritized. There are hundreds of
each project, even each problem to
responsibilities calling for your atbe solved becomes an occasion for
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tention in and outside the workplace. - Consumption work is important,
The work-in has been designed to of course, because it produces a
ensure you plan for and organize critical outcome – the ability to meet
the right activities to derive a genuine our basic needs of food, shelter and
benefit – a positive outcome – from clothing. When we get stuck in the
consuption stage of work, however,
performing them.
3. The most important activities are we become addicted to earning far
performed most effectively. There more than we need. When that hapare many different approaches to pens, our work experience is diminperforming the right activities; some ished. it becomes our occupational
are effective, some are not and some drive – a drive that is totally disconare less effective than others. The nected from the work we perform.
work-in has been designed to help our emlpoyment is not directed at
you execute the right activities in the development and expression of
the right way so that you achieve our Natural on-the-job, but rather at
the maximum benefit from your in- supporting our compulsion to acquire
products and services outside the
vestment of time and effort.
workplace. as a consequence, we
do not bother with self-improvement
WORK STAGES &
or personal growth, but instead,
OUTCOME
focus on simply doing our job ade- Stage 1 Employment = Consump- quately and nothing more. We work
tion. You do just enough work to only when, where and how our emearn the income necessary to support ployers require and only for the payyouself and acquire the consumer check they provide. Consumption
goods you need.
work enables us to meet our basic
- Srage 2 Mastery = Noble. Your needs and it may even afford us a
work makes a meaningful and rec- lavish standard of living, but the
ognized contribution to goals that real and lasting benefit accurs to our
your employer views as important employers and only to them.
to its success.
- When we strive to do more than the
- Stage 3 Natural = Passion. You are bare minimum in our employment,
able to develop and express your when we upgrade our performance
special talent and achieve goals that beyond what is adequate, we move
are important to you.
from consumption to the noble stage
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of work. This higher level of work yet again „What have you done for
involves our acquiring a skill set that the organization lately?“.
our employers need and attaining
- Passion work is the penultimate
mastery in its application on-the-job.
stage of employment. it is attained
That commitment to personal growth
when we commmit ourselves to disgives us expertise necessary to accovering our Natural and directing
complish goals that are recognized
our career toward its continuous deas worthwhile and important by our
velopment and expression. With that
employers. We become savy in the
philosophy as our north star, we
way our employers want our work
continuously achieve our optimum
to be done.
employment experience. We make
- Noble work positions us for personal the choice to share the benefit of our
achievement on-the-job. it enables work with our employers, but the
us to feel satisfied through the ac- focus of our time and effort on-thecomplishment of tasks that are valued job is to reach and extend the best
in the workplace. as a result, our in- we can be. That drive for exellence
come (usually) goes up, but more both stirs us to perform at our peak
importantly, so too does the pride and to raise that peak over and over
we feel in what we do and the or- again so we are always climbing to
ganization for which we do it. despite ever higher echelons of capability.
the fact that our success often requires - our superior performance, in turn,
that we invest considerable time and will often increase our paycheck, but
effort on-the-job, we wear hats and will always increase the happiness
shirts emblazoned with our employer we bring home from work. Passion
s logo. its success is how we define work delivers its benefits by continour own success at work. as with uously expanding our self-knowlconsumption work, therefore, most edge, self-commitment and self-reof the benefit that we generate spect. Passion work is not egocentric,
through our efforts and accomplish- however. The benefits it produces
ments flows to our employers. More- also have an external beneficary.
over, the satisfaction we feel is fleeting They are the pillars on which we
because that is how long our em- erect the superstructure of our conployer s satisfaction lasts. Every day, tribution to our employers. Said anwhen we come into work, it asks other way, by serving our own best
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interest first, we are able to serve the - The quality of what you do is just as
best interest of the organizations that important as the quantity of that acdepends on us, as well.
tivity. You must not only perform
- The only way to be your personal all of the steps, but you must perform
them correctly and with as much
best is to work at a job that interests,
energy and diligence as you can
challenges, and fulfills you.
master.
- Strengthening your career in the
- The legacy of 20th Century bises –
21st Century is not a competition
that you are small and insignifancant,
with others. Unlike the norm in the
that your work is the penalty you
20th Century, your advancement
must endure for your peycheck – is
does not occur at the expense of
not easily removed from our systems.
your coworkers. it is not a race up
Throwing off that view, therefore, is
the corporate ladder or a contest
the critical breakthrough you must
with your colleagues to see who has
achieve in order to embark on the
got the biggest muscle of organiza- Career Fitness regiment. it is the curtional influence and power. instead, ative self-empowerment that bad
building a healthy career in today employers fear most among their
s workplace is a „self-competitive“ employees.
sport.
- But now, you know that you are not
- Building a helthy career is a rivarly small and insignificant. You are a
with yourself for yourself. The pur- champion waiting to excel. Equally
pose of accepting the challenge is as important, you know that work
not to make you a better employee is not a penalty you must endure to
for some organization, but rather to get a peycheck. it is, instead, the
help you explore how good you can pathway to your experiencing the
be. The Career Fitness Work-in makes extraordinary talent which you have
you the paymaster of your career been blessed. With these two bits of
and provides a form of achievement knowledge you have everything you
that comes from pushing yourself need to face down the bullies and
to new level of capability and ac- face forward to a wholesome and
complishment – the exultation of rewarding career in the american
peak performance in work that is workplace. You can direct your career
your passion.
toward the pursuit of Happiness.
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- Career Fitness, therefore, ensures
that you acquire the most advanced
capabilities available and deliver
them on-the-job. That is the definition
of talent in the 21st Century workplace. it cannot be achieved with
longevity of employment or even
with loyal and steady service. From
an employer s perspective – and
they are the ones that make the hiring and firing decisions – only the
latest knowledge and most complete
skill set applied at work enable
them to compete effectively in the
marketplace. Therefore, only those
who can deliver that expertise onthe-job are worthy of employment.

thus too valuable to bully, you must
transform that potential into performance on-the-job. in other words,
you must increase your capability
and deliver it to the organization.
State-of-the art knowledge is not
enough. State-of-the art knowledge
that is withheld or limited in application is not enough. Only state-ofthe-art knowledge that value, alone,
is what gives you career security in
the 21st Century workplace. jobs
may come and go, but you will always have employers seeking to hire
you for jobs that are meaningful to
you because you have genuine occupational value, and you bring it
to work each day.

- How do you protect yourself from
dying of obsolence? The cholesterol- - a lack of applied expertise is why
reducing drug of Career Fitness is there are so many job openings that
learning – the continuous expansion go unfilled today even as so many
of occupational competency. as you people are looking for work. Empush out the dimensions of your ployers want top talent – not
knowledge in your field, you simul- mediocre, barely good enough or
taneously extend the potential range has-been talent – but more than
and depth of your contribution to that, they want top talent who can
your employer. The greater that con- and will commit their expertise to
tribution – the closer you are to being the mission of organization. They
the best you can be – the greater keep looking untill they find someyour capacity to play a meaningful one who can do the job right.
role in your employer s success.
- The only way to protect yourself
- Potential contribution, while neces- and your job is to develop the occusary, is not enough, however. To be pational heart of a champion. You
truly helpful to your employer and must hone your skills constantly,
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not only with experience – what you system by building capacity – perlearn on-the-job. in short, you must sonal knowledge and skills-in two
always be learning in two distinct, key areas:
but equally important ways:
1. For performance exellence in your
current job – your achievement
1. You must seek formal learning opgoal, and
portunities that will expand the
knowledge and skills on which you 2. For performance potential in your
can draw while you are at work,
next job – your advancement goal.
and
- in effect, then, actively performing
2. You must seek employment op- this exercise is the way you move
portunities that will enable you to forward toward your development
stretch and strenghten your ability goal. and each time that you do, the
to apply that expertise in the work- resulting exellence – the championship
place.
caliber of your work on-the-job – be- Because the U.S. economy is based comes your new baseline, and that
on ever expanding knowledge and new baseline, in turn, becomes the
reliant on ever more sophisticated foundation on which you can stand
technology in order to prevail in an and reach for your next bar of progress
ever more competitive and global on the career jungle gym
arena, virtually every occupational
For Your Current Job:
field is undergoing constant and
rapid change. That is true for man- - Level 1: You make maximum conufacturing workers as much as it is tribution you can to your employer
for office workers or hospitality work- on-the-job;
ers, regardless of their locations. That - Level 2: You enhance the value of
is why the greatest single factor in your work to the employer, thereby
an employer s decision to send jobs increasing the monetary reward you
to one place or another is the skills derive from it (if it is not bully) and
and knowledge of the workers living advancing your career security; and
there.
- Level 3: You free yourself to feel
- The first exercise in the Career Fitness
Work-in enables you to choose the
healthy course. it enables you to
pump up your career cardiovascular

truly, deeply happy by virtue of the
optimal experience you have had in
developing and expressing your Natural through your work.
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strenghten your career security. You
For Your Next Job:
- Level 1: You make an even large enlarge the capacity of your work
contribution to your current employer to sustain a vibrant and rewarding
or a superior contribution to a dif- career.
ferent one;
- and how do you acquire the right
- Level 2: You multiply the value of expertise for each of those two sitauyour work and thus often the pay- tion?
check and always the career security
you enjoy in the workplace; and
First, identify the skills you need.
- Level 3: You extend and reinforce
the happiness you achieve on-the- - To determine which skills will enjob by expanding the dimension of hance your performance in your curyour optimal experience, the aplica- rent job, talk to your supervisor
tion of your Natural in ever more and/or your employer s Human rechallenging and important occupa- source department. Target those capabilities that will enable you to
tional roles.
work with your employer s newest
- When you exercise at continuous
education and training for your cur- technology, on-going or planned
rent job, your goal is to be your process improvements or changes
personal best in that position. That in work practices.
gives you employment security in - To determine which skills will best
the present. When you exercise at prepare you to be selected for and
continuous education and training succeed in your next job, talk to your
for your next job, your goal is to be mentor, if you have one; to other
your personal best in a position that
workers who already hold the kind
will move you beyond the status
of position you seek; or to recruiters
quo. in some cases, that can mean
or executive search consultants who
preparing for the very position that
will eliminate your current job. in specialize in your field. Focus on
other cases, it will involve outgrow- those capabilities that will eather ening what you do today and „grad- hance your level of percieved prouating“ to more complex and re- fessional competence or upgrade
sponsible position in the future. The any certifications or licenses you
effect, however, is the same: you may currently hold.
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Second, determine where you can
acquire the skills

however, as they require considerable
self-discipline and the ability to manage your time effectively. That said,
they are also extraordinarly convinient and provide instruction that
is often just as rich as that received
in a traditional classroom.

- investigate what courses or programs
are being offered by your current
employer. U.S. companies are spending more than $70 billion annually
on training for their employees. While
much of this investment is made by - Then use what you have learned.
large organizations, smaller employ- just as you must exercise your heart
ers are increasingly providing edu- to strenghten your physical capacity
cational opportunities, as well. Such and endurance, you must exercise
instructions has a number of bene- your new expertise to streghten the
fits:
prospects and rewards of your career.
Equally as important, expertise that
1. it costs nothing,
2. it is normally offered on-site so is not practiced quickly expires. it
must, therefore, become an integral
there is no travel involved,
3. it is often provided during the busi- part of the way you express your
ness day so you do not have to give Natural in the workplace. if you acup your evenings or weekends, and quire a new skill to enhance your
performance on-the-job, make sure
4. it delivers skills and/or knowledge
that your current employer needs your supervisor knows you have it
and look for opportunities to use it
and values.
in your work. if you acquire the ex- alternatively, identify the best aca- pertise in preparation for your next
demic programs, training courses job, make sure you add to your reand other educational resources for sume, inform others in your field
acquiring the skills you seek. also, that you have acquired it, and begin
consider doing your learning online.
your search for positions where you
Today, many graduate and undercan apply your expanded capabilities
graduate academic institutions as
in your work.
well as a growing number of community colleges and commercial
training companies are delivering Exercise Strategy
instruction over the internet. Not - The lifeblood of your career is your
everyone is suited for these programs, networking of friends and colleagues
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in your profession, craft or trade. lifeblood by strenghtening your reThe number of those contacts will lationships with the people you know
often determine the range and quality and by extending your relationships
of the employment opportunities to people you do not yet know. That
you have avaliable to you. Why is is the only way you can make sure
that? Because many vacancies are that:
not visible to the general public. To 1. You are widely recognized and refind them, you have to know somespected among your peers and other
one who will tell you about the job
professionals in the workplace who
and point you toward the organizamay be aware of employment option where it is located.
portunities that are right for you,
and
- You should know that over twothirds of all open positions are never 2. Those peers and professionals will
be inclined to tell you about those
advertised and thus remain unknown
openings and/or feel comfortable
to many, probably even most popassing your name along to the emtential candidates. They call it the
ployers that have them.
„hidden job market“. Employers
„hide“ their avaliable jobs for two - Many of the best vacancies – and
reasons:
certainly the vast majority of the
1. Many employers now receive so high-paying, career enhancing jobs
many applications for their adver- – are filled just that way. People who
tised openings, particularly those know other people connect you with
posted online, that they cannot eval- employers that have open positions,
uate all of the candidates effectively, and one or both of two good things
and
happen: you will be included among
2. Many recruiters believe that the a very small number of people who
best candidates are those they reach are seriously considered for the poby personal contact, either through sition and, if there is good fit between
their own networking or through your skills and outlook and the emtheir employee referral program ployer s job and culture, you will be
(which is, in itself, a form of net- offered the position.
working).
- and that is called networking. it is
- in the 21st Century world of work,
you have to enrich your career s
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everyone is aware of the practice, it
is, unfortunatelly, done poorly almost
all of the time.

employment opportunities. Said another way, the more multidimensional your capabilities, the stronger
you are as an employee and so a
candidate for a new or better job.

- The purpose of networking, therefore,
is not to collect contacts, but to build
relationships. it is not an exercise in - job that are avaliable today can
bulking up your addresses book, evaporate, be significantly redefined,
but a process of developing familiarity moved or combined with other jobs
and trust with other people. Hence, tomorrow. as those shifts occur – as
networking is not an activity that the new reality of the workplace
can be turned on and off as it is continuously evolves – the skills and
needed. You cannot start networking knowledge required to obtain emwhen you launch a job search and ployment morph, as well. For that
stop it when you find job and expect reason, expertise in a single skill –
that you will have a wide cirkle of no matter how well developed or
people ready and willing to help critical to an employer s current
you out. instead, you must make a success – is no longer sufficient for
continuous investment in getting to career security. Uni-dimensional caknow others and getting them to pability leaves you without a fallknow you. You must work at your back-a way of adjusting to the rapidly
networking continuosly if you want evolving climate change in business.
it to work for you. and the key to What worked in the 20th Century –
this form of networking is „who you a highly focused specialization of
know“. if you know the right person, capability – does not work in the
your networking is likely to serve 21st Century. it denies you the resilyou well.
ince and capacity necessary to adopt.
To put it bluntly, it makes you a diExercise Strategy
nosaur.
- The greater the diversity of your oc- - What must you do to survive and
cupational skills and knowledge, the prosper in this redefined and subgreater the likelihood your career stantially more complex workplace?
will both support you in your current achieve multidimensionality. Mulwork and propel you forward ever tidimensional workers can cope
more interesting and challenging with ever – changing circumstances
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because they can adapt to the new to another position and take on a
requirements for career success as new responsibilities when an emthey emerge. They have multiple ployee departs or is terminated. They
capabilities – two or more skills or can help out when the pace of activity
areas of knowledge. They see them- surges in other parts of the organiselves and encourage employers to zation, and they can switch to a new
view them as several different work- assignment when marketplace deers-in-one. as employees, therefore, mands alter what their employer
they offer a broader spectrum of po- needs.
tential contributions.
- From an employer s perspective, a
multidimensional worker is „the
Multidimensial workers are:
complete package“. These individuals
1. Experts in their primary field, and
bring multiple talents to their em2. acquire „switch expertise“ which
ployers and consistently apply those
enables them to use all or part of
talents in different roles and sitauanother area of expertise to expand
tions. They are not overachievers;
the kinds of work they can do in
they are ultra-achievers. They conthe workplace, and/or
tribute broadly, as needed by their
3. acquire „applications expertise“ employer. Their strenght is not spewhich enables them to use their pri- cialized knowledge; it is diversified
mary expertise more effectively capability.
and/or in a variety of workplace
- organizations will compete to hire
situations.
multidimensonal workers, and they
- This diversity of capability empowers will pay dearly to hang on them.
multidimensial employees to work Why? Because they provide greater
in more than one set of conditions value in the workplace. They:
and/or in more than one job. They
1. Perform their assigned job superbly;
are the triple threat who can compete
in multiple events on a track team, 2. Help raise the performance of
coworkers in their assigned jobs;
the versatile performer who is equally
adept at the hill climbs and the 3. adjust to new requirements in their
current job and accomplish them
straight-away sprints in cross county.
effectively, and
They can fill in when coworkers are
sick or away on maternity or family 4. Tolerate reassignment to new jobs
leave or on vacation. They can move
and perform them superbly, as well.
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jected to become even more essential
to organizational success over the
next five years. identified in a study
conducted by The Conference Board
and the Society for Human resource
Management, they are:
1. Critical thinking/problem solving
skills;
2. informational technology application
skills;
3. Teamwork/collaboration skills;
4. Creativity/innovation;
5. The ability to work in a diverse organization;
6. Leadership skill;
7. oral communication skill;
8. Professionalism and a strong work
ethic;
9. an understanding of and commitment to ethics and social responsibility;
- To achieve a healthy career, therefore,
10. Written communication skills.
you must understand and accept
the importance of multidimension- - it would be difficult to argue with
ality in the 21st Century workplace. the importance of any of these factors,
Then, you must determine which but without any workplace context,
additional dimensions of capabilty it is impossible to know what to do
are likely to serve you best in that with them. To determine how best
environment. While requirements to employ such capabilities in your
are almost always evolving, there career, therefore, you must recognize
are certain foundation areas that are the limitations everyday living imunlikely to diminish in importance. poses on you – that means setting
indeed, many of these core compo- priorities – and provide a framework
nents of experiense are actually pro- for their application on-the-job – that

- Such employees are the superstars
of the 21st Century workplace. Their
multifaced excellence fuels the success
of their employers. indeed, those organizations will struggle to survive
let alone prosper without them. This
multidimensionality, therefore, acts
as the growth hormone of career security. it infuses workers with versatility, ensuring that they can deliver
peak performance in a broad array
of roles and situations. The best developed among them – those with
breadth as well as depth of experiense
– can be more easily assigned wherever they are needed and they will
always perform extraordinarly well.
Employers do not bully such employees; they strive mightly to employ
them, and once they do, they will
also go to extraordinary lenghts to
support their work on-the-job.
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means organizing these skills into
two categories:
1. Functional, and
2. Performance.

formance skills upgrade the calliber
of your work – the contribution you
can make to an organization – and
thus, your value to it.

- Functional skills enable you to acLeadership
complish special tasks. They determine what work you can do. They - in survey after survey, Chief Execuare the building blocks of your pri- tive officers in large and small U.S.
mary and switch expertise. Perform- businesses have consistently cited
ance skills, in contrast, enable you leadership as a skill that is central to
to improve the way such tasks are organizational success, yet especially
accomplished. They determine how difficult to find among employees.
well you can do your work. Per- Workers who see themselves as leadformance skills are the building blocks ers and act on that vision – regardless
of your primary and applications of the title of their position in the orexpertise.
ganization – provide their employers
with several important advantages.
They:
Performance skills
1. bring their best work to the job
- Multidimensionality can also be deeach and every day;
veloped trough the acquisition of
2. see challenges as opportunities to
skills that strenghten the way you
improve their work, not as an excuse
perform your work. Such skills give
for sub-par performance; and
you the capacity to apply your expertise to its maximum benefit in an 3. set an example that upgrades the
performance of their coworkers and
organization. in other words, perreinforce their morale.
formance skills are enabling competencens. They promote your ability
to achieve a more focused and direct
impact in the workplace. They help
you improve your effectiveness onthe-job, regardless of the position
you hold or the employer for which
you work. as a concequence, per120

- Leadership is very different from
management. Managers derive their
authority from where they sit on the
organization chart; leaders gain their
authority from where they stand on
principles. Managers focus on „know
how“ and doing things right. They
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upgrade the work of others, your
rely on numerical analyses and strive
employer will give you its most imto optimize organizational processes
portant and interesting assignments;
and practices. Leaders, in contrast,
value data and analyisis, but focus 2. Because your deliver a premium
on „know why“ and doing the right
return on every dollar your employer
things. They rely on human character
invests in you, it is likely to pay you
and strive to optimize the experience
at the top of the scale for your field
of those who are touched by an orand to spend more on your training
ganization s processes and practicess.
and development, strenghtening
even further your capabilties and
- Today, employers have an overposition in the workplace;
supply of managers and believe, at
least, they have a severe shortage of 3. Because you see it as a part of your
leaders in the workplace. Senior exjob to empower and help others to
ecutives know the importance of
do their best work, you will enjoy
leadership – after all, that is what
the respect and the loyalty of your
they provide (for better or worse) in
peers, and
the organization – but they look
4. For all reasons, you will have countaround the contemporary workplace
less employers knocking on your
and do not see leaders. The organidoor all of the time to present new
zation may have thousands of emopportunities and more interesting
ployees, but CEos recognize the
and reawarding challenges.
right stuff in almost none of them.
That is why they are forever saying - How do you set yourself up as a
leader in the organization for which
„We need more leaders“.
- if institutional leaders are hard to you work? There are three passages
find, you are even more rare phe- involved:
nomenon: an employee who leads The First Passage: You must have or
their coworkers by example.
find within yourself the courage and
- This revised view of your contribu- commitment to think of yourself as
rion to the organization, in turn, a leader (regardless of the title of
gives you several career invigorating your job in the organization).
benefits:
- Leaders step to the front in the work1. Because you can be consistently re- place, not because they are better
lied on to do your best work and to than their peers or want more
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attention, but because they are willing - Your work must contribute to the
to be held accountable for what hap- success of those around you in the
pens. They strive to influence the workplace as well as to the advancecourse of events around them, and ment of your own career. in essence,
they accept that they will be judged you must re-imagine the nature of
on the outcome.
your employment as an experience
The Second Passage: You must ac- in teamwork. remember that the
quire an understanding of what it foundation of true teamwork is inmeans to be a leader in the work- dividual leadership – their own, no
less than that of others.
place.
- You must continuously school your- - True leaders interpret the very same
self in the principle and practices of concept as TEaMwork; they view
sound leadership. academic pro- themselves as an integral part of the
grams in leadership – not manage- team, and they beleive their role is
ment – are rare, but training programs to do whatever they can do to make
and courses in leadership are avali- the team a success. They accept reable from a wide array of commercial sponsibility for contributing to the
vendors. While this kind of devel- team s work, and they share its foropment can be helpful, however, the tunes for better or worse with the
best education for any leader is his- team. Team leaders ignore the orgatory. Read and study experiences
nizational chart; their focus is the
of leaders in the past, both those
team s mission and its success. as a
who were effective and those who
consequence, they do not lead from
were not. Make them your ancestral
the top of the organization; they lead
mentors; emulate the behaviors of
from within it – within the minds
the best – while tailoring the lessons
of their experience to the chalenges and spirits of their coworkers.
of your unique situation – and avoid - acting as a leader has absolutely
the behaviors of the worst.
nothing to do with being in charge.
The Third Passage: You must act as it is the act of being in service, to
a leader all of the time. You must ex- your peers and to the mission you
pand the dimensions of your role are collectively working to accombeyond the artifical constraints your plish. The more inclusive your defiemployer s position description for nition of the team with which you
your job.
work and the more effective you are
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in promoting every member s optimal 1. Do not aim too high – for example,
performance and just reward, the it is probably not appropriate to ask
more real your claim to leadership. your organization s Chief Financial
- To be a valued employee in the officer (CFo) to teach you how ro
read its income statement. on the
21st Century workplace, you must
other hand, there may be someone
have the strenght to expand both
on the CFo s staff who would volthe variety of roles you can play in
unteer to do so.
an organization and the variety of
situations in which you can play 2. Do not overlook low – those who
them. in essence, you are valued ba- are situated beneath you on the orcause you have the scope or breadth ganization chart may well have the
of expertise to get lots of jobs done expertise you seek. if you are a suand do all of them effectively and pervisor, a junior staff person may
have the computer skills you lack. if
efficiently.
you are a mid-level professional, an
- One of the best way to learn is to administrative support person may
make yorself an apprentice. Seek speak the language you would like
out experts and solicit their assistance to learn.
in acquiring a specific performance
or functional skill. This individual 3. Do not only aim where you work
is not your mentor; rather, they act – there are experts with knowledge
as a special coach who imparts that can be helpful to you but are
knowledge to you about a discrete not collocated with you or working
subject or task. They are, in essence, for your employer. You can still interact with them, however, thanks
a guide to practical workplace exto the internet. They may write a
pertise.
blog you can read, they may partic- You will, of necessity, apprentice ipate in a discussion forum you can
with a number of different experts join, or they may even be willing to
throughout your career. The key to coach you via e-mail. The Web makes
this step, therefore, is to ensure that virtually every expert accessible to
you are always interesting with one you, and the asyinchronus and thus
and that those interactions are useful. nonintrusive nature of its interactions
Be realistic, however, about the ex- increases the likelihood that they
perts with whom you seek to work: will agree to work with you.
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- We must understand that transitions 4. From your current employer to a
are now not only inevitable but also
new employer in a different geouseful to us and therefore plan for
graphical location;
them appropriately. We must position 5. From a job in your current industry
ourselves to be in charge of these
to a similar job in a new industry,
transformations, rather than their
or
victim.
6. From one career field to an entirely
- We must see ourselves as a worknew career field.
in-progress, rather than as a finished
- only you can decide the direction
product. We must accept a new parand steps that will best serve you
adigm in which there is absolutely
and your career, at any point in time.
no shame and considerable merit in:
But, how do you make those deci1. Learning new skills for our current sions? How do you decide when to
job;
embark on a transition? if you have
2. acquiring additional expertise for a job, for example, how do you dea new or different job, and
termine whether it is the right time
3. re-educating ourselves in prepa- to:
ration for a new career.
1. Seek a different position, a new
role within your current employer
- Because you cannot survive by sims organization?
ply making a minor correction to

what you do and how you do it, 2. Move on to another job with a different emloyer?
your only career-saving option is a
transition – you have to leave your 3. Stay right where you are?
previous employment state and enter
- all of these options are avalibale
a new one. You must move:
and potentially appropriate courses
1. From one job to another within of action for each and every one of
you current employer;
us. The best course for you is unique
2. From one organization unit to an- to who you are at any given moment
other within your current employ- in the workplace and who you hope
er;
to become. There is no generic solu3. From your current employer to a tion. There is no one-size-fits-all plan.
new employer in the same geo- That kind of lock-step behavor went
graphical location;
out with the corporate ladder.
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- For you, the optimal way forward they cannot proceed satisfactorily
at any moment in time depends on: unless you shape and guide them to
1. The „health“ of your carrer – your serve your best interests. You must
beccome the master of your career
individual work history;
2. The „health“ of your job – your transitions rather than their victim
current employment situation (i.e., because when you do, you gain two
your fit with your boss and cowork- potent benefits:
1. Freedom from the tiranny of emers);
loyer-directed transitions. With few
3. The „health“ of your current emexeptions, these harmful changes
ployer (its current financial status
erupt in your career only when there
and future prospects);
is a vacuum at its center. The vacuum
4. The „health“ of economy in the
occurs when you abdicate your rearea where you live;
sponsibility for managing your own
5. The „health“ of your profession,
transitions or when you allow an
craft or trade;
employer to bully you in the workplace. To put it another way, you
6. The „health“ of the industry in
gain the right to control your career
which you work; and
by claiming it, by holding to it, by
7. Your family situation and responmaking
it your own.
sibilities.
2. The opportunity to purse Happi- You cannot stay where you are forness through your work. Employever and expect to survive, let alone
er-directed transitions exploit your
prosper in a world that is constantly
talent for the employer s benefit.
changing about you. The key is moThe transitions you initiate on your
tion – not motion for the sake of
own nurture your talent for your
movement – but motion that probenefit. They fundamentally alter
duces progress toward your achievethe nature of employment. it no
ment, advancement and developlonger means an organization s use
ment goals, toward reaching for and
of your skill in the enclusive service
realizing the best you can be.
of its mission, but rather your agree- Self-directed transitions, however,
ment to loan your special talent to
are also a personal responsibility.
an organization in the service of
By definition, they cannot occur unboth your and its respective and
less you cause them to happen, and
equally important goals.
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Work With Winners

them as frequently as you can. regardless of your seniority or level of
experience, you can always upgrade
your performance by working shoulder-to-shoulder with or learning
from those who are highly regarded
in your field. and, regardless of your
individual accomplishment, you can
always challenge yourself to do better
by working for or interacting with
the leading organizations in your
industry. Both can position you for
more frequent and significant career
victories and accelerate the progress
you make toward being the best you
can be in your work.

- Working with winners is the best
way to tone your career, giving it
the definition or shape that optimizes
your prospects for success. There
are two kinds of winners in today
world of work:
1. individuals who are recognized
(by their peers and employers) for
their consistent ability to deliver superior performance on-the-job, and
2. organizations that are recognized
( by their customers and investors)
for their consistent ability to deliver
superior products and services inthe-marketplace.
- For you to acquire those benefits,
- In short, winners are all stars in however, winners must also be willtheir chosen field or mission. over ing to help you.
and over again, they produce ex- a) individual winners must accept
traordinary results that are valued
you as a coworker or as colleague
by others. No less important, they
with whom they will share their
provide an examle and, often, even
knowledge and wisdom. They must
the support that can raise the perrecognize you as a peer or as a
formance of those around them.
person they will, directly or indiThey are successful themselves, and
rectly, guide and support.
they aid and abet the success of
b) organizational winners must accept
others.
you as an employee and provide
- one of the best ways to build a
an environment in which you can
healthy career, therefore, is to assosucceed on-the-job and advance in
ciate with winners. if possible, work
your field. They must offer a culture
with or for them – and preferably
and values with which you are comboth – all of the time. if it is not posfortable and in which you can floursible, then, at least, interact with
ish.
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- To put it another way, there are - By working with individuals who
many winners in the world of work, are successful and willing to assist
and the key to your success is to you, you position yourself for the
find those with whom you are most continuous self-improvement that
compatible and from whom you can yields continuously better personal
performance. Your learning may be
learn most.
accomplished in your employment
relationship, in a structured discusIndividual Winners
sion or meeting at work or in a casual
conversation outside the office. it
- Whether you are an entry-level worker, a mid-career professional or a may involve working side-by-side
senior manager or executive, your on-the-job with an expert in your
success turns on a character trait that field or scheduling an occasional
lunch together in the cafeteria. Howis seldom selebrated in today s workever and wherever it occurs, you
place: humility. Humility is your acextend your personal best by your
knowledgement that, in the Information Age, someone always has more determination to achieve greater
and/or better information than you completeness through the respectful
and, as a result, their accumulutated acquisition of other s expertise and
knowledge is more up-to-date, more experience.
accurate, more insightful than yours. - This challenge is nearly universal in
The incessant, worldwide production the 21st Century workplace. it has,
of data, the relentless pace of technoin many cases, upended the tradilogical advances, and the increasing tionally chronological secuencing of
complexity of domestic and internawork relationships. Today, you can
tional markets ensure that your perbe under the age of thirty and find
sonal expertise is always incomplete. yourself hiring someone who is twenrecognizing and accepting that fact ty years older and vastly more exis not an admission of weakness, but perienced than you. Similarly, you
rather, a predisposition for building can be over the age of fifty and find
strenght. it sets you up to sculpt your that you are reliant on people who
own expertise – to add mass to and/or are not only twenty years younger
shape your occupational capacity – than you but also far more technowith the insights and wisdom of logically adept and capable. in both
kinds of situations, humility is the
others in the workplace.
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only blam that soothes the natural - When you work with a winner who
feelings of insecurity and trepidation is coworker, you share these attributes
to your mutual benefit. Sure, you
that can arise.
Your humility predisposes you to tap into their accumulated knowledge
seek two kinds of experiences. They and wisdom. absolutely, you draw
on their skills and the tricks of the
are:
trade they have learned. But, the ad1. Working with a winner who is a vantage that is gained has to be a
coworker
two-way street. You must also add
- When you combine your own exel- your excellence to theirs. You must
lence with the extraordinary capa- reinforce their performance even as
bilities of your fellow employees, you upgrade yours. That is why
when you adopt their high standards there are two n in the the word
in applying those capabilities on- „winner“. They represent the two
the-job, you expand the possibilities Naturals – yours and the person
you see in the workplace and the with whom you are working – that
potential on which you can draw to are developed and expressed.
realize them.
2. Working with a winner who is
- as a career activist – a person compersonal guide
mited to the principle of Career Fitness – you have the preparation nec- - as a work-in-progress, you are alessary to leverage the best of others ways a student of your profession,
to extend the best you can be. How craft or trade. While some very small
does that dinamic work? Winners:
number of us are able to find our
1. are typically given the most chal- own way to personal excellence,
lenging and important assignment most of us can (and should) ask for
assistance. Your jorney to self-masby their employers;
2. Transform roadblocks and difficul- tery, therefore, is likely to benefit
ties into opportunities for achieving from the instriction of a guide – an
higher levels of performance on- individual who will lead you to
greater understanding and capability
the-job; and
3. Model the behaviors and thought in your field.
patterns of success so that you can - There are three kinds of workplace
be learned and emoluted by others guides, each of which is particularly
in the workplace.
appropriate for a special stage or
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sitaution in your career. You should the advantage moves in two directions. You gain by learning from
work with:
your
guide, and they gain by the
1. A mentor to acquire career guidance
and support during the early and honor you accord them in recognizing
their special talent. Here again, you
middle stages of your career;
2. A counselor or coach to acquire are both winners.
advice and assistance regarding career - While each of these work experience
questions and issues during the mid- is invigorating in and of itself, both
dle and advanced stages of your ca- are necessary to sustain a healthy
reer; and
career. You must be willing to seek
3. A tutor to gain the expertise required out jobs where you will be able to
to address a specific shortcoming or learn from coworkers who are winchallenge during all phases of your ners. You must also be aware of
career (e.g., how to use a specific your own limitations and, when nectechnology or how to solve an inter- essary, reach out to the appropriate
guide at each stage in your career.
personal problem at work).
- Certainly, you can work with a men- in essence, humility means your actor – a seasoned colleague in your ceptance of the imperfection of your
field – during the later stages of your Natural in its native state and your
career, and a career counselor or determination to address and reduce
coach – a trained career development that imperfection – to better yourself
professional – during the early stages at the activity that you most like to
of your career. For most of us, how- do and do best – from the first to
ever, mentors are most helpful when the very last day of your career.
you are building the foundation of - Guides do not just share knowledge,
your career, and counselors and however; they also impart the expecoaches best serve you when you rience that enables you to use that
have some experience under your knowledge to enhance your own
belt.
performance. They offer you wisdom.
- Whatever the timing, when you and, guides do not just share unwork with a winner who is a personal derstanding ; they also impart the
guide, you draw on the expertise maturity to use that understanding
and savvy of that person to your to reach of the best you can be. They
mutual benefit. as with coworkers, offer you insight. as a consequence,
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the master craftspersons you select
as your guide cannot earn career
victories for you, but they can and
do show you the way to achieve
that on your own.
- Your work with a coworker can
accur at any of four escalating levels
of involement:
1. Observation: your job in an organization is located near enough to a
coworker s job that you can watch
and learn from their performance;
2. Casual interaction: your job in an
organization puts you into occasional
contact with a coworker and that
unstructured interaction enables you
to learn from them;
3. Formal interaction: your job in an
organization is actaully linked to a
coworkers job (e.g., you provide input to them or they provide input
to you) and that structured interaction positions you to learn from
them;
4. Tutelage: your job includes the
specific assignment to learn from a
coworker by placing yourself under
their direction and/or setting up a
formal program of instruction with
them.
- in most cases, you can achieve the
first level of involvment on your
own. all you have to do is identify
the coworker who will teach you
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the most simply by observing them
and make it your habit to watch
what they do. The other three levels,
however, are largely determined by
the emloyer for which you choose
to work. Your evaluation of employment opportunities, therefore, should
include the extend to which they
will facilitate significant involvement
with at least one coworker who is a
superior performer. Any job that
does not position you to work with
one or more winners can harm the
health of your career.
- The only guide who is truly beneficial to you is one who is both
willing and able to teach you.

Organizational Winners
- individual winners are easy to spot.
They are notable for what they do
and how they do it. They stand because they stand for excellence in
the workplace.
- organizations can be equally as successful, of course, but they are harder
to identify. There is no general consensus on what constitutes an organizational winner. according to media pundits, academic researches
and workers generally, the definition
can encompass any of a wide range
of characteristics. These include:
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1. Compensation: an organizational „anti-bully“. No other definition
winner pays more than its competi- makes sence in the 21st Century
tors across town;
workplace.
2. Benefits: an organizational winner - an organizational winner can be
offers „family friendly“ benefits such large or small, a start–up or a well
as on-site day care, flexible work established company, a local or reschedules, and subsidized fitness gional employer or a multinational
club memberships;
one. What sets the winners apart
3. Convenience: an organizational from all of the others is their ability
winner is easy to get to with a has- to create and sustain a worker-supportive value system. They believe
sle-free commute;
4. Stability: an organizational winner in and operate according to a set of
employs a large number of people principles that are founded on one
in the local area and/or has been enduring credo: their success can
and will be achieved not by breakaround for a long time;
ing down their employees, but by
5. Leadership: an organizational winbuilding them up.
ner has a CEo who appears frequently in the media and is lionized - ironically, that approach is easily
recognized from a number of differas a tought leader.
ent vantage points in the american
- To be sure, exemplary employers
culture. in the for-profit sector, they
may have such characteristics, but
are organizations that:
these traits are not what make them
winners. rather, organizational win- 1. Business analists and investors consider successful because of their
ners are those employers that suprising bottom line and/or consistent
port and promote the health of their
payment of a dividend;
employees careers. They accomplish
their organizational mission – 2. Consumers consider successful because of extraordinary quality
whether that is making a profit, payand/or
innovation of their products
ing quorterly dividents, increasing
and services;
shareholder value or serving a social,
professional or philantropic mission 3. Scholars and researchers consider
successful because of their well de– and do so without abusing the
signed and executed strategies,
people who work for them. organiprocesses and practices;
zational winners are, in short, the
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signed and executed strategies, pros4. journalists and media representaesses and practices;
tives consider successful because of
the openess of their leaders and of 4. journalists and media representathe ability of those leaders to articutives consider successful because of
late a clear and compelling vision
the openness of their leaders and
for their organizations; and
the ability of those leaders to articulate a clear and compelling vision
5. Working man and women generally,
for their organizations; and
but especially their employees, consider successful because the policies 5. Working men and women generally,
but especially their employees, conand actions of the organization are
sider successful because the polices
always carefully shaped to treat
and actions of the organization are
every individual worker with dignity
always carefully shaped to treat
and respect.
every individual worker with dignity
- in the not-for-profit sector, organiand respect.
zational winners have exactly the
same attributes with two differences. - organizational winners do not abuse
They are not defined by business employment candidates because they
analysts and investors or by the con- do not abuse their employees. They
sumers of their products and services, serve shareholders without bullying
„jobholders“. They do the right things
but by thought leaders in their field
in the workplace and do those things
and the people or institutions they
in the right way. They employ great
serve. Hence, they are organizations
talent and respect the talent they
that:
employ. They achieve their mission
1. appropriate experts consider suc- by helping you achieve yours – a
cessful because of the sustained con- healthy and rewarding career.
tribution they make to a specific
- Ultimatelly, working with winners
community and/or mission;
is an exercise in finding and inter2. Members or clients of the organi- acting with people and organizations
zation consider successful because that will enable you to upgrade your
of what they do for them and how performance by drawing on their
they do it; and also
own commitment to exellence. They
3. Scholars and researchers consider provide you with the role models
successful because of their well de- and wisdom and the environment
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and support you need to be the best
you can be at each and every stage
in your career. Winners, in essence,
are the shoulders on which you stand
to increase the number and magnitude of your career victories. They
lift you up so you can avoid the
roadblocks and dead ends that can
complicate and disrupt your employment. and, they hold you up
so you can reach for and grab hold
of the hidden opportunities that will
enrich the happiness you can achieve
in your work. When you work with
winners, therefore, you are a winner
too.

ness of your personal best. The workin provides the steps you must take
to:
1. Build up your capacity in your
own special talent – your Natural,
2. Express that unique capability in
your work at every point in your
career, and
3. Enjoy and be rewarded by that expression through your employment.

- as previously indicated, Career Fitness involves the things you do to
better yourself – the work you perform to expand the depth and rich-

human species and the planet which
suports it. our collective purpuse is
not, however, an activity that exists
in concept or theory. it is work, but

- a healthy career, however, is not
exclusively self-directed or self-absorbed. it has an individual focus
and a collective purpose, as well. in
other words, you can be your personal best only when you attend to
both your own well-being and to
Stretch Your Soul
the well-being of others, including
- Work that serves your own well-be- those you may not know or even
ing and happiness is the external di- have met. Career Fitness, therefore,
mension of a successful career; work also involves the actions you take to
that serves the well-being and hap- assist others and improve the world
piness of others is its internal di- around you. Think of it as work for
mension – its soul. Both kinds of your spirit.
work are essential to a healthy and - This second dimension of Career
rewarding career. Together, they Fitness is fundamnetally an exercise
compose a complete person in the in affirmative humanity. it acknowlworld of work, a person capable of edges and addresses the opportunity
genuine success in their pursuit of and obligation each and all of us
Happiness.
have to celebrate and respect the
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work we do for those with whom
we share:
1. a social connection – our friends
and neighbors;
2. a civic connection – our fellow citizens of the United States of america;
3. a global connection – our fellow
members of the world community;
and
4. a custodial connection – our universal role as stewards of our home,
the planet on which we live.
- Soul work applies your Natural to
the spiritual bonds that tie together
all of humankind, whatever our individual age, gender, religious, ethnic,
socio-economic, or other differences.
despite our increasingly fragmented
and self-conscious world, it focuses
on and strives to improve what connects us as a people. it applies the
best you can be to what others hope
to be, need to be, deserve to be. in
the process, it strenghtens your compassion, reinforces your inherent
goodness, and expands the purpose
and impact of your life s work. When
you work for yourself, you are developing your standard of living;
when you work for others, you are
developing your standard of life.
- Soul work, however, involves far
more than the occasional monetary
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contribution we make to charitable
organizationas or our participation
in the annual company blood drive.
These are helpfula actions, to be sure,
but they are not an expression of
your personal best. just as you can
only achieve that supreme state in
the phisical world trough the work
you do on-the-job, the only way you
can stretch your soul is through the
work you do for the betterment of
humankind. in essence, you must
set aside some of the time and talent
you could have applied to your own
well-being and apply them, insted,
to the well-being of others. You must
be employed in their service. That is
yet another and essential component
of true work-life balance in the 21st
Century.

How Do You Perform
Soul Work?
What does it look like? and, how do
you perform it?
- Soul work can involve your taking
eather or both of two paths. The
first path directs your career into
the not-for-profit sector, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) or
other institutions where the explicit
missions is to serve the needs of
others and/or environment. in other
words, soul work is your life s work.
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You choose to serve others as an occupation, as the work you do with
your Natural in each and every job
you take. The way you earn your
living is the way you stretch your
soul.
- Soul work is the legacy you create
not to be remembered or celebrated,
but to honor the humanity we all
share. it is the antithesis of the selfcongratulatory, name-the-buildingafter-me approach of so many of today s most „successful“ people. For
all of the benefit such financial commitment often provide, they are not
work done for the good of others.
They do not involve giving of one s
special talent, but rather of one s
wealth. They are a financial investment, not a spiritual investment.
They are not, therefore, true soul
work.
- To stretch your soul, you must push
yourself beyond what you do for
yourself and do what you do, but
for others. More than that, you must
also reach for the best inside you
and extend it to those around you.
as you do in the organizations which
employ you, you must agree to share
your Natural with them. You must
donate your talent and put it to
work for them. in essence, you become their benefactor through the
gift of your passion.

Pace Yourself
- You are unlikely to run the best
time you will ever run in a marathon,
the first time you enter one. You
will almost certainly not play your
best game of tennis, the first time
you pick up a racket. The same is
true with your career. You will not
achieve the best you can be in your
profession, craft or trade during your
first year of work or even your first
decade in the workplace. ideed, the
premise of Career Fitness is that you
always can and must improve the
capabilities and expression of your
Natural. That goal is too big and too
significant to be achieved without
constant practice. and, practice takes
time and effort. Therefore, you must
give yourself adequate time both to
develop your Natural through its
practical on-the-job and to recuperate
from the exertion of that activity off
or away from the job.
- Happily, practicing your Natural is
unlike physical activity. Even when
they involve physical tasks – in manufacturing, military service and professional sports – your personal bests
in the world of work are not limited
by age, but only by endurance. You
may change how you use your Natural, but you can continue to push
the boundries of self-excellence for
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all of your working life. To put it an- before. Some believe they must put
other way, there is no stop sign in in the extra time in order to hang
your pursuit of Happiness...if you onto their jobs, while others are congive yourself adequate rest along vinced that spending a lot of time in
the way. You can accomplish real the office or on the road is the key to
and important career victories as career success.
long as you are willing to explore - Sadly, those in the first group are
and extend the application of your often correct – bad employers are
personal talent and do so at a pace squeezing the life out of our families
you can sustain and enjoy day-in and friendships in order to cover
and day-out.
their own lapses in leadership. They
- In fact, career health is an aspect of are being bullied, and they cannot
the human experience that grows do anything about it. They cannot
stronger and better with time. The stand up to the organizations that
longer you work at it, the fuller are picking on them because their
and richer its dimensions become. career is not healthy enough to do
Precisely from that reason, there is so.
no need to rush. You will not lose
anything by giving yourself the time - Those in the second group, in contrast,
necessary to practice at being the are also being bullied, but not by
best you can be and to relax regularly their employers. ironically, they are
so that your commitment to superior abusing themselves. They are unwork can be regenerated. and, you dermining their own physical and
will not gain anything by abusing mental health, their relationships
yourself to achieve some goal that with their families and friends, and
will primarily benefit your employer the health of their careers. They are
or by sustaining its success through inflicting this harm because they
the destruction of your own physical have misinterpreted the controlling
and mental health. The best way to dynamics of the american dream.
build career fitness, in short, is to They think their hard work, rather
than their best work is the key.
pace yourself.
- in other words, almost 80% of U.S.
Workaholism
workers recognize the harmful impact
- More and more americans are work- of working too long and too hard.
ing more and more hours than ever They know it is not healthy to speed
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up the pace of their career. and yet,
they continue to do so. For them,
overdoing work has become an insidious addiction. There is even an
organization that provides support
and assistance for those who are
struggling with this affliction. it is
called Workaholic anonymous
(www.workaholic-anonymous.org).

true. as discussed earlier, you have
the upper hand in the 21st Century
workplace... if you are working at
your Natural and have kept your career fit. Thanks to irreducible demographic realities there are, today, far
more employment opportunities for
talented people than there are talented
people for employers to hire.

- The perceived concequences of - This labor scarcity presents you
workaholism are bad enough, but with choises; now, you get to decide
there is another side effect of this where you will work and under
condition that is not as obvious, but what conditions. as a consequence,
is just as damaging. ironically, fo- the only way you can be bullied
cusing too much of your time and today is if you agree to be. You can
effort on your job can cause irrepara- give in and let employers bully you
ble harm to you career. it can blind or you can give up and bully yourself
you to what is best for you. Such all- in the mistaken belief that such
consuming behavior interferes with actions will protect you. in both
your ability to invest the personal cases, the abuse you endure continues
attention and skill required to manage – your employer works you to death
your workplace experience success- or you work yourself to death for
fully. When you devote so much of your employer – until you put a
your waking day to the service of stop to it. Until you decide you will
your employer, you deny yourself no longer tolerate it.
the time to practice the behaviors
- How do you embark on this alterthat are best for you. You set aside
native course? How do you set a
the Career Fitness Work-in and put
sustainable and healthy pace for
off the actions you must take to puryour career? Simple as it may sound
sue happiness in your work.
and as obvious as it may seem, you
- Moreover, the notion that you have must set boundaries on your work.
no choise but to capitulate to an em- Such limitations only have an impact,
ployer that is bullying you with an however, if you exercise self-control
unhealthy pace at work is no longer and self-discipline.
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- What do those words mean in the
management of your career? They
obligate you:
1. To prioritize the goals you establish
for personal growth in your field
in order to manage employer s expectations of your work on-the-job;
and
2. To protect the time you allocate
for rest and recuperation outside
the workplace in order to perform
at your peak in the workplace.

Prioritize The Goals You
Establish For Personal Growth

your
career.
Unfortunately,
achievening this match at any particular point in your career is not
easy. it will not happen by simply
taking the first job offer you get or
by relaying solely on the representations of employers. all too often,
bullies baint and switch; they mischaracterize their employment experience to trap you into a job. To
find the best match for you, therefore,
you must do your homework; you
must research prospective employer
so you discover its true nature up
front, before you make a commitment, not later, after nightmare has
begun. You have many source to
tap, which collectively provide you
with current and comprehensive
view of alternative employers. These
sources include:

- Establishing healthy expectations
for your work on-the-job is an exercise
in reprioritization. You must set
limits on your employers – lower
the priotity of their goals – and remove the limits they set on you – 1. Search engines on the internet (e.g.,
raise the priority of your own goals. Google and Yahoo) that enable you
When you do that, your goals – max- to find and reach the latest articles
imizing the challenge of your work and news report published about
and happiness it provides you – be- specific organizations.
come pacing factor in the workplace,
2. www.vault.com, which offers a feanot your employer s share price or
ture called the „electronic watercoolquarterly earnings.
er“. as with watercoolers in the real
- How does this reprioritization occur? world, this spot has become a virtual
You must ensure that you select an meeting place where employees gosemployer whose culture fits your sip about their employers, their boss
values and personality and whose and their coworkers. in many, permission is aligned with and advances haps most cases, this commentary is
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negative and backwad facing (i.e., it
addresses past issues and concerns).
Nevertheless, it is still worth reading.
a prospective employer will only
tell you the good news about itself;
this feature helps you restore some
balance by giving you the other side
of the story.
- Collectively, the information you
acquire will help you identify and
select employers where the work
you do for the organization is also
worthwhile and beneficial to you.
Such employers provide an environment in which you make a meaningful and measurable contribution
to them by working at the three objectives you established for yourself:
the achievement, advancement and
development goals in your Career
Fitness Plan. it is meeting those goals,
however, which is your #1 priority.
once you have selected an organization, the smart employer will harness your quest to be the best you
can be to the accomplishment of its
mission. That is their #1 priority.
But for you, the most important
single factor pacing your work is
the progress you can make in developing and expressing your Natural.
- Centering your career on your priorities does not mean you ignore
the health of your employer. There

are times when you can and should
set eside your own interests for those
of the organization. These situations,
however, should be the exeption to
the rule. They require that you pick
up the pace for a reasonable period
of time in order to protect or promote
your employer. Said another way,
putting yourself first in your career
does not mean you should not also
be a good team player when the situation warrant.
- No less important, giving your personal growth goals the #1 priority
in your workweek also creates a
singnificant advantage for your employers. as an expert in your field,
you are reinforcing your value and
thus your career security in the workplace; as an expert who shares that
value through high performance onthe-job, you are delivering a real and
substantial return on your employer
s paycheck.

Protect the Time You Allocate
For Rest and Recuperation
- Your work experience must, itself,
be well designed and executed if it
is to produce genuine and enduring
happiness. an optimum experience
on-the-job does not wear you out, it
revives you; it does not deplete your
focus and creativity, it reinforces
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them; it does not sap your commitment to being the best you can be, it
positions you for peak performance.
Work, however, iven in the best of
circumstances, is labor; it is mental
and/or physical effort. For that reason, your work experience must
also include periods of non-work
and recuperation. No matter how
good you are – indeed, to be the
best you can be – you must pace
your work so that your body and
mind can refresh.
- Career Fitness gives you the power
to assert your right to rest and recuperation. if you have developed your
Natural to the point that it is invaluable to your employers, even bullies
will cry uncle. They will do anything
they can – to include giving you the
time off you need and deserve – in
order to keep you as an employee.The
scarcity of top talent gives you lots
of choices in the workplace and gives
your employers no other choice but
to give in. as we all are constantly
reminded, companies are rational
economic organizations so they will
always choose to have a little less of
your valuable input over not having
any of it at all.
- Pacing yourself imposes discipline
on your career. it helps you to organize your time so that you are
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able to do your best work on-thejob, while still enjoying the life you
have outside the workplace. it ensures
that your efforts to build Career Fitness proceed in a fashion that is not
too fast, but not too slow eather, and
never too much. as with your physical health, overexertion, no less than
laxity, can diminish the power and
promise of your career. The right
pace enables you to avoid the danger
of both and, as a result, invigorates
your work and your life.

The Wisdom of the Work-in
- The career Fitness Work-in is a way
for you to work personal growth
and happiness into your work. it includes all of the steps necessary both:
1. To practice the effective direction
of your career so that it effectively
supports your pursuit of Happiness;
and
2. To be identified and selected for
employment opportunities that will
enable you to do your best work.
- The work-in produces beneficial and
sustainable results because it is based
on one of the most enduring principles of self (and any other kind of)
management: what gets measured,
gets done.
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- Think of the work – in as a way for
you to invest in yourself. it organizes
and applies your best effort to your
life s work and career on a continuous
and regular basis. it gives you a plan
with measurable steps that will protect you from the interuptions and
demands that are thrown in your
way every day. By performing the
exercise steps according to the specified standards, you hold yourself
accountable for the health of your
career and you take the actions that
will achieve it. You divote the same
discipline and commitment to your
occupational fitness as you devote
the same discipline and commitment
you divote (or should) to your physical fitness.
Career Fitness Work-In Summary
Exercise I: Pump Up Your
Cardiovascular Sytem

on-the-job and/or prepare you for
moving to a more challenging and
rewarding role in the future.
Exercise II: Strenghten Your
Circulatory System
- Step 1: While attending the meetings
of your professional or trade association establish and build relationships
with the contacts you make there.
- Step 2: Begin networking by contributing to the online discussion forum in which you participate.
- Step 3: Set up an archive or datebase
of professional contacts with whom
you have established a relationship
and keep it current.
- Step 4: interact with the individuals
in your archive or data basese at
regular bases.

Exercise III: Develop All of Your
- Step 1: join your professional, techMuscle Groups
nical or trade association and build
your expertise by attending its events. - Step 1: Enroll in a training or aca- Step 2: identify an employment demic program that will build your
Web-site that specializes in your field performance capacity or functional
and join the discussion at its online expertise.
forum.
- Step 2: improve your peripherial
- Step 3: read the leading professional vision by using your breaks at work
and trade publications in your field. to walk around employer s facility
- Step 4: Take classes in your field and learn about the kinds of work
that will upgrade your performance being done there.
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- Step 3 : join local self-improvement the up-and-coming leaders of togroup that will help you enhance morrow.
your capabilities at work.
- Step 3: Create a „career safety net“
- Step 4: Make yourself an apprentice of potential employment opportuby seeking out experts and soliciting nities and workplace contacts.
their assistance in acquiring a specific - Step 4: Make sure you are working
performance of functional skill.
with the winners you have identified
in the workplace.
Exercise IV: Increase Your Flexibility
and Range of Motion
Exercise Vi: Stretch Your Soul
- Step 1: during your stroll around
your employer s facility, gather information about the status of your
work unit and boss.
- Step 2: Use the internet to research
what is being predicted for your career field, industry, employer, and
location.
- Step 3: Envision successful transitions
by imagining the next step in your
career.
- Step 4: Talk to your spouse or members of your family about possibility
and importance of transitions in your
career.
Exercise V: Work With Winners
- Step 1: assess the caliber of those
with whom you work.
- Step 2: Conduct an environmental
scan to identify the individuals and
organizations that are either recognized as leaders today or viewed as
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- Step 1: join a local, national or international civic, envronmental or social
service organizations and participate
in its activities.
- Step 2: Expand the capacity of your
spirit by making yourself as knowledgable as possible about the soul
work you have chosen to do.
- Step 3: Encourage others to do soul
work.
- Step 4: reward yourself by remembering and celebrating the work you
have done on behalf of others.
Exercise VII: Pace Yourself
- Step 1: review your performance
on-the-job to determine whose priority is governing your work: yours
or your employer s.
- Step 2: Learn to relax and rest.
- Step 3: review your Career Fitness
plan to ensure that the goals you are
setting will stretch you to new ac-
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complishments without harming you 5. Update your intention Commitment,
Your achievement, advancement
through overworking or overreachand development goals and your
ing.
Career record, as appropriate, to
- Step 4: Get what you need and dereflect your progress toward being
serve out of the time you have set
the best you can be as a working
aside for leisure activity.
person.
- How to reward Yourself for Success

- it is time for us to stand and cheer You And Your Resume:
the doer, the achiever, the one who A Winning Combination
recognizes the challenge and does - The first step in developing your resomething about it.
sume is to understand what you are
- a dream candidate for a job is one trying to create. in other words, what
who both accepts personal respon- is „a well written resume?“ That
sibility for the health of their career should be your objective. do not
and works at meeting that responsi- bother writting an adequate or even
bility every single day. Employers a good resume and certainly do not
desperately want to hire such indi- waste your time on a mediocrete
viduals.
one. if you want to land a great job –
The five most important actions in a position that will advance your
successful career self-management career and promote your career seare:
curity – you need a great resume. it
1. Keep your career focused on your does not have to be equal of a ShakeNatural – on the things you do best spearian sonnet or a page of Hemingway text, but it does need to be
and most enjoy doing;
single
best statement about you that
2. Set career goals which develop your
Natural, and hence hold meaning you have ever written. Why? Because
you deserve it...and your happiness
and challege for you;
3. Ensure that you make steady depends on it.
progress toward those goals in each
of your work assignments and jobs;
4. recognize and enjoy the career victories you achieve through your
work performance; and

- a well written resume is one that
works for you in a number of different situations: in print, online and in
the computerized databases that
most companies are now using to
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manage the resumes they receive. It - The first step in forming that team,
is a document that records your ca- of course, is the development of a
reer victories – the goals you have great resume. it requires a thorough
achieved and the results you have understanding of:
delivered – and displays them in 1. Your Natural;
such a way that employers cannot
2. The state of your career health;
misunderstand or overlook them.
3. The job market; and
- Think of it as the key to an employer
4. The human resource and recruiting
s front door. a well written resume
community that will be the initial
will distinguish you from others in
„customer“ for your resume.
your field. it will pique the interest
of employers and recruiters. it will
create an image of you in their minds, What HR and Recruiting
and the image will be so compilling Professionals Want
that it will convince them they have - Human resource and recruiting
no other choice but to take some of professionals are charged with the
their valuable time to contact and responsibility of finding and evaluinterview you.
ating prospective candidates for the
- a well written resume will get the
door open – it will bring you into
the zone of consideration – but that
is all it can do. once your resume
has created that opportunity – once
you are face-to-face in an inreview
with a recruiter or hiring manager –
it is up to you to sell yourself as an
employee. in other words, your resume positions you as a credible
employment prospect. Then, you
have to take over. You have to establish your right to remain there as
an employee. That is how you hold
of the next rung in your jorney across
the career jungle gym.
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vacant positions in their employer s
organization. They seldom do actual
hiring – in most cases, it is a direct
supervisor who will make the final
decision about which person is selected – but they are extremely influental. in essence, they are the gatekeepers of the hiring process. They
are ones who first screen all of the
candidates. They are the ones who
decide which candidates are qualified
for a position and which are not.
They are also the ones who determine
which applicants go to an interview
and which are not. and, they make
those decisions, in large part, by
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reading your resume. if your re- New Guideline #1: Make sure your
sume does not effectively sell you resume describes the right person
to them, you will never even get in - a well-written resume will be comthe door, let alone to a face-to-face plete and comprehensive, but not
interview with the hiring manager wordy or long-winded. it will focus
or recruiter.
on the work you do best and most
- Historically, a recruiter would spend enjoy it. it is a record of your career
about 45 full seconds reviewing your strenghts and victories, not your life
credentials. in effect, your resume story.
had almost a minute to prove to the - in most cases, a resume should be
recruiter that you had the right stuff. no longer than two pages of text. its
Today, however, you are lucky if it content should be organized into
gets 10 seconds to strut your stuff. headlines and bullets so that the inNow, your resume must establish formation can be quickly scanned
you as a dream candidate in the and absorbed. do not make recruiters
space of a glance. if it fails to do so, work (or read on and on) to figure
you are out of luck. You lose...even out your potential value to their orif you are qualified for the job. Even ganization. They will not. They are
if you are the best qualified person too busy and moving too quickly.
So, give them the pertinent facts and
for the job.
present those facts as clearly, as convincigly, but as succinctly as you
The Composition of
can.

Your Resume

- a resume has two key elements: its
content and its format. a well written
resume carefully addresses each element and integrates both into a single, focused message that clearly and
persuasively conveys your career
strenght and victories. developing
such a resume in the 21st Century
requires that you follow a number
of new guidelines.

- Moreover, the discipline of limiting
the presentation of your employment
credentials to a maximum of two
pages will force you to deside what
you want to reveal about your record
to a particular employer for a patricular position. in the old world of
work, the criterion for selecting the
content to be included on your resume was what you thought the
employer wanted to see. You would
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ment was like being blindfolded
try to determine –„guess“ is the more
and throwing darts at some vaguely
accurate term – what the organization
perceived target. They knew success
was looking for and, to the extent
was out there somewhere, but they
you could, that is what you provided
could only achive it by chance. Not
in the document. in fact, career counsurprisingly, when they did hit the
selors would even tell their clients
bullseye and landed a job, it usually
to write multiple resumes. They were
did not feel like much of an accomto write one resume for one type of
plishment. it was a relief, to be sure,
job and a different resume for another
but it certainly did not seem like a
type of job, and send out whichever
personal career victory.
was appropriate for one organization
or another.
- The concept of Cereer Fitness, on
- Why did this happen? For two rea- the other hand, enables you to apply
sons:
a different criterion when deciding
1. First, most people had only a vague what content to include in your renotion of their employment objective sume. The goal of your Career Fitness
– they lacked clarity of purpose pro- is for you to be your personal best.
vided by an intention Commitment The work you want to do, therefore,
and by achievement, advancement is what you most enjoy doing and
and development goals. This am- do best. Your capability to perfom
bivalence created an opening for that work is what you should highemployers. it enabled them to es- light on your resume. The informatablish the terms and conditions of tion on that document should not
employment. Those standards, of describe some make-believe person
course, focused on the organization you have created (or contorted yours needs, on what to accomplish with self into being) for an employer. it
their employee s work. They even should be a description of you. The
called them the „requirements“ and real you. it should detail your quest
„responsibilities“ of their jobs; and to explore and develop your Natural
and to be the champion living inside
2. Second, people knew that, with
you.
more workers than jobs in the workplace, their careers were controlled - That kind of resume is as different
and defined by employers. as a from traditional resumes as it is powconsequence, looking for employ- erful. it has two advantages:
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1. It is honest. it is about who you
truly are and want to be. That candor
is the one sure way what will optimize your experience in the world
of work. it is the only perspective
that will enable you to see what is
best for you in your career.

objective statement that presented
your goals for your job search. You
were often encouraged to modify
or, in some cases, completely change
this statement to talor it (and you) to
the specific requirements and responsibilities of the job for which
you were applying.

2. It is useful. it provides a template
with which to evaluate alternative - Career Fitness eliminates the need
employers. The self-definition you for such artifice and, hence, the need
establish is the basis for determining for an objective statement on your
how well an organization s job(s) resume. Since you now have a thorand culture will fit you. it enables ough understanding of what you
you to determine where you will want from your work and from any
be content and flourish in you work. job that you might take (because
you have written down your intenNew Guideline #2: Make your
tion Commitment and set your
resume „scanner ready“.
achievement, advancement and de- if you want your resume to get the velopment goals), everything on your
attention it deserves, make sure that resume supports and expands on
it is printed in dark black ink on that objective. There is no need, therefore, to articulate it in a formal (and
bright white paper.
often unclear) statement at the top
of
your resume.
New Guideline #3: Make your
resume „recruiter friendly“.
- That location, however, is prime
- The way the information on your
resume is organized should also
change to reflect the new environment in today s Human resource
departments. as always, your name,
address and contact information
should appear at the top of the first
page of the document. in the past,
these details were followed by an

real estate on the document and
should be put to the best possible
use. With recruiters now spending
less time than in the past reviewing
resumes, it is critical that you lead
with your strenghts. replace the objective statement with a new section
at the top of your resume called a
„record Summary“. its purpose is
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to summarize and highlite the skills, - in effect, your record Summary is
knowledge and abilities described both an „inventory of assets“ that
in the rest of your resume. it ensures you can bring to a prospective emthat, even if the recruiter reads noth- ployer and an advertisement about
ing else, they will have an accurate the quality of those assets. The inand detailed picture of your capa- ventory of assets tells an employer
what you can do, and the advertisebilities and experience.
ment
provides proof (in the form of
- a record Summary is a string of
experience and accomplishments) of
single words or short phrases that
how well you can do it.
itemize your greatest strenghts as a
worker (the attributes that employers - developing a record Summary does
call your „qualifications“). This list two things for you:
should include any specific terms 1. it forces you to sit down and identify
and jargons appropriate to your field
a list of the precise skills, knowledge,
and work and/or regularly used to
abilities, axperiences, background
describe the credentials you have
factors, capabilities, degrees, certifiearned. Each word of the first word
cates, licenses and other credentials
of each phrase is capitalized, and all
that you offer to a prospective emterms are folowed by a period. The
ployer. it also obliges you to rank
list should not run any longer than
order these attributes so that only
twenty-to-thirty discrete items covthe most important are highlighted
for any particular point in you career.
ering approximately three-to-five
in other words, building (and, then,
lines of text.
upgrading) a record Summary is a
- in selecting the entries for your
disciplined way for you to assess
record Summary, concetrate on three
the current dimensions of your Nataspects of your background:
ural.
1. Your skills, abilities and compe2. The record Summary puts these
tences;
credentials right up front where
2. Your experience using thise skills,
busy human recruiter cannot miss
abilities, and competences; and
them. in most large and mid-sized
3. Your accomplishments in using
employers, this positioning comthese skills, abilities and competenpensates for the cursory review incies on-the-job.
dividual resumes initially reseived
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in staffing organizations. in smaller your efforts, none of it is fiction. it is
employers, this positioning com- all true.
pensates for the lack of recruiting - When you see your Career record
experience among many of those as a book about you – an unending
who will be reviewing your resume. tale of exploits and achievements –
it suddenly become less of a burden
Turning You Career
to write and keep up-to-date. It is a
Record into a Resume
part of diary, part of autobiography,
and part personal best seller. it is a
- There is an old saying that every
new genre; it is a „self-serial“. it is a
person has a book inside them, waitbook about yourself that you develop
ing to bi written. and many of us,
in installments over time. a selffrom time – to - time, feel the creative
serial is the work we all want to
urge, the desire to tell that tale, to
create – for our own enjoyment and
coax it out of us and get it down on
for the edification of others – namely
paper. Then, all too often, we stop.
all of those employers out there that
Why? Because the plot line is not
will be desperate to hire us... if they
clear, and the protagonist of our
know just how accomplished we
story remains indistinct and unare.
known to us.
- it is a common mental block, but
Give Yourself the
one you can break through by changUnabridged Edition
ing how you view your Career
record. That document is your career - While employers want the abridged
story, a tale that traces your jorney edition of your self – serial, you, of
toward accomplishment and fulfil- course, deserve the complete story.
ment in your work. It describes the The short version may be all that
challenges that you have faced and matters to an organization, but you
surmounted and the opportunities can learn from and appreciate the
that you have grasped and trans- whole of your record. That document
formed into a new adventure. The is an account of your personal
hero of this account, of course, is a growth in the world of work. Your
person with whom you are very fa- Career Record includes all of your
miliar: you. You are the champion career victories – every employer
at the centre of it all, and thanks to to which you contributed your tal149
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ent, every job where you accomthing that might be important to
plished goals and achieved success,
the employer or recruiter.
and every work experience in which 2. Keeping your Career Record upyou enhanced your ability to be
to-date and complete enables you
the best you can be through the exto recognize and celebrate your
pression of your Natural. It is your
own success – the career victories
career epic and you should tell it
you have achieved. regularly setting
with all of the richness of context
your career milestones down in
and detailed information you can
writing is a way of giving yourself
recall.
a weel-deserved pat on the back.
- Writing such a book and keeping it
You pause in life s hectic bustle
up-to-date clearly require an investand remember what you did onment of time and effort. Given the
the-job that made you more capable
already hectic and over – scheduled
in your field and more satisfied
lives most of us have this days, it is
with your work. You do more than
reasonable to usk: what do you get
just recall those situations, however;
for all of that work? Said another
you memorialize them in writing,
way: why bother?
and the resulting document gives
them permanence and a prominent
- There are several reasons for investing
role
in the mosaic of your life.
the time and effort neccessary to creWhen times are difficult, that record
ate a fulsome Career record:
is there to remind you of what is
1. The more complete the list of your
positive in your career. And, when
career victories – the challenges you
times are good, it is there to help
have faced, the goals you have met,
you remember all of the preparation
the accomplishments you have
and development you completed
achieved and the rewards you have
to make your success possible.
earned – the deeper the inventory
of supporting facts you have on - When your Career record does that
which to draw when tailoring your – when you can visualize your
resume for a specific employment progress toward being the champion
opportunity. That saves you time – within you – you release a powerful
enabling you to respond to an open- jolt of satisfaction and fulfilment into
ing more quickly – and ensures that your consciousness. You create the
you do not inadventenly omit any- career equalent of the endorphin
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high that athletes achieve in meeting More than all of that, however, an
physical tests. This self – acknowl- unseccessful personal review is the
edgement of work well done is the warning sign only you can see and
highest reward – the most enduring you can do something about.
form of compensation – you can - What actions should you take if you
earn in the workplace. You enable see such a sign? Go back to the
yourself to feel each and every climax Career Fitness Work-in and recommit
in your personal pursuit of Happi- yourself to practicing its exercises in
ness.
your work every day. That may
seem onerous and even frustrating
What Happens if There is
in the beginning because you have
No Happiness?
to expel the toxins of lethargy and
- None of us are perfect, so there may inattention. once they are eliminated,
and likely will be times when your however, once you have reconnected
personal performance review does your career with the powerful posinot yield the positive self-assessment tive influence of working at your
we would all like to have all of the Natural, you will feel reengaged and
time. at these junctures, a candid reenergized.
personal evaluation confirms what - if, on the other hand, you cannot
you are probably already feeling in- seem to expel those toxins, if you
side: the happiness is missing. What see that you are unable to do your
happens then? What should you do best work and earn the self-fulfillment
when you look at your career and it provides, then you should stop
do not see any victories, when you what you are doing and return to
are unable to note any progress on the Career Fitness de-Stress Test and
your Career record?
the Warm-up module. You cannot
- Such a performance review is a clear build effective career health without
and telling signal to you that you a solid foundation of preparation
are letting your Career Fitness flag. and planning.
it is the undeniable evidence that - i do not understand the guys who
you have stalled in the development spend 30 years of their life doing
of your Natural. it is proof that you something they hate so they can spend
are no longer moving forward in the next 30 years (or less) doing abyour quest to be the best you can be. solutely nothing but watching their
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health fail. No, i am talking about
making career change, a complete
break from what i have been doing
to something new and more satisfying.

Because if i do that, if i re-imagine
my career as a place where i reach
for the epitome of me, then i know
that i will have found the true end
of my story and can work forward
from there. To me, it is a 21st Century way to help people find work
in a field that is almost as old as
humankind.

- i am spending more than a third of
my life on-the-job. Should not all
those hours be just as important as
the other sixteen? Should not they
give me just as effective a way to be - it is more than being the boss and
at my best, to leave the world a little the owner. i had a taste of that in my
better place than it was when i start- previous life, and nice as it is, it was
ed? Should not my work give me not enough. No, what gets me up
the same opportunity the headline and racing out the door is the other
makers have to create a legacy, a part of my job, the part i never had
legacy to be proud of? It is not that before. The part i believed all along
titles and profits are unimportant, should be there but never was. Not
it is just that – when I look at the only do i work of running my busipurpose of my life s work – they ness, but i am also responsible to
creating the content of our site. In
are not all that important to me.
other words, I have to write. I have
- i cannot speak for any other place
to write every single day. It is part
else on earth, but i can speak about
of my workday; it is the task I have
this country. My country. The Unitto perform to be successful. It is
ed States of america. it has taken
the work that finally has me feeling
plenty of knocks over the past coufulfilled. It has been a long quest,
ple of years, but whether they were
this pursuit of happiness, but finally
deserved or not, i still think that
I feel as if I am heading in the right
here is the place, imperfect as it
direction. Toward the north star of
may be, I have a perfect coincidence
of circumstances. I have an ex- me.
traordinary situation that enables
and obligates me to be more than
an ordinary person, to become the
best version of myself I can be.
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- I can tell you one think. I have
done this my way. I do not have
anybody to blame for this win but
me, and I love it.
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Rookies & How to Enter the
World of Work

Phase 1: Preparation Prior to Your
Job Search

- We are supposed to be perfect our - Phase 1 begins 2 years prior your
first day on the job and then show first job search and ends the day
befor you begin it. during this period
constant improvement!
of time, you should emphasize the
- Every one in the workplace begins following exercises:
as a rookie, an entry-level worker 1. Pump up your cardiovascular sysembarking on their first full time
tem. Acquire the education and
employment. The way we handle
skills that will put you at the leading
this situation affects the health of
edge of knowledge in your field.
our careers. How well we start our
This expertise is the only effective
work for employers significantly incounterbalance to your lack of work
fluences both the paycheck and the
experience.
satisfaction we bring home from
2. Strenghten your circulatory system.
work.
Nurture your contacts in school,
both among your peers and your
- To be successful in this situation,
instructors. do the same outside of
you must have both an underschool, focusing on family friends
standing of and a commitment to
and acquaintances and on contacts
the philosophy of Career Fitness.
you can make in the workplace
But, even that is not sufficient to
through an intern program or partensure success, because finding
time work.
your first job represents special
challenges. an entry-level job 3. Develop all of your muscle groups.
resist effort to force you into a
search imposes obstacles and pressingle, circumscribed field of study.
sures that are unlike any others in
Seek coursework and experiences
the world of work. To respond efthat will enable you to reinforce
fectively, therefore, you must also
your
core area of expertise with adbe able to tailor the way you use
ditional and complementary capathe Career Fitness regimen in this
bilities.
situation. You must know how to
adopt your practices but - not their 4. Stretch your soul. Broaden your
perspective and sense of purpose
underlying principles – to the reby „sampling“ a range of activities
ality of that challenge.
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that enable you to do work for the
betterment of others. Search for an
endeavor where you can apply your
Natural for the good of your community, society at large, or the planet
on which we live.

peak. You have many years of potential happiness ahead of you, but
only if your work is governed by
your own expectations and those
expectations are challenging but reasonable and sustainable.

Phase 2: Your Job Search

Which Employers Should
- Phase 2 runs from the first day of You Work For?

your first job search until its conclusion on your first day of employed
work. during this period of time,
you should emphasize the following
exrecises:
1. Increase your flexibility and range
of motion. Be willing to adjust your
employment goals (a.g., the kind of
job you are willing to take, the compensation level you will accept or
even the location where you would
agree to live) in order to work at
your Natural in a position that enables you to grow and advance..
2. Work with winners. Pick your first
job carefully. While the allure of a
large paycheck can be strong, it is
ultimately more beneficial for you
to select a position where you can
learn from and advance with a successful employer, boss and/or
coworkers.
3. Pace yourself. Start fast, but remember to care for yourself so that
you can always perform at your
154

How to Pick Yor Own Dream Team
- You have no control over what the
other guy does. You only have control
over what you do.
- a team in an ordinary frame of
mind will do ordinary things. in
proper emotional stage, a team will
do extraordinary things. To reach
this stage, a team must have a motive
that has an extraordinary appeal to
them.
- Research indicates that the number
one reason a person does not work
out when hired by an employer is
not that they cannot do a work. It is
that they cannot fit in. Their personality, beliefs and goals do not
mesh well with the organization s
culture, values and mission. That
disconnect leaves them feeling uncomfortably out-of-step. They are a
misfit in the organization. They are
working with the wrong team. in
that environment, they cannot per-
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form at their peak; they cannot succeed on-the-job; and ultimately, they
cannot maintain the healt of their
career.
- Career Fitness, therefore, involves
practicing the habits of a helthy career
while working for employers that
are healthy for you. only employers
that fit you, that match your values
and goals – not the other way around
– can position you to hone your Natural and pursue happiness through
its expression.
- To identify such organizations, you
must apply two different screens:

ganization that you are considering
for employment. if you find you are
now working in a wrong environment, move as quickly as you can to
another, more supportive organization. and, if you determine that one
or more of the employers you are
concidering are not a good fit for
you, avoid them, no matter how lucrative an offer they make or how
well regarded they may be in the
media. The goal of using screens is
not to find „the best employers to
work for“ but rather, to identify
„the best employers for you to work
for“. The former is a public relations
exercise; the latter is the key to Career
Fitness.

1. The first screen detects organizations that operate as bullies. These
are harmful employers that must be
avoided at all costs. They create a Bullseying the Bullies
toxic environment that will weaken - answer the following questions,
and eventually destroy the health of eather through your own observayour career.
tions or by conducting research
2. The second screen pinpoints those among published news and trade
employers with policies, practices articles and other secondary sources:
and norms that support and rein- 1. do supervisors and managers publicly or privately denigrate and
force your best work and your abilridicule employees when they deity to advance your career. all emcide
to leave the organization for a
ployers have unique cultures, so you
better opportunity with another
must determine which of the best
employer?
employers is best for you.
- These two screens are provided be- ___ Yes = 0 points ___ No = 1 point
low. Use them to assess your current 2. is the person in charge of employer
employer and to evaluate any ors Human resource function a senior
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executive in the organization and 7. do employees feel as if the organidoes that person report directly to
zation provides them with the tools,
the Chief Executive officer?
resources, direction and training
necessary to exel at their job?
___ Yes = 0 points ___ No = 1 point
3. does the organization provide some ___ Yes = 0 points ___ No = 1 point
form of transportation assistance 8. does the employer offer preventative
(e.g., gas allowance, a public transhealth programs (e.g., fitness club
portation subsidy..) if employees
subsides, classes on healthy diets..),
have to commute to work?
and are employees encouraged (with
___ Yes = 0 points ___ No = 1 point
time, financial incetives and suspervisior support) to participate?
4. does the employer increase the
cash compensation package of its ___ Yes = 0 points ___ No = 1 point
CEo (e.g., their salary and annual
9. does the employer provide adequate
bonus) at a persentage rate that is
notification of layoffs ( at a by law
greater than the everage annual rate
minimum) and are affected employof increase in cash compensation it
ees treated with dignity and reprovides to its top performers among
spect?
rank and file workers?
___ Yes = 0 points ___ No = 1 point ___ Yes = 0 points ___ No = 1 point
5. do employees feel that they are 10. do employees feel as if they know
what is expected of them and why
regularly and meaningfully recogand are organizatinal decisions,
nized and rewarded for their conpolicies and financial results comtributions to the success of the ormunicated to them regularly and
ganization?
clearly?
___ Yes = 0 points ___ No = 1 point
6. do employees say that their super- ___ Yes = 0 points ___ No = 1 point
visors routinely expect them to work - Tally the points earned by your curon weekends and during holidays rent employer and/or each of the
and vacations, regardless of what employers you are considering. Those
the organization s official policy that earn 6 points or less out of the
might be regarding such require- 10 possible points fail. They are likely
ments?
to be bullies and working for them
___ Yes = 0 points ___ No = 1 point will harm your career.
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Finding Employers That Fit You

4. do you like:
_______ a lot of supervision when
performing your work?
_______ minimal supervision when
performing your work?

- in order to identify the employers
that fit you best, you must first know
what you want and need from an
employer in order to feel comfortable
and supported. To put it another 5. do you enjoy an organizational
way, to determine which employers
culture where you:
you prefer, you must be aware of
_______ are able and encouraged
your own work preferences.
to contribute your opinions about
your employer s policies and proQuestions for You
grams?
- To determine those preferences,
_______ are not encouraged or
think about the employment situaasked to contribute your opinions
tions in your career to-date where
about your employer s policies and
you have done your best work and
programs?
then answer the following questions: 6. do you like an organization where
1. do you prefere to work in:
_______ a hierarchial organization,
one that has a vertical structure
with numerous of positions?
_______ a horisontal organization,
one that has a flat structure with
few levels of positions?
2. do you prefer to work:
_______ in teams?
_______ alone?

you:
_______ are expected to channel
your work – related communications through a defined chain of
command?
_______ can communicate with
whomever you please within the
organization?

7. are you most comfortable in an organization where you are expected
to:
3. do you like a work environment
_______ come up with new ideas
that:
and improvements in the way work
_______ changes constantly with
is accomplished?
new assignment and projects?
_______ focus only on doing your
job as a defined by the organiza_______ has relatively few or only
tion?
minor changes over time?
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8. do you like an environment where employer or those organizations that
you are encouraged to:
you are considering as potential em_______ fix problems and deal with ployers.
unexpected situations when they
What is Next?
occur?
_______ seek guidance from su- www.CareerFitness.com!
pervisors when problems or un- Now that you have read a main
expected situations arise?
parts of Work Strong by Peter WEd9. are you most comfortable in an or- dLES s, (www.weddles.com), and
ganization that:
put the principles and practices of
_______ requires, at some point, the Career Fitness System to work
that you move into management for you, keep it up. Keep working
in order to advance?
on strenghtening the power and the
_______ offers advancement op- promise of your career.
potunities separate from its man- How can you do that?
agement positions?
By regularly visiting
10. do you prefere an environment www.CareerFitness.com
that is:
www.weddles.com/Work strong
_______ informal, with causal dress
the norm in the workplace, open ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
offices and few or no distinctions
between leaders and workers?
_______ formal, with business dress
the norm, traditional offices, and JOB DESCRIPTIONS
clear distinctions between leaders počeo 6.06.2012. godine
and workers?
- There are no right or wrong answers - The more productive an operation,
to these questions. You are who you the more profitable it will be. The
are. The key, therefore, is to find development of more productive
employers that will provide the en- personnel is one of management s
vironment and cultural norms that prime responsibilities. Unnecessary
best fit you. To do that, use the same jobs and tasks should be eliminated.
questions to investigate your current
158

- Hospitality depends on:
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1. determining who your guests are;
2. anticipating what these guests
want; and

cording to assigned task procedures“.
Waiter s task is: „Knows and abides
by house rules“...

- a standard task procedure consists
of written statements which describe
how to carry out a task. Standard
- Guests have expressed physical task procedures cannot be written
wants and unexpressed psychological until tasks have been clearly identineeds. Physical wants of guests are fied.
food, drink, and rooms in which to
1. recruitment,
sleep.
2. Selection,
- Psychological needs are for attentin
3. Placement, and
and recognition.
4. Training.
- in service industries, workers „flow“
to the work, the reverse of what - recruitment is the process of dishappens in manufacturing business. covering tha manpower sorces that
will match the staffing needs of an
- individual jobs can be broke down
establishment. The amployee selecinto smallest work komponents:
tion process includes these steps:
tasks, and task, in turn, can be broken
into their step-by-step procedures. 1. Preliminary screening,
a task is a group of logically related 2. a review of the job application,
procedures by which a work goal is 3. Employment interview,
accomplished.
4. administering of tests,
- The identification of unique tasks is 5. Physical examination, and
critical to the task unit control. The
6. reference chesks.
work goal of a task – the task s
output – may be of a tangible nature, - at the employment interview mansuch as a product, or of a less tangible agement can give the applicant a
copy of the TUjd for the position
nature, such as a service.
for which he seems most qualified.
- The first performance requirement
to be listed on each TUjd (Task Unit - in training, it is always important to
job description) should be the state- remember that one cannot assume
ment, „Performs assigned tasks ac- what the employee knows. in fact, it
3. Understanding which psyhological
needs they wish to have satisfied.
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is better to assume employee „knows
nothing“ until he prowes othervise.

izing, directing, and controlling personnel. This factor measures the degree of responsibility for planning,
organizing, directing and controlling
personnel.

- Variations in location: downtown,
shopping center, neighborhood, highway, resort, air, industrial,
institutional, military, sea and river, - SUPERVISING – determining or
catering, trucks, correctional, edu- interpreting work procedures for a
group of workers, assining specific
cational...
duties to them, maintaning harmo- Variations in clientele: „eaters out“,
nious relations among them, and
„diners out“, „casuals“, tourists, locals, institutional, patients, adults, promoting efficiency.
children...
- JOB EVALUTION - can be defined
as the complete operation of determiming the relative value of a job in
relation to other jobs in the organization.
- JOB CONDITIONS – the physical
surroundings in which job must be
done and the extent to which these
conditions make the job disagreable.

- a distingtion is made between line
suppervision and functional gudince
and control. Line supervision includes responsibility for determining
personnel required; organizing the
work force; selecting, training, and
dismissing employees, setting objectives and performance standards;
determining methods and procedures
to be followed; and directing the activities of personnel directly or
through subordinates.

- SKILL - can be defined as including
all abilities and knowledge that an
- FUNCTIONAL GUIDINCE AND
employee must bring to a given job
CONTROL, on the other end, is the
or develop while on the job.
implementation of programs, polices,
- EFFORT – refers to both the mental procedures, and methods in organiand physical energies needed to per- zational units other than that of the
form jobs.
incumbent has neither direct nor in- PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL – direct line supervision.
the evaluation of how well an em- - INSTRUCTING – teaching subject
ployee performs on the job.
matter to others or training others
- SUPERVISION – is the degree of
responsibility for planning, organ160

through explanation, demonstration,
and supervised practice.
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- Elements of the task unit concept:

becomes a basic performance guide
because it now includes all the information the employee must know
to perform the task.

1. Guests needs determine the standards that prevail in an establishment. Their needs are both physical
(for food, drink, and rooms in which 7. The task, therefore, because it proto sleep) and psychological (for atduces a product or service, becomes
tention and recognition).
the basic organizational and training
unit for all activities at a sub-man2. The standards that guests want
are made into policy by management
agerial level.
after evaluating who the establish8. individual workers can be trained
ment s guests are and which of their
for their specific jobs by using stanneeds should be fulfilled.
dard task procedures for the task
3.Tasks, in turn, are generated by the
assigned to specific job titles. Training
standards that have been set. These
can be accomplished quickly and
tasks can be identified and described,
economically for a specific job, withand are the same or highly similar
out wasting training time on procein all establishments.
dures or task assigned to other jobs.
4. A task can be broken down into its
9. Since each task is independent, any
logical procedures, which may be
task required for an operation may
identified and described precisely.
be delegated to any employee who
5. The procedures of individual tasks
meets the time-location-ability-todo not change, but the number of
perform requirements for that task.
times each task needs to be performed varies with type, size, vol- 10. jobs for individual workers may
be established and described by
ume, and hours of opretaion of the
selecting from an industry – wide
individual establishment.
master list of nearly 4.000 tasks re6. A standard method for performing
quired to operate hospitality eseach task can be developed. The
tablishment. all the tasks a worker
method should be the most efficient
is to perfom thus, task unit job demethod possible for performing
scriptions that are unique to each
that task with the tools, equipment,
establishment are created. This list
or machines at hand. The task can
of hospitality industry tasks appears
be detailed precisely in a standard
on the appendix.
task procedure (STP). The STP then
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11. Establishment – tailored task unit tasks assigned to them, depending
job description and their accom- upon the places where the jobs are
panying standard task procedures performed. For example, a table
are highly effective check lists for busser in a formal dining room may
supervisors and management. The perform different tasks than a table
checking off from the master list busser employed in a coffee shop.
of tasks assigned helps to ensure
- Job titles are important not only to
that every service desired by guests
employees but also to the people
(and management) has been delewith whom employees come in congated for performance. Task unit
tact.
job descriptions, when accompanied by individual time schedules, - For food production personnel, stanserve as check list on total work dards may be set for the number of
responsibilities. Standard task pro- portions of food each employee must
cedures form check lists for the process each shift.
proper performance of each task.
- For waiters, the number of people
- Worksheets should be filled in by or covers to be served during a meal
the supervisor for each employee in period. Sales can be used as a maesure
his department. The last task listed of performance, too.
on each job desription should be,
- We make what people buy. If it
„may perfom all other duties as assigned by supervisor“. The „how does not sell, it does not get made.
well“ is indicated in the performance - if your greatest resource is your
requirements section of the TUjd.
people, then it only makes sense that
- Task performed – is the first section your biggest investment should be
of the task unit job description that in your people. develop them, growmust be developed before any other ing them, training them. Be better
than anyone else in your field at
section is written.
what you do.
- In a new establishment, the manager
consults the master list to deside - The menu, which lists the various
which tasks are to be performed. items offered by the establishment
Specific location where the job is to guests is the production guide for
performed is included because two standardized recipes and standard
jobs with the same title may vary in task procedures.
162
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- Quality control of food depends
upon the development of highly
standardized recipes that are followed
rigidly.
- Standardized recipes, accompanied
by a factory system of food production, provide management with
tools for accurate cost, quality, and
production quantity control, and
provide safeguards against loss by
pilferage.
- They increase labor efficiency by
utilizing workers at their maximum
skill level and indicate where lesser
skilled employees can be used more
efficiently and trained for advancement.
- Standardized recipes used like standard task procedures provide a basis
for rapid and precise training of food
production personnel. These employees must be trained in:
1. reading accuracy and comprehension,
2. The precise meanings of terms in
what to do procedures, and
3. The manual skills necessary to use
tools, utensils, and equipment of
the trade, and to produce quickly
and efficiently the finished foods
that meet the standards of the establishment.
- Photographs allow waiters to know
the establishments appearance stan-

dard for each dish enabling them to
reject or call to the attantion of the
service supervisor any deviation
from the standard. This will prevent
customer dissatisfaction.
- Previous experience cannot be accepted as a substitute for training –
at least not until the manager has
checked to see if what the worker
learned from his prior experience
will result in performance consistent
with the standards of the establishment.
- With more prepared foods, fewer
chefs will be needed.
- Guests judge the quality of the establishment by the actions of every
employee with whom they come in
contact.
- The biggest challenges of hotel industry is critical shortages of trained
staff. You can put people in place to
do things for you, but you have to
be watching them all the time.
- The most important aspect of operating a successful restaurant is
hiring the right staff the first time.
it focuses on people who are already
motivated, ready to learn and want
to be trained.
- reflecting that „you are where you
live“, he insists on buying his food
from the farmers who raise it. We
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knew that people wanted to eat light 3. Food and beverage cashiering
– cholesterol, salt, greasy food, fried and checking ................................... 32
foods, all those things were out.
4. Food preparation ......................... 476
- We were also one of the first to do 5. Food service .................................. 277
pasta bars, cooking it right in front 6. Management and security ....... 430
of the guests. People would see
7.Marketing, sales, promotions
pasta coming out of the pan into
and public relations ...................... 66
their dish and they knew it was
8. Purchasing ..................................... 41
fresh.
9. receiving operations ................... 25
- We are trying to put together something that will be totally new in 10. Stewarding and kitchen
maintance ................................... 183
foodservice. For restaurateurs a
chance for a fresh start. Chance to 11. Storeroom operations ............... 45
reinvent menu items, introduce new
_________________
food and beverage concepts and proTotal
1.667
motions. We try to produce dishes
you do not find anywhere else. We Rebronja s Balkan Best
take the best from all.
1. Banqueting .................................... 35
- Training is a function of operations,
not an event that occurs a few hours
after an employee is hired. People
learn everyday and benefit from
what they learn. When training is
built into everyday operations it
drives productivity and efficiency.
The best training and coaching happens every shift.

2. Bar service ..................................... 57
3. Food preparation ....................... 476
4. Food service ................................ 277
5. Management ............................... 430
_________________
Total
1.275

- restaurant business lives and dies
by the quality of its food. Bread is
- The food itself should leave guests one of the first things that come to
feeling that they have eaten some- the table. That first impression is
thing special.
critical.
- Hospitality industry taskas:
- Having branded people on site
1. Banqueting and social function 35 makes the most sens because they
2. Bar service ....................................... 57 have the expertise, and can give you
164
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the supervision and the tools to work
with.

technologies, training and motivation.

- increasing productivity is the most
important factor for the future growth
and success of our industry. it will
enable us to pay higher wages, comFOODSERVICE
pete on labor market and help solve
PRODUCTIVITY AND the shortage of skilled employees.
Everyone knows that we cannot
PROFIT IDEA BOOK
make a lot of major changes in our
počeo 21. 01. 2013. godine
industry overnight. But there is not
anyone who cannot start on this pro- Twin subject of productivity and
gram now and continue to improve.
profit. The author offers proven ideas
on how to increase profit through - Productivity in foodservice indutry
better productivity. improving hun- is measured by sales per employee
dreds of older, poorly-planned fa- per day, week or yea. Four productivity indikators:
cilities.
završio 28.06.2012. godine

- Proper layout and equipment are
one of the key solutions to the lack
of skilled employees. We start with
the advanced design, knowledge
and equipment avaliable today.

1. averige check,
2. Customer count,
3. Hourly sales figures,
4. Weekly report on your sales, main
costs as food and labor.

Improvement can be for:

- Weekly hourly total must cover all
employees, including management
and owner or anyone else who par- minor investment idea
ticipates in the operation. The average
hourly wage rate is an easy figure to
- major remodeling and invesment
- establishing totally new operations. arive at. it is your total dollar figure
for the week divided by the total
- It is a professional approach to man-hour.
solving the productivity problem.
Not by making existing employees Successful restaurants:
work harder and faster but new - operate with a simple menu,
- those involving little or no expense
and investment
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- have little or no food preparation,
- there is a minimum of wasted steps
and motions

- We are one of the few retail business
or industries that still both manufactures and sells its products (items
on the menu) on the same premises.
The main thrust should be to transfer
as much effort as possible from preparation and manufacturing to serving.

- The first thing to analize today in
any foodservice operation that is
having trouble (lack of business, high
costs, low profit, etc.) is the menu.
- Everyone in the facility, including
The menu today is one of the keys
the management, must focus his or
to productivity and profit. The first
her complete effort and attantion on
step in improving menus is to esthe service of food during peak petablish a dayly count or tabulation
riod. This is not the time to be doing
of items sold. all menus should be
office work or peeling onions or
designed and set up so that they can washing pots and pans.
be changed frequently at low cost.
items that are not selling well, for - reduce preparation work in the
whatever the reasons, should be back kitchen as much as possible.
one of the weakest points in the
dropped from the menu.
service is the servers getting their
- The wise course today is to prepare, orders from the kitchen. The primary
handle and serve as few items as goal is of concetrating all the forces
possible, but to do them well.
on the important job of getting people
- Learn to distinguish between food served well and fast.
preparation and food service. Em- - open for „no business“. There were
pasis on the busy periods.
times when it did not pay to be
- Establish item – costing program.
- Lower prices, limited menus, fast
service and high volume.
- Match the menus to your equipment
and facilities.
- Fit your menu to your employees.
You should study and see if the
present staff can handle such a program.
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open. The key to the thinking about
hours and days is to remember always that we are trying to produce
maximum sales per hour per employee.
- There is no foodservice facility in
existance today that could not be
improved in some way or other. The
worst obstakle to improving productivity is habit – the many things
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that have been done wrong for a see how many in the industry would
long time with no one trying to im- buy a new car every two years but
expect the kitchen equipment to last
prove on them:
- minor rearangements of equipment, 10, 20 or 30 years. Everything should
be done to increase sales, produc- kitchen work tables – often these
tivity, efficiency and profits so that
can be moved to a more desirable
the money spent can be paid back
location,
in a short time.
- can openers, slicing mashine, daily
dry stores, polyethylene soak tanks, - With all the knowledge, new equipmpolyethylene ingredient bins, reach net, systems and controls avaliable
– in refrigerators, service stands (for today this is very possible, and must
be considered carefully in the planservers)..,
ning.
- obsolete equipment – remove all
Compile as much information as
equipment not in use,
possible:
- minor repairs...
- menus and prices,
- Many improvements are just this
simple and obvious, but someone - sales figures,
must take the time to observe and - profit and loss information. if the
think. This gradual step-by-step so- food cost is high, perhaps better
lution to the problem is the most control is needed. if labor cost are
practical one and will produce the too high, the layout can be improved
best results in the end. do everything to give more productivity per empossible to correct and improve what ployee.
you have before going off on some - help turnover, talk with the present
wild and expensive tangent.
employees often. They can point out
- if the existing place is not run well the difficulties and shortcomings of
to start with, then major remodelings the operation,
are not always successful. If one ex- - sales counts, - menu tabulations
pects to stay in competition, he will should be examined carrefully befor
be forsed to go alone with the trends. redesigning any operation. Figures
- Many people have no knowledge of showing what items sell most are
the foodservice business and assume most valuable,
that it is easy. it has been amazing to - average check,
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- hourly sales readings. it is important
for the designer to know when the
peak period is so that he can properly
select the equipment need,
- sales per man – hour, if the figures
are lower than average, this means
that changes in layout, systems, work
flow, product flow and even equipment may be be needed to bring
productivity up to where it should
be.

- local, state and country codes and
regulations,
- existing plans – if there are any
plans of the existing buildings and
equipment layout, it is wise to find
them because they will save a lot
of time and money when drawing
up the new plan.
- get professional help, seek out
the best avaliable, starting with
foodservice consultant – menu
planner and kitchen designer.

-They were working as they had been
for many years even though the - The consultant has the advantage of
equipment had been changed and seeing and working with many difstreamlined. When any foodservice ferent types of establishments and
employee has been doing something can pass these on to anyone desiring
a certain way for years, it is very dif- to make a change. „Free“ plans are
ficult to break the habit. Even though „worth“ every cent. To avoid all
we provide food trays to speed serv- trouble the consultant should be
ice, most of the servers are still „arm“ hired first. He will be able to save
carring the food to the tables, making you money.
hundreds of needless trips back and
- once you have given him all the inforth during each meal.
formation about what you want to
- type of customer – every existing accomplish – the approximate
operation should know the types amount of money you wish to spend,
of customers it is serving,
then he will be in a good position to
outline
a total program for you.
- new business possibilities – a
careful study should be made to - Make sure that foodservice layout
determine the possibilities of added has been planned with the minibusiness,
mum of equipment needed to do a
- employees avaliable,

- added services for added revenue,
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job. Make sure that equipment specified is standard and not custom
made.
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- The failure of our industry to do ex- - outside storage facilities made from
tensive research, and arrive at proven standard pre-fab panels can be quickdesigns and systems, will continue ly expanded when the need arises,
to slow progress and result in higher - the dining room should be the starting
costs and lower profits. The amount point for all plans because this is
of money being wasted in all kinds where the man who pays the tab
of foodservice facilities is staggering. will be.
One of the first step would be for
- among the prime reasons for the
all to realize that the kitchen should
low productivity per employee is
be designed to function properly,
excessive walking. When one is walknot to be a showplace. Let us coning, he is not producing. only when
cetrate on making them efficient and
we stand and use our hands and
workable.
arms can we produce and put out
The basic goals are:
products of any kind. The less dis- to increase productivity,
tance we move articles and fewer
times, the more productive we will
- to increase profits,
be. Since the shortest distance be- faster and better service,
tween two points is a straight line,
- better food quality,
the most efficient flow for both
- improved storage facilities,
work and products is in a straight
- increased sales or meals served,
line. a well – planned and organized
- reduction of number of employees service kitchen or line is the key to
needed,
speeding service and increasing sales
- changed emphasis from „food mak- and productivity. Managers are hired
ing“ to food serving and selling,
to produce and serve food. if your
- addition of new features – take-out, productivity and speed of service
catering, banquets...,
are low, you will have difficulty
- reduced food cost – through better keeping servers because they will
control and elimination of waste and be unable to make any money. There
should be enough service ware in
pilferage,
use
to provide for a complete meal
- reduction in other operating expenswithout washing.
ess,
- re-use all existing equipment possi- - a well – run operation should
ble,
issue from bulk storage areas only
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once or twice a day and then they ant make the initial layout for the
should be locked. The well – seating and public area.
planned service pantry and service - Detaling and selecting equipment
kitchen should have enough space for a foodservice layout – the archior reach-in refrigerators and freezers tect can supply the equipment deto carry the food needed for the signer with an accurate floor plan
meal service.
prior to the actual placement and
- one does not know for sure, in a selection of equipment.
new operation just what will happen - We do have the know-how, equipin many areas, so threre is an element ment, systems and ability to meet
of guessing and assuming. after the and solve most of the problems, but
overall plan is accepted, then it be- there is still a reluctance by many to
comes a matter of attacking each de- give up the old and accept the new.
partment to strenghten each as much Let there be no doubt, new foodas possible.
service facilities, properly designed
- Equipment – every effort should be
made to keep and reuse as much of
the existing equipment as possible.

and planned today can produce
higher productivity and larger profits. it is possible by good planning
and operating techniques to produce
successful venture.

- Departments – some were relocated
to achieve better work and product
flow for the facility.
- The first step to take in the developing
- Central storage – an adequate central process is to seek the best professional
storage area that could be controlled help possible, early in the game. it
for dry, refrigerated and frozen items. will be much easier for the architect
More consideration should be given to make his plans if he has even a
to the needs of the servers temselves. preliminary layout of the areas needThe lack of items needed for service ed for the various function.
at the point where and when thay - do not plan the building first. it is
are needed causes more slow service often planned badly and will not
and confusion than any other single work well. it causes nothing but
factor in our business.
trouble for years. The first and most
- Public area and seating plans – it is
best to have the foodservice consult170

important thing to remember when
buliding any kind of foodservice op-
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eration is that high productivity and - Fit the operation to the site – deterprofit can and must be planned mine what is the best type of oparation for the particular site: fast food,
into the design at the start.
coffee shop, self – service...and it
Establish nature of the operation:
will be the most important to choose
- fast food,
the right type of operation for the
- self – service,
location. The high-priced gourmet
- table - side service,
restaurant seems to be everyone s
idea of the ideal type of opretaion
- moderate – priced family type,
that will „surely“ produce the greatest
- take – out,
profits, but that is not always true.
- banquet,
- Fit the site to the operation – to find
- drive – in,
a location well suited for method of
- vine and beer bar,
foodservice. Than, establish the
- coffee and refreshment bar...
menus first. Predetermine food prepa- it is important to establish at the ration methods. almost every item
start what type of operation will be to be prepared and served should
built and operated. one cannot be be discussed and the methods of
all things to all people and have handling decided.
high efficiency, productivity and - For potatoes, provide cool place to
profitability.
store the bags of potatoes and sink
- it is human nature to avoid facing for washing and eyeing.
difficulties or problems until one is - Two of the main problems in all
forced, and this is what many must branches of foodservice are the lack
now do in our industry.
of employees and the absence of
skilled
workers. automatic equip- Much time and money can be saved
ment can help to make up for both
if one will zero in on specific target
the lack of employees and the lack
in the beginning rather than trying
of skills. Most foodservice operations
to aim for the wide number of posare always short of all kinds of help
sibilities open. after that, decide if
and then wonder why their sales
you are going to serve breakfast,
and profits do not increase. With
lunch and dinner.
proper equipment, operator can
- What hours will you be open?
aford to pay more to fewer, better
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trained and more productive em- chased for the month, less the current
ployees. Productivity is people inventory value gives the cost of
working smater. one of the largest food used for the month.
chains has always spent about a - Remember that pilferage and theft
week training the help in a new op- are still among the leaders in causing
eration. This chain also made a prac- losses and failure.
tice of no grand opening day – the
unit just opened and served the cus- - How many places have portion
scales in the proper places and really
tomers as they come in.
use them?
- Productivity may be encouraged by
- Buy some infra-red heat units to
proper morale, and stimulated by
keep food hot after it is taken from
incentives. it is taught in the training
the oven or broiler. add these unit
program. To save man – hours you
over your hot food shelf to keep
must schedule them, by days and
food hot until picked up.
hours. Work assignment must be
egual to employee ability. The key - Be sure your service stations are
to this labor scheduling technique is large enough and you have enough
the accurate projection of sales on a of them located in the best places to
daily basis. By avoiding too few em- save servers steps. and make sure
ployees at any time, the method there is enough service ware and
materials on hand to carry through
helps asure adequate service.
the busy periods.
- Provide a complete writen job description so that each employee - Many of the problems that exist
knows what is expected of him. today in foodservice opreations arise
develop flexibility by training em- because management and designers
ployees to assume another s area of are not familiar with the problems
work. Giving responsibility to an and wants of the employees and do
employee is the key to finding out if not understand the situation.
he is the one you want working for - Matching the equipment to the
you. Placing a person in a position menu – if we are ever to save time
which he is not suited for, is a sin and motion and increase productivity
that many managers commit.
in the industry, then more attention
- The value of the inventory from the must be paid to small kitchen equipprevious month, plus the food pur- ment. Saving in seconds soon add
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to minutes, minutes to hours, and - Portion control pans – will enable
one to fill hundreds of portions in a
hours to days.
matter of a few minute;
- Food production methods – dessigners must know in great detail just - Check wheels – unfilled orders are
how you will be buying and prepar- placed on the wheel in proper seing all the foods used in the operation. quence and removed when completed;
if you are going to bake all your
own rolls and pies, then equipment - Portion control unit for hot food
and space must be provided for this. pans – food devider;
Food production and preparation - Portion rated stock pots – these are
equipment is much large than equip- stock pots marked on the inside with
graduations showing the amount of
ment for serving food.
liquid at the various levels;
- The decision rest with the owner
and operator on how he intends to - Egg poacher;
prepare, cook and serve food, unless - Menu boxes;
they are dealing with Muradin, of - Portion scales;
course.
- Sandwich making and wrapping –
- Ability of the employees and size the wrapping machines range from
and capacity – it is safe to say that small, inexpensive size for smaller
the properly designed compact operations to large high – volume
kitchen now will have much higher models. Long narrow work boards
are also produced for making sandproductivity than the large one.
wiches;
- Much of our low productivity and
slow service can be traced to the - other plastic items – plate and plate
„litle“ thing that are lacking. There covers permit the stacking and servare many more new ideas being pro- ing of many more plates for both
moted in so-called small equipment banquet and regular service;
line than in the major pieces of equip- - roller grills – exellent for cooking
frankfurters without having to turn
ment:
- Small cutting boards – all work or watch them. Can be used for other
tables can be equipped with small items such as link sausages;
cutting boards that can be used quickl - Blenders – can be used for many
when needed, washed easily and be smaller jobs of mixing or eaven chopping to help increase production;
stored under the work area;
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- Sandwich grills – an item that has and quickservice restaurants of every
been on the market for years – with kind, if possible combined with „to
a pull – down hot top so that grilled go“ and definitely smartly packaged.
sandwiches can be made in half the
- Wherever you look, today food is
time;
mainly uncomplicated, fast and mo- Hand – operate cutters for cutting
bile. Even the classics of the fullservice
tomato or potato wedges;
world such as pizza and salads come
- Knives – with magnetic rack for in bite – size portions for lunch –
holding knives safely;
breaks on the move.
- dispensers – cold drink such as orange juices, hot syrup, ice dispensers, - We are commited to serving transfat and MSG-free food and quickly
batter dispensers...
to the table. It is food served fast
Small mobile equipment
not fast food. The price point is
- Flat hand trucks;
atractive because it fills the gap be- Two wheeled trucks;
tween fast food and fine dining.
- Service carts;
Jumeirah hallmarks:
- Bus carts;
- We will always smile and greet the
- dollies – clean dish cart;
guests before they greet us;
- Mobile racks;
- We should never say no as a first re- Thermo – equipment...
sponse to a guest request;
- Science include the techniques, pros- - We should treat each other with reesses and methods we learn about spect and integrity
to keep food safe. Knowledge does
not always translate into action in - Guests are invited to tick their choices
the workplace. Visual reminders on order pad and hand it over to the
server. dishes then are prepared
such as food safety posters.
within minutes over an open flame,
završio 13.02.2013. godine
in full view of the guests.

Best ideas for living in
a way that will cause
you make history:
- The segment with the greatest growth
potential worldwide are fast casual
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- The morning workout will help you
to think more clearly.
- The best business people are those
who are best thinkers and decision
makers.
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Pogovor
i na kraju, ovo je „samo“ početak razvoja vaše karijere. Kod nas priprema, a
za one koji to žele, tek u Kanadi počinje vaša interkontinentalna karijera.
Tamo počinjete sa učenjem njihovog načina rada zasnovanog na osnovu
njihovih standarda i potreba njihovih gostiju. U kanadskom turizmu 40
odsto domaćih gostiju, 40 odsto američkih turista i 20 odsto turista iz azije.
Pravilo je vrlo jednostavno „Vežite konja gde vam gazda kaže”, sve dok i vi
ne budete gazda. Najviše standarde ima kompanija ritz-Carlton, koje ste
imali prilike da upoznate, kao model za sve druge hotele i hotelske kompanije.
Stvar je u tome što su oni najbolji zato što nude najbolje uslove rada i zarade.
Svuda se igra fudbal, ali najbolje u real Madridu, Barceloni… jer ih oni
najbolje plaćaju.
što se tiče kuvarstva, za vas neće biti nikakvih tajni, jer ćete znati sve vrste
namirnica i sve metode kuvanja. U Kanadi losos, kod nas pastrmaka i šaran.
Sve drugo je isto. ima mnoštvo morskih plodova i vrsta rečnih i morskih riba.
Kao i voća, povrća i salata. Ništa strašno, vi samo upoznajete nešto novo što
kod nas nije bilo.
Učenje kroz praksu u Kanadi traje tri godine, da se usavršite, steknete
potrebne veštine, (praksa čini majstora), usavršite engleski jezik i dobijete
kanadsko državljanstvo. Ujedno, i da za te tri godine uštedite oko 100.000
dolara da u svom zavičaju kupite zemlju, staru kuću sa velikim placem
pored puta... za izgradnju vašeg apartman hotela sa najmanje deset apartmana
na spratu, svojim većim apartmanom u potkrovlju, kafeterijom i recepcijom
u prizemlju, vešerajem, magacinima... u podrumu. da zaposlite desetak
osoba vaše porodice i prijatelja.
i onda da budete kao orao koji uzleti visoko i ode daleko i koji se uvek vraća
u svoje gnezdo.
a prave pare za muslimane dolaze iz Mekke i Medine u Kraljevini Saudijskoj
arabiji, a za nemuslimane u obližnjoj džedi, gde je planiran razvoj turizma
po ugledu na dubai u Emiratima. rad na top pozicijama šefova kuhinja i/ili
menadžera restorana sa zaradom od koje „boli glava“. radite tamo onoliko
dugo koliko vam treba da uštedite da izgradite svoj hotel.
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Uzgred, kao kanadski državljanin, vi ćete moći, kad god hoćete da „skoknete“
do Kanade u hotel u kojem ste radili i gde vam miruje radni staž, najbolje za
zimsku sezonu, i da uštedite 20-30.000 dolara. i kada, ako Bog da, napunite
65 godina, imaćete i kanadsku penziju.
Slično i sa Mekkom, Medinom i džedom u Kraljevini Saudijskoj arabiji,
naročito u vreme Hadža.
Želim vam uspeh u tome. a vaš uspeh je i moj uspeh. Tek tada ja postajem
muršid, u islamu „onaj ko pokazuje pravi put”, a vi moj naslednik. Nasledili
ste moj put. Malo li je?
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